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ABSTRACT 

Plasma spray coatings are vital to the capabilities of jet engines. They allow engines to 
operate at combustion temperatures that would otherwise melt the superalloy components. 
Coatings tighten clearance between rotating components, increasing engine compression. They 
prevent chemical attack and physical erosion. Plasma spray coatings are imperative to the 
durability and efficient operation of the modern jet engine. In this application coating material 
property variation has a significant cost. In addition to the variation inherent in the process, 
some of the biggest contributors to coating property variation have been traced to spray gun 
nozzle wear and powder feed variation[1, 2].  

Presented here are multiple methods utilizing flow induced acoustic signals to quantify 
noise parameters, measure component wear, diagnose the plasma spray process and detect 
coating property deviation. Methods have been developed for offline and online analysis of 
components in addition to online process analysis. These include characterization of nozzle wear 
by throat roughness measurements and nozzle casting, offline detection of nozzle wear by 
attenuation of discrete tone generation and broadband signal variation, and offline 
measurement of powder port wear by jet screech frequency variation. Online methods include 
pre-ignition nozzle degree of wear measurement by discrete frequency changes; online 
parameter change detection, process deviation detection with potential source identification, as 
well as variation in coating property detection by broadband acoustic signal changes. 

Offline methods allow for 100% accurate new nozzle manufacturer identification. By the 
same test nozzle wear state can be predicted with over 95% accuracy with the potential for a 
degree of wear determination. Internal diameter changes of less than 10 microns can similarly 
be detected. Analysis of online plasma spray acoustic signals as described here can distinguish 
nozzle state and powder feed variation with over 90% accuracy. 

The capabilities developed here will aid in plasma spray process variation detection and 
contribute to identifying the source of this variation. This will improve coating quality and 
consistency, reduce failures, lower operational costs and ultimately make jet engines more 
economical, safer, and more fuel efficient with significant environmental and financial cost 
reduction. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The thermal spray processes use a high energy 
flow to transfer both thermal energy and 
momentum to particles to be projected onto a 
surface to create a coating as outlined in Figure 1.  
These are highly valued processes, as high 
temperatures and velocities allow for the 
deposition of high melting point materials to nearly 
any surface with a very wide range of controllable 
coating properties. A variety of thermal spray 
processes exist to suit a wider range of desired 
coatings and coating properties, as well as cost or 
other constraints. Methods can primarily be 
categorized as, wire-arc spraying, cold spraying, 
flame spraying, detonation spraying, high velocity oxy-fuel(HVOF) spraying, and plasma spraying. These 
methods differ predominantly in their thermal and kinetic sources as to produce different ranges of 
temperatures and velocities. The general ranges of gas temperature and velocity they are capable of 
generating is plotted in Figure 2 from [3]. 

The jet and gas turbine industries are primary users of thermal spray processes. Thermal sprayed 
coatings are applied to nearly every surface on the inside of modern jet engines which has allowed 
continuous improvement of engine safety and efficiency. Wear resistant coatings are applied to 
compressor blades to protect them from impact and corrosion. Compressor blade tips are coated with 
abrasive and wear resistant coatings to cut into abradable coatings applied to the surrounding shrouds. 
This combination results in an improved seal of blades at maximum operating temperature and rpm, 

Figure 2: Relative thermal spray process temperature and velocity regimes, Republished with 
permission of Springer US, from Thermal Spray Fundamentals, From Powder to Part. 
Fauchais, P.L., J.V.R. Heberlein, and M.I. Boulos, 2014; permission conveyed through 
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 

Figure 1: Thermal spray process schematic. 
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increasing the compressive effects of each blade set and improving efficiency[4]. Thermal barrier 
coatings line the combustion chamber and turbine blades, permitting super-alloy metals to operate well 
above their phase transition temperatures and improving fuel-burning efficiency[5]. These coatings 
additionally protect their substrates from the corrosive high temperature byproducts of combustion, 
increasing service life. These coating types, thermal barrier, wear resistant, abradable, and abrasive also 
find wide use in such industries as automotive, print and paper manufacturing, and shipbuilding. All of 
these coatings serve to extend the capabilities, useful life and serviceability of their substrate 
components and thereby their constituent systems.  

Thermal spray processes are seen as special processes to industry not just due to the high value and 
capabilities that they add to components but also because of their inherent complexity and challenges. 
Chief amongst these challenges is the general inability to know the coating’s properties until it is 
destructively tested after spraying. This makes fault detection slow and more costly due, not just to the 
price of the component to be tested, but to the delay in identifying where and when a fault occurred. As 
with any process, thermal spray is subject to variability, however the typical high value of components 
coated, especially in a jet engine, and the higher cost of an in-service component failure, leads to a 
substantial desire for continuous thermal spray process improvement. Additionally “expenses related to 
the rejection and replacement of imperfect coatings can reach 15% of the production cost” [6]. 
Complicating this drive for improvement is the inherent complexity of the processes: having a multitude 
of input variables which often have nonlinear interactions. Powder size distributions, particle injection 
angle and velocity distributions, and torch thermal and velocity profiles must all be balanced to transfer 
energy to the particles uniformly to produce a high quality coating. Gun input recipes are set for 
particular powders and automated systems are often used to apply the coatings and ensure constant 
input values. However, uncontrolled noise parameters can have drastic effects on the system. Primary 
amongst these is wear of plasma spray nozzles which produces a continuous drift in gun output and 
particle parameters over the lifespan of the nozzle. Wear of plasma spray nozzles has been studied in 
the literature yet mitigation strategies, which can vary considerably, have not been developed 
successfully. An additional noise parameter arises from the powder feeding system where powder port 
wear and several sources of feed variability alter the thermal and momentum transfer to the particles 
and thus the coating they produce. These noise variables are currently poorly controlled for, if at all; 
relying on visual inspection, arbitrary electrical thresholds, or changed as a last resort in fault detection. 
Improvements to the material properties of the coatings can thus be achieved by understanding the 
process and how these variables effect the process. Then by detecting these variations coating quality 
and consistency can be increased and reduction in production costs can be achieved. In this work, 
acoustic methods are used to detect wear of thermal spray components and monitor the process for a 
variety of undesirable changes, this will allow for improving consistency and quality of coatings applied 
via thermal spray processes. 
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 PLASMA SPRAY PROCESS 

2.1.1 Thermal Spray Coatings 

Thermal spray coatings are the sum of all of the particles that stick to the substrate during 
processing. Molten particles impacting the substrate flatten into discs and mechanically bond to the 
surface. These splats, as they are called, build up in layers with multiple passes of the spray gun to build 
a cohesive structure that forms the coating. The coating buildup is conceptually the same for all thermal 
spray processes but the material and process dependent temperature and velocity vary the nature of 
the bonding. With the variation in particle properties prior to impact, a rather unique microstructure is 
developed. Included in the coating are: un- or partially melted particles, voids, cracks, etc. that are 
trapped in the coating during spraying or result from the thermal stresses.  A coating of aluminum-
silicon and polyester can be seen 
in cross section in Figure 3 where 
unmelts of the light phases, AlSi, 
appear as round white spots of 
various sizes. The AlSi that did 
melt is seen as highly deformed 
from its spherical particle shape 
due to impact on the substrate as 
well as subsequent particle 
impacts. Voids and porosity show 
up as exceptionally black areas 
dispersed in the grayer black 
polymer phase. At the bottom, 
the steel substrate appears gray 
and can be seen to have a 
roughened surface, at the 
interface with the coating, to 
improve particle/coating 
adhesion. 

The materials properties exhibited by the coating, as such are an aggregate measure of the 
collective structure and its constituents. The process must be designed and controlled to allow for 
repeatability of desired coating features such as porosity, oxide content, and hardness. Coatings must be 
characterized after spraying via mechanical testing and metallographic analysis. Substrates must be 
prepared for coatings typically by cleaning and grit blasting to maximize coating adhesion. Relative to 
other coating processes, thermal spray has a very high deposition rate, allowing for an economical 
throughput. 

2.1.2 Atmospheric Plasma Spray 

In Atmospheric Plasma Spraying, APS, a direct current electric arc is struck though a confined gas 
flow to heat and accelerate the gas to form a plasma torch. This heat and momentum are then imparted 
upon particles by injection into the plume to be projected towards a substrate to form a coating. The 

Figure 3: Features of a plasma sprayed coating cross-section 
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device that does this is called a plasma spray gun or torch and consists of a cathode and an anode, 
contained in a water cooling jacket, and is fed by electricity and a plasma forming gas or gases. The 
powder is carried at a controlled rate via a gas flow to be injected either inside or, more commonly, 
outside the gun. Schematically this is shown in Figure 4.  

The plasma torch in this application operates with a non-
transferred electrical arc, as the anode is part of the gun itself. A 
transferred arc is often the technology behind plasma cutting torches, as 
shown in Figure 5, where the work piece functions as the anode for the 
arc to attach. The cutting torch design is similar to that in Figure 4 except 
for the anode being electrically neutralized, no powder is required, the 
substrate/workpiece is closer and additional gas flows serve to shape and 
direct the plasma to the substrate and blow away molten material from 
the cut. While both devices are referred to as torches and have 
relevant research to this work that will be discussed, cutting torches 
and transferred arcs will explicitly be labeled as such.  

More specific details of the plasma spray process will become apparent by discussing some of 
the details of the individual components below, with a focus on those most affecting this research. APS 
is touted for its versatility as a coating process. Plasma generation can produce temperatures near 
30,000 K which allows for the application of almost any powder material. Plasma, as a processing 
medium, has high energy density, high heat flux density, high flux of reactive species, high quench rate, 
and high processing rate [7].  

As with all thermal spray processes there is a huge spectrum to the types of coatings that are 
applied with APS but in general they are coatings with some amount of porosity and non-reactive or 
oxidizing powders. Further elucidation about the process and the interactions of the components 
described below will be contained within the Literature Review section. 

2.1.2.1 Cathode 

The cathode is the electron source in the plasma forming circuit. So it must be designed to 
readily release electrons. It occupies a prominent position in the internal gun flow stream so it has an 
aerodynamic component to its design that is often paired with a particular anode design/geometry. The 
cathode shape is designed to keep the arc attachment at a single location by the force of the gas flow 
[7]. Electron emission is largest cooling mechanism of the cathode but a high melting temperature 
material is still required to slow erosion [7]. The cathode is typically made of tungsten that is sometimes 

Figure 4: Image of operating plasma spray gun (left) and gun cross-sectional process schematic (right). 

Figure 5: Schematic of transferred 
arc plasma cutting torch operation 
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doped/alloyed to lower the work function of the material to reduce the energy requirement for freeing 
electrons. There is little influence of the cathode material on the plasma electron temperature and 
density as reported in [7]. 

2.1.2.2 Anode/Nozzle 

The anode serves the dual role of electron receptor and flow nozzle and is thus a critical 
component in determining the gun’s transfer of energy to the particles. The terms nozzle and anode can 
be used interchangeably here but will generally differentiate between applications of flow and electrical 
phenomena. Different nozzle designs exist to achieve different gas velocities or suit particular plasma 
gases or coating deposition rates. Anodes are designed to be easily cooled by internal water flow so 
design components such as water/gas seals and cooling fins are generally implemented on a nozzle’s 
exterior. Heat is transferred to the anode by condensation of electrons; electron enthalpy flow and 
thermo-diffusion effects; heavy particle and electron conduction; and ion recombination at the anode 
surface [7]. Type GH and GP nozzles for Metco’s 9MB plasma spray gun, predominantly studied in this 
work, are shown in cross-section in Figure 6.  

Some internal design variations, such as Laval nozzles, are used to limit gas entrainment into the 
plume [6]. Typically high purity copper is used for its thermal/electrical conductivity, though tungsten 
lined copper nozzles are also common which seeks to alleviate/delay the wear process. The wear 
process is a result of localized melting of the nozzle material by the electrical arc and blowing of that 
molten material by the gas flows. Melt time of copper anode from arc residence can be calculated to be 
100-200 micro seconds for typical operating conditions [8]. Factors that influence electrode erosion 
include traces of molecular gas which have a catalytic effect on the surface, and gas flow rate which 
stretches arc and boundary layer thickness[9]. Oxidation of the copper also occurs as evidenced by the 

Figure 6: Cross-sections of type GH (left) and GP (right) 9MB plasma spray nozzles. Flow direction: top to 
bottom. Scale in millimeters. 
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coloration of the nozzles once used. Ultimately this material change likely affects the electrical and 
thermal transport through the material and thereby contributes to the wear process. 

2.1.2.3 Electrical Arc 

Electrical breakdown of the gas in the plasma spray gun excites it into a conductive plasmatic 
state to connect the cathode to the anode. The rest of the gas forces the arc downstream and constricts 
it to the center of the nozzle, except where it bridges to the anode, creating a cold gas boundary layer 
surrounding the arc. The arc attachment to the anode, or foot, is pushed around by the gas flow and 
induced electric and magnetic fields by Lorentz forces, while a 
friction force resists its motion. These forces combine to keep 
the arc in a constant state of high frequency fluctuation. The arc 
motion is characterized by three modes of operation: steady, 
takeover, and restrike which relate to the intensity and pattern 
of the voltage changes resulting from arc motion. In these 
different modes, the arc root motion parallels the gun voltage 
and is influenced by the plasma gas flow and its constituents. 
Figure 7 illustrates the radial motion the electrical arc can have 
with in the spray gun. The gas flow forces the attachment 
downstream, increasing the voltage, until shunting occurs 
shortening the arc and again lowering the voltage. Tangential 
motion of the arc also occurs. The voltage fluctuation and arc 
motion phenomena in particular has been the subject of much 
research to be discussed in the next chapter.  
When confined in a plasma spray nozzle, the electric arc is 
longer[8] and has increased attachment spot lifetimes[10] for 
larger nozzles. Current reduces arc spot time but also increases 
arc diameter increasing shunting. Erosion rate from currents at 
100-600 A have been measured at about 1 to 100 
microgram/coulomb [9]. Erosion causes an increase in arc root 
stagnation to a particular point [8]. Through flow investigation 
with a glass “anode,” Wutzke et al. found that the arc leads to a gas recirculation patterns downstream 
of the foot, which is the region that erosion occurs[11]. 

2.1.2.4 Plasma Gas 

Plasma gas is a process input, selected for a particular powder and/or coating to be applied. Key 
gas selection criteria being plasma forming ability, thermal transport, operating temperature and 
velocity, and its reactivity with the materials involved. Argon and nitrogen are the most commonly used 
primary plasma gases. Mixed with these is typically hydrogen or helium which increases the plasma’s 
energy significantly for the melting of ceramic particles. Plasma is a highly ionized state of matter similar 
to a gas, consisting of molecules, atoms, ions and electrons. The various concentration of these species, 
however, results in the plasma having some properties significantly different from gases, including 
electrical and thermal conduction as well as responding to electromagnetic fields. Plasmas can be 
formed by electromagnetic means but are generally the result of super heating a gas [12]. Increasing the 
temperature of a gas results in higher molecular velocities, which in turn results in more collisions, of 
higher energy, eventually increasing to the level where collisions can dissociate diatomic gases and then 
even free electrons. Plasmas can be observed naturally, as they compose the mass of the Sun and are 

Figure 7: Cycle of arc attachment motion 
and restrike in the flow/axial direction. 
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generated my lightning. Artificial plasmas occur in TV screens, light bulbs and in manufacturing torches 
for cutting and plasma spray [12]. 

In some systems the plasma forming gas is injected into the cathode cavity through four or more 
small holes at its back that generally impart a swirling motion upon the gas flow to produce a more 
uniform plasma plume. The use of only four gas injectors, however, has been found to lead to 
circumferential non-uniformity in the gas flow[11]. Swirl injection has been seen to add centrifugal force 
which aids in destabilizing the shear layer at nozzle exit and increases entrainment [13]. 

Input gases in the systems used here relied on flow meters to standardize the gas flow inputs 
into the plasma spray guns and test setups. An important distinction must be made in the measurement 
units between normal liters per minute and standard liters per minute, which could have an effect on 
process and measurement variation. The difference lies in the reference temperatures used in 
calculating the two values. Normal conditions are 20 C vs standard being 0 C, with both at atmospheric 
pressure 101.3 kPa. The metering systems measure the volume of gas flowing through them as well as 
the temperature and calculate what the volume would be at the reference temperature. 

2.1.2.5 Powder Feeding  

Powder makes its way into the plasma flame by the means of a dedicated powder feed system. 
Conveying powder in a controlled manner to the plasma spray gun can be a daunting task and feeder 
designs vary widely to accomplish this. Powder feeders commonly measure powder volumetrically by 
mechanical means or in a fluidized bed feeder, powder is gravimetrically fed by weight. As the volume or 
mass of the powder injected is determined by the powder feeder, the carrier gas transports the powder 
and serves to determine the powder’s momentum before entering the plume. It is important to 
maximize the time particles spend in the plume so the carrier gas flow rate is an important process 
input. The gas flow also passes into the plume and together with the particles distort the plume, so 
additional considerations are required. The primary plasma gas is typically used as the carrier gas for 
simple logistical reasons in addition to non-reactivity with the powder or plasma plume. 

Figure 8: Powder port types studied here with their geometry, internal diameter (in mm), 
and powder injection angle.The constituent components of types 1 and 5 are also 
included. Size of GH nozzle included for relative comparison. 
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The powder port, also called the powder injector, seeds the powder directly into the flame and 
is made of a hardened steel to resist wear of the powder flow and the temperatures in close proximity 
to the plasma jet. Powder ports vary in diameter and injection angle to tailor the particle trajectories to 
the thermal requirements of the powder used. The three types of powder ports studied here are shown 
in Figure 8.  

The plasma particle interaction is quite complex. Heat and momentum must be transferred from 
a plasma, where both have a spatial and temporal, to thousands of particles with their own spatial and 
temporal distribution of momentum, size and shape. This interaction must be optimized to achieve the 
desired particle states for a particular coating. Many parameters are relevant to the momentum transfer 
to the particle. The initial particle conditions are an injection velocity distribution, injection angle and 
particle size distribution. Variance occurs in the particle injection velocity from the powder nozzle 
diameter, shape, and carrier gas flow rate. The position and orientation of the nozzle relative to the 
plasma jet axis determines initial relative velocities.  Individual particle positions within the nozzle's area 
also contributes to the initial distribution of particle states. 

Any particular particle within the plasma is acted upon by inertial forces consisting of viscous 
drag and to a certain extent gravity and Lorentz forces [14]. These are going to depend on particle 
shape, diameter, density, velocity, drag coefficient; and plasma density, viscosity and velocity [15]. 
Comprehensive force considerations must include the steep pressure gradient that can affect trajectory, 
for sub 10 micron scale particles temperature gradients can result in thermophoresis, and depending on 
particle injection location and properties, Coriolis forces can be observed[16]. 

2.1.3 High Velocity Oxygen Fuel Spraying 

High velocity oxygen fuel spraying, HVOF, differs from the plasma spray process mostly in 
energy source. Modern spray booths and controllers are often designed to run either process. The 
powder feed system must tolerate higher pressures but otherwise can be the same though axial 
injection in the torch is more feasible and common. Longer nozzles allow for more particle acceleration 
time and thus increased velocity. HVOF is often sought for increased coating density due to the high 
velocities that particles have at impact. Without arc root motion the flame/jet is a lot steadier, it also 
has higher jet velocities, generally supersonic; both have implications on the process acoustic signal. The 
gun used here required external remote ignition using a resistance heating element remotely placed 
into the combustible gas flow out of the nozzle. 

2.1.4 Process Monitoring Equipment 

The thermal spray processes require the consistent control of multiple gun inputs and 
environmental and safety controls. While manual systems are still in use, most modern spraying is done 
in integrated, digitally controlled systems where a single computer controls and records all digital 
meters, electronics and components. These systems offer some indication of the properties of a sprayed 
coating, but after powder leaves the feeder, separate monitors are required. Particle temperature and 
velocity are taken as the best indication of coating properties as will be discussed further in the 
Literature Review, and their sensors are the most common system add-ons. In both industry and 
research institutions the particle state is generally determined optically. Two popular commercial 
technologies, and those used in this work, are AccuraSpray and DPV2000 systems both by Tecnar 
(Quebec Canada). The AccuraSpray is a spray plume monitor and determines average particle 
temperature and velocity while the DPV2000 tracks individual particles. Both use optical sensors to track 
objects in their field of view and rely on the intensity of particle emissions to determine temperature. 
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Both systems require a fixed position of the plasma torch, which doesn’t allow for simultaneous coating 
of substrates while measuring particle states adding time and costs to coating processes. These systems 
are also both expensive, running in the tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars. The DPV measurement 
area is 0.25 cubic millimeters that auto centers on the plume and can auto map a spray plume in a few 
minutes while the AccuraSpray collects average information of a larger area. DPV measured velocity is 
accurate to about 0.5%, with temperatures within 3% and calculated diameter at 7-15% if calibrated. 
AccuraSpray average values claims similar accuracy. Without plume mapping both allow for 
misrepresentation of plume characteristics via averaging and sampling errors. DPV measurements have 
been seen to be very self-consistent with better than 1% repeatability[17]. Applicability of these 
measurements for process monitoring and control is complicated by natural fluctuations in the process. 
These occur on multiple time scales, with powder feeder instabilities at 0.1 to 100 Hz, plasma jet 
fluctuations at a few kHz, and arc voltage fluctuations between 2-20 kHz. 

2.2 AEROACOUSTICS 

2.2.1 Aeroacoustic Signal Sources 

Sound propagates through materials in the form of a pressure wave. While sound is typically 
associated with the vibration of a solid like a speaker or a tuning fork, there are numerous mechanisms 
by which a fluid flow can produce an acoustic signal. The study of such aerodynamically generated noise, 
or aeroacoustics, finds most of its application in jet engine design, air and terrestrial vehicle design, 
structure engineering, and HVAC. The phenomena, however, are encountered on a daily basis, from the 
sound of an open window to the whistling one does while working. The acoustic signals are dependent 
upon the structures in the flow and their scales. Structures in this sense being eddies and vortices in the 
fluid. These are a function of the flow which can most simply be characterized by its Reynolds number 
(Re) which relates the flow’s size scale (L), flow velocity (V) and fluid viscosity (ν). 

 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝑉∗𝐿

𝜈
      Equation 1 

 
Laminar flows are typically observed with Reynolds numbers below 2000 and turbulent flow 

Reynolds numbers above 5000 with a transitional region between them. In this investigation we are 
focused on flows issuing forth into atmospheric condition with many different initial conditions. Primary 
of interest to the aerodynamically generated noise applicable here are turbulent flow noise and 
coherent flow structure noise. Acoustic signals in air being fluctuations in pressure, the steadiness of a 
laminar flow does not produce acoustic wave. A turbulent flow though, characterized by random 
fluctuations of momentum and pressure, where the pressure fluctuations propagate away from the flow 
as acoustic signals. The randomness of the turbulence results in no specific peaks in the frequency 
domain but a broadband increase in frequency spectral intensity. Coherent or regular and defined flow 
phenomena, in either laminar or turbulent flows, result in pressure wave creation at regular time 
intervals that produces an acoustic tone observable as a peak in the frequency spectrum.  

2.2.1.1 Coherent Flow Structures 

Within a laminar or turbulent flow, large scale and periodic flow phenomena can occur. These 
are often the product of a resonant feedback where pressure waves from the breakdown of the 
structure pass upstream and trigger and/or strengthen the next flow structure. Whistles in all their 
incarnations are a common occurrence of this phenomena. Geometry plays heavily into the frequency at 
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which this can occur in addition to the gas flow velocity. A constant Strouhal Number (St) often 
describes these flows as the product of frequency (F) and characteristic length, divided by flow velocity.  

𝑆𝑡 =
𝐹∗𝐿

𝑉
      Equation 2 

 
There generally is some variation to the Strouhal number with Reynolds number. 

2.2.1.2 Boundary Layer 

When a fluid flows over a surface, that fluid is slowed by friction. This can be envisioned as a “no 
slip condition” where the molecules in contact with the surface become fixed and don’t move. Adjacent 
molecules are then slowed by viscous forces and this slowing of the flow extends out away from the 
surface. The effect on the flow at a distance d from the surface is determined by the fluid and flow 
properties. The region near the surface where the flow is below 90% of the center velocity is termed the 
boundary layer. Boundary layer momentum thickness is often between 0.003 and 0.023 times the jet 
radius. Thinner boundary layers have longer potential cores with lower centerline turbulence [18]. 

A similar boundary layer like effect is observed when a flow issues into another fluid medium, 
termed a jet, being a different fluid or with different properties (T, V). Both fluids are then acted upon by 
viscous frictional forces. The region where this occurs is called a shear layer. Mixing and momentum 
transfer occur in this region. 

2.2.1.3 Acoustic Signal Processing 

To convert a continuous signal into one that a computer can record and analyze, discrete 
measurements must be taken. When analyzing a regularly fluctuating signal, care must be taken to 
sample frequently enough to capture the fluctuations. The Nyquist criteria stipulates that the sampling 
frequency must be more than double the highest frequency of interest. The Nyquist frequency is then 
half of the sampling frequency. Due to the discrete sampling, a signal with frequency higher than the 
Nyquist frequency can be misconstrued as a lower frequency signal that can generate the same discrete 
points, this is termed aliasing. This phenomena occurs visually in the way that a wheel, when observed 
accelerating forward, can appear to slow, stop or even reverse the direction it is spinning. 

Time dependent signals are converted to the frequency domain by a Fourier Transform, with the 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) being a particular mathematical formulation of the technique. The FFT 
effectively decomposes a time varying signal into the sum of multiple sine functions. The intensities then 
determined, are those of the constituent sine wave of the corresponding frequency. The spectra 
reported here are calculated by Equation 3 implemented in Matlab.  

𝑑𝐵 = 20 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝑓𝑓𝑡 (
𝑥

𝑟𝑒𝑓
)))      Equation 3 

 
Where x is the time-dependent audio wave signal, and ref is the reference pressure (0.00002 for 

decibel scale). This produces a logarithmically scaled intensity for each frequency value. The frequencies 
resolved by the FFT are dependent upon the sample rate and number of samples.  
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Due to the complexity of the interactions in the plasma spray process, the state of the art 

relevant to this investigation falls into several categories: electrical arc phenomena, plasma flow, 

electrode wear effects, plasma spray monitoring, particle injection, plasma spray acoustics, acoustic 

process diagnostics, and aeroacoustics of nozzle flows. 

The wear phenomena of the nozzle and other noise factors in the thermal spray process that 

affect coating quality are very multidisciplinary problems. Aspects of the phenomena have been 

investigated from many different perspectives and those that are applicable are discussed here. This 

includes research that both justifies the approach taken here (both by alternatives and similar attempts) 

and that helps explain the sources of the problem and the solutions presented.  

Aspects of relevant research that are motivating/explaining the need and relevance of this work 

focus on: how and why the process drifts and is inconsistent, and in what way, and why, noise 

parameters contribute. These discuss the anode wear phenomena and the plasma generation with the 

effects on the process. Particle injection and its role in coating properties. This includes what is currently 

done to monitor and compensate for the effects of these variations which will lead to why these sources 

of variation were selected as the focus of this work. 

Acoustics were selected as a means of diagnostics as they have been shown to offer information 

about gas flows and plasma spray processes. The breadth of this previous work will be discussed here. 

Lastly, works that help explain or understand the phenomena behind the successful implementation of 

the aeroacoustic signals in plasma spray process monitoring developed here are also included. 

3.1 THE PLASMA SPRAY ANODE AND NOZZLE 

Wearing of plasma spray nozzles is a well-established source of drift in the process. These 
nozzles also serve as the anodes in the plasma generating electrical circuit and become the target of 
excess localized heating when the electrical arc develops a preferential attachment point. This has been 
an understood problem since the commercialization of the technology as evidenced by cheap and easily 
replaced nozzles. Further, a selling point for newer gun models focuses on their increased nozzle life and 
process stability. Nozzle erosion has been well investigated by many research groups. Groups 
investigated the erosion phenomena with focuses on its causes [19-25], effects [26, 27], detection [6, 
28-32], and some attempts to avoid/delay it [33-36]. An understanding and overview of their work will 
aid in the understanding of the complex problem to be investigated here and the phenomena observed.  

3.1.1.1 Electrical Arc 

Much study has been dedicated to understanding the mechanisms behind electrode wear and 
the parameters that influence it. This has applications well beyond plasma spraying as electrical arcs 
interact with materials in many processes so other systems will be discussed below as well. When 
present the geometrical or system differences will be highlighted. 

A study by Herberlain on different DC plasma torch designs, highlighted the inherent 3D nature 
of the anode being parallel to the arc axis [37]. He describes the electron density gradient between 
anode and arc helping to drive electron flux and heat transfer to the anode. Heat transfer is increased 
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with work function, current density, electron temperature, and thermal diffusion coefficient. Energy 
transfer is associated with electron condensation and energy released following recombination of 
plasma gas atoms. It therefore decreases with atom and electron thermal conductivities. In the plasma 
channel, present between the arc column and the anode wall, the highly viscous plasma is acted on by 
drag from the flow and Lorenz force from its own magnetic field and curvature of the current path. 
These forces on the attachment point causes motion that reduces localized heating, and thus erosion. 
The motion also varies the electrical voltage and power, and ultimately heating rates leading to 
instabilities of the jet. New anodes favor random motion while eroded ones have a very preferred 
movement which is prevalent in the voltage FFT. Herberlain points to increased swirl gas and external 
magnetic fields as means to force arc motion [37]. 

Szente’s thesis investigated electrode wear to develop a specific understanding of plasma torch 
erosion. Their work was based on experiments with concentric rod electrodes in the middle of tubular 
electrodes with a magnetically driven arc to force motion. Plasma/arc temperatures achieved with this 
setup reached 5 – 20 kK and had extremely high viscosity with Re >1000. In calculating forces on the 
electrical arc, in addition to Lorenz and fluid drag they also included a surface drag related to arc/surface 
interaction. Experiments showed the average arc length to be dependent on gas composition which 
included argon, helium, and nitrogen. Auger experiments of cathodes after arcing with various gases 
indicate that melting of the electrode to about 100 nm depth and diffusion of plasma gas into molten 
copper occurs. They calculate that ion implantation is unlikely due to the approximate 50 keV required 
to implant ions to this depth. Contamination of cathode surface was seen to change arc velocity and arc 
voltage. Their anode saw effectively no erosion over 50+ hours of cathode testings which was attributed 
to low current density relative to the cathode[23].  

In work by Szente et al. regarding copper cathode erosion in the same concentric-electrode 
plasma torch; it is indicated that important parameters are arc velocity, water cooling rate, transverse 
magnetic field strength, oxide layer thickness, experiment duration and gas composition [24]. An 
attempt was made to calculate the potential erosion rate based on arc attachment diameter, arc power, 
and arc velocity (residence time) which achieved appropriate trends but couldn’t predict accurately 
erosion rates in 3D. Their 2D simulation did not include evaporation or volitization but did look at the 
effect of multiple arc root attachment points, instead of one large one. It was in agreement with their 
measured, observed, and suspected phenomena. They explained that multiple smaller attachments 
reduced the heating load on the cathode and would be heavily influenced by cathode contamination 
and geometry changes which could focus multiple spots into a tighter area[23]. 

Other work such as that by An et al. sought to reduce the inherent fluctuation in the arc root 
though torch design [26]. This was predicated by a study of the fluctuation modes of the plasma spray 
torch; steady, takeover, and restrike. Steady mode was achieved via high current and low gas flow rate 
such that Lorentz and drag forces were equal. This came at a cost of increased anode wear and poor 
plume properties (i.e. velocity). Takeover mode was achieved with helium, argon or their combination, 
while diatomic hydrogen or nitrogen or their mix with argon incited restrike mode. In both takeover and 
restrike modes, drag is much greater than the Lorentz force such that the arc root is forced down stream 
with voltage increasing until the arc short circuits to move upstream. In motivating their torch design 
modification they cite experimental nozzle designs that increased turbulence in the cold boundary layer 
(CBL) to encourage shunting or limited root motion by using a stick type anode. They also mention 
Metco’s Simplex’s multiple “neutrodes” that lengthen the arc to increase steadiness [26]. 

They developed a two anode torch that sought to reduce CBL thickness to increase stability. A GH style 
nozzle was separated into two, with a cut perpendicular to the flow direction, separated with an 
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insulator ring. The upstream anode section was attached by a switch to the power supply, to be used to 
start the torch then isolate the downstream anode. This produced an extended arc, increasing voltage 
which decreased the required current for a particular power level and thus decreased anode erosion 
[26].  

Comparisons were made between their design with a conventional 5 mm ID torch, for alumina and 
tungsten carbide coatings, by microstructure observation and Vickers hardness (MH-6 microhardness). 
Gun current was selected for constant power and voltage for the two guns with 36 SLM Ar and 6 SLM 
H2. For alumina no differences were perceived. This was in agreement with calculations and simulations 
in other studies that indicated an approximately equal temperature and velocity transfer to particles for 
the two gun designs. Tungsten carbide coatings however were different, decreased decarbonization 
occurred with the stretched arc gun which could have been from temperature effects or oxygen in the 
plasma jet. Since there was no difference perceived in the alumina coatings, indicating the same particle 
temperatures for the two guns, they concluded that there must be different oxygen content of plumes 
from entrainment. They claim the plume/ambient velocity gradient and “piston flow induced by the 
anode arc root fluctuations” cause entrainment so their anode is decreasing entrainment/shear layer 
turbulence [26]. 

The thesis by Duan offers a thorough description of steady, restrike and takeover voltage 
fluctuation modes then relates them to thickness and temperature of the cold gas boundary layer in the 
nozzle. Further, it describes nozzle wear as thinning this boundary layer and reducing motion of arc root 
[20]. 

Schein et al. described the development of triple arc guns which divide the current by three by 
splitting the anode attachment, which aim to approximately decrease the anode heating by three. This is 
done commercially with one cathode and three anodes as in the DeltaGun by GTV (Germany) or with 
three cathodes and arcs and a single anode as with Oerlikon Metco’s Triplex gun. In the Triplex, spiral 
plasma gas injection is omitted, reducing radial instabilities and multiple neutral rings are used to force 
the arc farther downstream in the nozzle. Any of these rings can be selected to be the anode to adjust 
gun voltage. In this setup the arcs stay separated due to shortest path favoring. DeltaGuns have three 
anodes and one cathode, so a single arc splits into three near the end of the nozzle. Other properties are 
similar to the Triplex, with selectable voltage and no swirl gas injection[35]. 

One nanosecond exposure images of plasma jets showed increased stability of both torches over an F4 
(Metco) gun which has a single cathode and anode. They also both have a “cage effect” with powder 
injected across from the plasma’s triangle points confining the powder more to the center of the plume 
[35]. 

Marques et al. observed changes in jet length and luminosity on the order of 50 kHz for an F4 
gun with 6 mm diameter nozzle with 45/12 SLM Ar/N2 at 540 A. Diatomic gases add dissociation energy 
to the plasma but constrict the arc and its attachment shortening anode life. A wide variety of 
multielectrode torch designs were presented that all aimed to produce a more uniform flow and 
temperature profile for particles to encounter and to simplify powder injection(with axial being 
preferred). With the triplex they observed that changing operating parameters produced rotation of the 
plasma jet which changes the ideal particle injection point. Meanwhile the Delta gun’s arc 
separation/dividing point fluctuation causes flow instabilities[36]. 

Other researchers have also sought to alter the nozzle for a more consistent arc attachment, 
such as by adding boundary layer bleed holes to a GE type nozzle [38] 
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The onset of the nozzle wear phenomena was studied in work by Planche et al. [39]. They cite an 
arc root displacement dependence upon surface roughness and oxidation. This was studied with a lab 
built gun with a 7mm nozzle at 600A, 45 SLM Ar, 15 SLM H2 by monitoring voltage, and plasma 
temperature and velocity. After 30 minutes of operation no noticeable erosion was present “excepted 
small traces left by the arc root without modification of a wall roughness.” Roughness, however, was not 
measured. With more operational time they observed many worn regions arise then finally merge and 
become deeper and deeper. After 12 hours of use, they observed less than 1% decrease in plasma 
temperature, and so concluded that temperature was unaffected by electrode condition. They did 
observe variation in the velocity profile, 9% decrease in maximum, which they attributed to cathode tip 
changes. [39]. 

Vardell et al. reviewed plasma spray process diagnostics and simulation. They noted that anode 
erosion occurred with root residence longer than 150-180 microseconds, which corresponds to a 6.6 
kHz-5.5 kHz minimum fluctuation frequency. They reference studies that indicate voltage drop with 
nozzle wear should be corrected via current increase and that plume fluctuations do affect particle 
velocities[40]. 

3.1.1.2 Plasma Flow 

Sun and Herberlein describe current, voltage and cooling water temperature increase as 
“traditional” means of process control [22]. Their experiments aimed at recreating the gas/plasma flow 
properties within a Praxair SG 100 torch equivalent. They calculated a density ratio of 0.05 between 
argon at 300K and helium at 600K in agreement with their references’ values of 0.02 to 0.06 for the 
argon to plasma density ratio within an operating plasma spray gun. The plasma, at 600-800 m/s and 10-
12 kK in half of an 8 mm ID nozzle was calculated to have a Reynolds number of 50-100, while the 
boundary layer, at 200-400 m/s and 2-5 kK, would have a 1000-4000 Reynolds number. They sought to 
simulate these values with 4.6 to 8.5 SLM helium and 7.55 to 10.97 SLM argon in a clear plastic and glass 
“gun” with helium injected from the tip of the “cathode” as well as seeding the flow with three micron 
particles for flow visualization. This setup was also simulated in ANSYS CFD software. For comparison 
with the flow characteristics, the wear patterns were observed for 3 different gas injectors. A 4 hole-
straight injector produced a single erosion spot 20-28mm from nozzle exit which was moved by rotating 
the gas injector 45 degrees. A 4 hole-swirl injector produced a slanted ring ¾ way around 26-15mm from 
the nozzle end while an 8 hole-swirl injector produced the least erosion that was also uniformly 
distributed ~26-15mm. Their nozzles were worn 1-10 hours and voltage traces “did not show any effect 
of erosion” that is, no peak in voltage spectrum[22]. 

For a SG-100 torch, Duan calculated plasma gas and air to have a 0.04-0.07 density ratio with 
600-1000 Reynolds number assuming jet temperature of 3000-6000 K on average. They simulated these 
properties with a 600 K helium flow (0.08 kg/m^3 for a ratio of 0.068 to air density) at a 54 SLM flow 
rate through an 8mm nozzle for an 800 Reynolds number. They then looked at flow effects with new 
and worn nozzles with different gas injectors (swirl to straight). From schlieren video of the flows they 
measured jet length and divergence angle. Swirl decreased jet length and increased divergence angle as 
did nozzle wear. This observation is qualified as not necessarily the same effect swirl would have on an 
actual torch as swirl affects the arc properties in the nozzle which do more to lengthen the jet than it is 
shortened by the increased turbulence generated after exiting the nozzle[20]. 

Spores and Pfender operated a gun with 50 SFCH argon through a 6.35 mm nozzle at 10.8 kW 
power and 32.8% efficiency. Turbulent intensity measurements indicated laminar flow at the nozzle exit 
as the high temperatures of the plasma increased its viscosity which lowers its Reynolds number. They 
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proposed torroidal vortex shedding as the fluid dynamic mechanism behind air entrainment due to 
laminar flow exiting the nozzle with a high density gradient[13]. 

Pfender et al. approximated the plasma’s Reynolds number to be at about 100 ”based on nozzle 
diameter” at the nozzle exit and it quickly rises to about 10,000 where turbulence is apparent[41] 

Badie et al. identified the laminar to turbulent transition in their plasma torch to be at around 
5.2 SLM argon for their 3-4 mm nozzles. 

3.1.1.2.1 Nozzle Design Variation 

Choi et al. added a step to the anode downstream of the cathode, in an effort to decrease air 
entrainment, which resulted in delayed cooling and slow down of the plasma plume with less turbulent 
mixing. [42] 

Cao et al. looked at the coating properties after changing from a 5mm ID standard nozzle to a 
Mach 3 Laval nozzle in a low pressure plasma(VPS) spray gun which saw increase in spraying efficiency 
and spray density[43]. 

A torch was modified by Vincenzi et al. to improve process consistency as measured by the 
plasma jet length, plume fluctuations, particle properties, and coating porosity. They identified fluid 
dynamics as a source of process variability in the form of arc motion causing continuous change in 
power and plasma heating; as well as the temperature and density gradients across the shear mixing 
layer. They modified a SG100 anode that they coupled with different gas swirl injectors to alter the 
mixing shear layer. Variations explored were: axial bore grooves, bore micro jet gas flows, external 
microjet gas shroud, and increased number of swirl injector holes(with constant area). Voltage and 
plume luminosity were not much affected by nozzle modifications. Reducing swirl reduced the voltage 
FFT peaks at 2, 5, and 8 kHz but a smaller 1 kHz peak appeared. Changes were observed in plume shape 
and fluctuations; particle states; and coating porosities and standard deviations[44]. 

3.1.1.3 Electrode Wear Effects 

Leblanc et al. monitored yttria stabilized zirconia powder particle state while spraying for 40 

hours with one set of electrodes in a SG-100 plasma spray torch. They measured a 2D particle T and V 

distribution and set point. They saw gun power increase then decrease over the course of the nozzle’s 

life without good correlation with particle’s 200 C mean temperature drop and no correlation with 

particle’s 30 m/s velocity drop. This, they took as indicating gun power as being likely a poor means of 

control. With nozzle wear they didn’t see a change in porosity, but a drop from 55% to 41% in deposition 

efficiency was measured. With old electrodes increasing hydrogen percent and total gas flow rate 

produced particle states and coating properties similar to a new nozzle but with gun power 5 kW higher. 

At points they observed a 200C drop in mean temperature with only a 1 kW drop in power which could 

result in more than 10% difference in a coating’s thermal conductivity. Coatings sprayed during their test 

showed changes in microstructure with varied amounts of cracking[27]. 

Another expanded full lifetime test by Leblanc and Moreau was with a 7 mm F4 gun using 

32.4/12.6 LPM Ar/H2 and 550 A arc current. They attributed electrode wear to high local energy loads 

from the electrical arc. They observed a mostly linear drop in voltage from 67V to 55V over 55 hours of 

testing along with a gun power change from 36.5 to 31 kW and non-linear change in temperature from 

2700C to 2500C and a change of 175 to 145 m/s in velocity. They also tracked the frequency of voltage 
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fluctuations increasing in steps from 4.8 to 5.1 to 5.2 to 5.5 kHz with a bell shaped intensity profile. 

Coating porosity was measured to increase from about 7% to 9% with the wear of the nozzle [45].  

3.2 PLASMA SPRAY MONITORING  

It is obviously advantageous to know what the output of a process will be before it is run. This 
can be exceptionally difficult when there are many interacting inputs as with plasma spray. Process 
maps are developed to identify the important input parameters and determine how their variation 
effects the output. The input to output relationships in plasma spray can be separated into gun inputs 
determine particle state, particle state determines coating properties, and coating properties determine 
coating performance. The most commonly studied relationships center around particle state, though 
Ang et al. developed property-performance maps as a step towards  developing process parameter to 
coating property maps[46]. 

Fincke et al. lowered particle injection velocity and measured a decrease in mean particle 
temperature below zirconia’s melting point which lowered deposition efficiency. Higher injection 
velocity however increased variation in particle temperature but melted and deposited a larger portion 
of the particles. They also monitored particle velocity and temperature and spray pattern shape and 
trajectory. They identify particle and surface temperatures, particle velocity, and surface topology as 
primarily determining deposition properties. A multiple input multiple output PID control system was 
developed that mapped particle and plume characteristics to coating properties for process control[47]. 

Mauer et al. optimized particle injection through plume and particle monitoring of a F4 gun at 
600 A, 40 SLM Ar, 10 SLM H2, and 4.5 g/min of Al-Mg powder though a 1.8 mm port. This was also done 
with TriplexPro with a 9 mm nozzle, 1.8 mm port with Metco 204NS (YSZ) at 20 g/min where they 
observed swirl to the plume. They saw effects on temperature and velocity from varied carrier gas flow 
rate, emphasizing that carrier gas flow rate was the most important parameter for improving powder 
injection as it dictates particle heating and acceleration. A particle temperature drop was also observed 
with changing from 1.8 mm to 2.0 mm diameter powder ports but were able to regain mean particle 
temperature by increasing the carrier gas flow rate to match the initial flow velocity[17]. 

A fractional factorial experimentation on magnesia spinel abradable coating properties 
(hardness, porosity, abradability) as a function of argon, current, spray distance, and powder feed rate 
on a F4 torch was performed by Steinke. Ultimately this was used to approximate coating properties 
from online particle T and V measurements. With their materials, they found that argon flow most 
affects particle velocity, hardness was dependent upon both particle T and V and porosity was most 
dependent upon temperature. They measured about 100 HV0.5 decrease and 1% increase in porosity 
with 50 m/s particle velocity increase while a 100 C increase in temperature increased hardness about 
100 HV0.5 and decrease porosity 2%.  Correlation between hardness and porosity was observed. Of the 
parameters they tested, which notably lacked hydrogen, none had significant effects on 
temperature[48]. 

In the thesis by Trunen, they developed HVOF process maps, online diagnostics and performed 
single splat studies. Online particle monitoring was done via DPV-2000. For alumina coatings, hardness 
and wear resistance was determined as a function of particle velocity and temperature which in turn 
were determined by fuel/gases and standoff. Alumina was selected as having a high melting 
temperature and would thus be sensitive to process temperatures as well as being sensitive to 
composition changes in the flame. HVOF particle temperatures and velocities were dependent upon fuel 
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gas, fuel ratio and gas flow rates. Ultimately they found increased coating hardness and wear resistance 
was produced by the highest temperature and velocity producing input parameters[49]. 

The dissertation by Vaidya describes process maps for thermal spray, particularly focusing on 
particle state and stresses induced in a coating effects on properties. They compared inputs to particle 
state across multiple guns: F4 (6, 7,8mm diameter nozzles and bell shaped 7.3mm), 3MB, 7MB (straight 
gas injector for nitrogen plasma swirled for argon), SG 100, St Gobain TS 7 and Praxair HV 2000 HVOF. 
Particle states in their investigations were monitored with 3 different systems. Substrate curvature 
measurements were implemented for coating stress determination. The work does much to highlight 
the effect of particle temperature and velocity on individual spat structure and coating microstructure in 
molybdenum and zirconia powders. Particle injection was varied to achieve consistent plume center 
between powders. This showed the carrier gas flow rate effect on particle temperature, velocity and 
plume position. A JMP statistical model for temperature and velocity from mass flow/current/hydrogen 
ratio and interactions was developed and favorably compared predicted values to those measured. 
From repeated measures of the same parameters over time saw a 17.2 C drop per hour. As they didn’t 
observe a correlation between temperature drop and voltage readings they concluded that nozzle 
degradation was an unlikely cause of the effect. They observed similar drop with other plasma densified 
powder so they claimed more likely morphology related, hypothesizing that it is powder feeder induced 
segregation by size or break down of the powder by the feeder’s stirrers[50]. 

The thesis by Wentz developed process maps for Metco F4 sprayed YSZ coatings. These 
determined argon, current, and hydrogen’s effects on particle temperature and velocity, measured by 
AccuraSpray and DPV; and coating properties, measured by in situ curvature, temperature and porosity. 
They also produced a process map for a new and a used cathode with no mention of nozzle/anode. The 
used cathode was described as having “about three months of operating time on it.” New cathode T and 
V points fell within or near 2 sigma calculated from 5 old cathode process maps. They observed a small 
increase in temperature for all parameters run with inconsistent velocity effects. With repeated 
measures of the same parameters they observed a temperature drop of 95 C and velocity drop of 2.6 
m/s via AccuraSpray but an increase of 6.8 C and 8.1 m/s drop via DPV. Thickness per pass increased 
about 2 micrometers on a 150-300 micron coating from 30 passes or about 20-30%. The control system 
developed based on temperature and velocity process maps and by other particle metrics and coating 
measurements had decent success but didn’t account for the cathode or nozzle wear[51]. 

More relationships between particle state and process parameters and coating properties can be 
found in the work by Fauchais et al. which reviews particle monitoring methods and practices as well as 
methods of implementing such information into a control strategy [52]. 

3.3 PARTICLE INJECTION 

Particle injection received attention in a lot of work out of Stony Brook University as an 
optimizable parameter particularly with their process map development discussed above, but it was also 
studied on a more fundamental level in works by Vardelle et al. These include online particle /plume 
monitoring, which discerned carrier gas flow rate’s effect on particle position, particle injection effect on 
the plume, and particle state effect on flattening degree and cooling rate[53]. They also performed a 
more broad review of controlling particle injection[54]. The Reynolds number for 1.75 mm injector with 
3-8 SLM argon flow was determined to be 3000-8000, the effect being that curvature of the feed line 
effect on flow is gone and the flow is fully developed about 29-34 mm after a curve (being a function of 
Reynold number and radius of curvature). Their experiments varied injector diameter from 0.5 mm to 
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1.8 mm and also varied carrier gas flow rate. With a larger port and higher flow rate, such that the 
velocity was the same, more powder bypassed the jet. Plasma viscosity was shown to not have a large 
effect on particle penetration, unlike plasma momentum, and that particle injection velocity was nearly 
independent of particle size. They also claimed that external injection of carrier gas has a negligible 
effect on the plasma jet as measured by its temperature and velocity profiles[54]. 

Work by Ettouil et al. simulated the temperature for two identical zirconia particles injected at 
zero and 10⁰ angles from vertical that showed a difference of about 150 K. They also developed a model 
to determine velocity and size distribution of powders at powder port exit based on initial size 
distributions and collisions with walls and between particles[55]. 

Apart from variation to powder injection velocity, very little work has been dedicated to other 
sources of changes to powder feeding. It has been mentioned in passing as a potential source of process 
drift [50] and some of the causes of feed variation such as pulsing have been discussed in brief[56, 57]. 

3.4 THERMAL SPRAY ACOUSTICS 

Inherent in the thermal spray process is the very intense acoustic signal it generates. It is an 
important consideration for operator safety equipment and quality spray booth design[58]. The acoustic 
signal also carries with it a great deal of information about the process. Those familiar with the process 
are quick to tell of the expert operators’ ability to diagnose the process by ears alone but research on 
the acoustic single hasn’t offered superior diagnostics to particle state or voltage monitoring. The 
acoustic signal of the thermal spray processes has been studied with some success, as will be discussed 
below, generally for its correlation to the arc root motion, the gun voltage, and the optical emission 
intensity. The rapid fluctuations of the gun voltage are seen to parallel a component of the acoustic 
signal [28, 29, 31, 32, 52, 59-67]. So also included below are papers that include voltage fluctuations as a 
measure of wear, as the changes observed in the peaks in the voltage frequency spectrum can be 
assumed to be also indicate the change that would occur in the same portion of the acoustic frequency 
spectrum even if not explicitly recorded or studied. Some if not all changes in the voltage frequency 
spectrum should have parallels in the acoustic regime. 

3.4.1.1 Acoustic Signal’s Relationship to Voltage Signal 

Ghorui et al.’s work with a fluctuating plasma, though not in a plasma torch, identifies arc root 
fluctuations as the origin of voltage, optical and acoustic fluctuations. All were also identified as 
“chaotic” in their plasma arc device consisting of two magnetically driven copper tubes for electrodes 
(end to end with a space with gas flow). They also deduce that the amplitude of acoustic fluctuation is 
mostly proportional to the time derivative of the voltage signal[28].  

Dourier et al. studied an F4 gun with a 6 mm diameter nozzle with a swirl gas injector, no 
powder injection, and with a Multicoat control system. Their microphone was placed at 90 degrees 1.2 
meters from the jet axis. Acoustic, voltage, current, and light emission signals were sampled at 166 kHz, 
band passed 10-10^5Hz and Hanning windowed prior to FFT, with the aim of avoiding aliasing and 
eliminating DC component. These spectra were averaged over 50 segments. A 300 Hz peak was 
identified as being from power supply, whereas clearly defined peaks in 3-30 kHz range were attributed 
to arc motion and restrike. They mention that peaks change in amplitude and frequency with torch 
aging due to electrode wear but do not present any tests of such. 50/2 SLM Ar/H2 and 50 SLM Ar both 
at 500 A were tested. With hydrogen, peaks were at 3.5kHz and 6.5kHz, while just Argon peaks were at 
about 4.25kHz, and 10.25kHz with 1/3 the power spectral intensity[62]. 
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Using a CPM 200 torch (Soudure Autogene Francaise) with an argon plasma, Pauvit et al. studied 
the acoustic signals in the 20 Hz to 50 kHz range. Nozzle diameters of 2.4, 3.6, and 4.8 mm had peak 
frequencies go from 32.5 kHz to 5.9 kHz with diameter increase. Current, changed from 40 to 170, only 
increased the frequency from 8.5 to 10.25 kHz. Argon, when changed from 17 to 29 NLPM, increased 
the peak frequency from 4 to 11 kHz with a 4.8 mm nozzle. The group applied a scaling law to relate the 
acoustic and voltage frequency, non-dimensionally, to current, argon flow rate and nozzle diameter [63]. 

Pfender et al., in the frequency spectrum of the voltage signal, saw large changes in intensity 
between torch runs with constant conditions. Peaks at 4.5 kHz and 2.5 kHz varied in which was most 
intense. This was attributed to randomness of the arc motion and two different patterns of fluctuations. 
They posited that one frequency of fluctuation might limit nozzle erosion and flow turbulence.  Argon 
plasma gas flow changes from 25 to 100 SCFH produced a huge change in voltage frequency spectrum 
(both frequency and intensity of peaks) and promoted restrike mode. Sharper and higher peaks 
occurred with increased current too but not to the same degree as argon flow’s effect. With a 
microphone placed 1 inch from the jet center at the nozzle exit, in an anechoic chamber, they claimed to 
be able to identify flow modes by detecting shear layer instabilities. They stated that vortices would 
create a discrete frequency while a helical mode "has no characteristic length scale and produces a 
broad band acoustical spectrum." They list higher mass flow rates, lower temperature, and decreased 
viscosity as all increasing mixing and swirl of an exiting jet. Acoustically they determined that at 50 SCFH, 
the spectral peak was from torroidal vortex shedding, at 75 SCFH the peak was indicative of a 
transitional flow, while a 100 SCFH flow produced a helical mode. They also mentioned that there was a 
strong correlation with voltage and light emissions [68]. 

The work by Brilhac et al. was aimed at plasma cutting torch wear though they used a non-
transferred arc torch. Their torch used a button type cathode and completely straight anode and 
operated in the same modes and wore by the same mechanism as an APS anode. They describe arc 
shunting as taking the form of “large scale arc-to-wall shunting” that arises from turbulences that 
shorten the cold boundary layer. This generates saw tooth arc voltage fluctuation in the 1-15 kHz range 
as the arc restrikes closer to the cathode. They also discussed shunting radially from the attachment 
point as “small scale arc-to-wall shunting”, and “arc-to-arc shunting” which are low magnitude with 
constant attachment point at frequencies above 10 kHz. They developed dimensionless parameters for 
arc resistance, enthalpy flow/dissipation ratio, in addition to Reynolds number with the aim of 
extrapolation to higher power, and more expensive, plasma torches. These parameters were used to 
recalculate arc characteristics within 5% of measured values. Their plasma torch used a button cathode 
with 8 and 9 mm ID anodes, 100 mm long, with a gas injection chamber with 45mm ID. Acoustic signals 
were recorded from 4Hz-100 kHz. With the arc ignited, they found a frequency peak at 4848 Hz that 
changed with current and anode design that they associated with arc root displacement. They found the 
acoustic signal correlated with arc root fluctuations[19].  

Brilhac et al. followed up that work by investigating the same setup but with a well-shaped 
cathode which they compared to two commercial torches up to 2 MW in power. They only looked at air 
as the plasma gas. The voltage frequency was measured to have increased, from 4.5 to 7.5 kHz, and with 
noisier and broader spectrum. They found the frequency increased with current.  They deduced that the 
arc root on/in the cathode probably doesn’t jump, having a continuous attachment, as there is no flow 
through the cathode. Frequency also increased with increases in cathode diameter. This was explained 
by likely increased fluctuations in the arc from cathode attachment motion, shortens the CBL thickness 
leading to shunting and thus more rapid voltage changes[69]. 
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3.4.1.2 Voltage Fluctuations sans Acoustics 

The typical means of identifying nozzle wear is through voltage monitoring. While plasma spray 
torches operate in a direct current basis, the voltage is seen to fluctuate very rapidly. And as the 
frequency of these fluctuations and the mean voltage are observed to change with nozzle degradation 
much research has been done to understand this phenomena.   

Zhao et al. investigated a 7 mm ID torch with a neutrode, at 380 A and 33-50 LPM argon flow. 
They observed 3 and 7.7 kHz peaks in both the voltage and optical signal, and thus related the arc root 
motion to changes to the external jet. The optical signal had a peak at 12 kHz not observed in the 
voltage signal so they surmised that it was likely related to fluid dynamic processed such as engulfment, 
turbulence, or eddies. The same tests with a nozzle without the neutrode did not show clear peaks in 
either optical or voltage FFT. They cite the relationship of increasing arc length, by increasing gas flow 
rate, also increasing gun voltage. They related arc length to measured increases in peak intensities with 
gas flow rate but didn’t observe or offer a mechanism for changes in frequency[70].  

Mauer et al., with a F4 gun, took voltage and particle measurements at different stages of nozzle 
wear. They saw decreasing voltage roughness and high frequency noise as well as observing changes in 
particle velocity and temperature via DPV2000. They considered 4-11 kHz the range of main voltage 
peaks and looked at above 20 kHz as an indication of macroscopic arc root motion. Investigations used 
50/8 SLM Ar/H2 with 500 A current in addition to two argon nitrogen gas mixes. They incrementally 
tested a nozzle over 25 hours of operation, denoting the 25 hours case as “very worn”. Visual inspection 
saw more wear to the anode than cathode so effects were attributed to the anode wear state. It was 
expected that the hydrogen case would lead to the most erosion due to its constriction of the plasma 
core, producing higher energy density. They averaged 8 time voltage measurements per compared case. 
As they only saw noticeable change in the main peaks and harmonics at the end of the nozzle’s life so 
concluded that voltage frequency was a poor measure of wear of a nozzle. In the high frequency regime, 
over 20 kHz, they observed gradual decrease in intensities with wear which was attributed to stronger 
arc root anchoring. The voltage dropped from 68.6 to 65 volts over 25 hours, while voltage peak 
frequency decreased once at 10 hours then not again, the second peak, at 8 kHz, only deceased at 20 
hours and then was significantly attenuated. Nitrogen versus hydrogen as a secondary gas spectral 
differences were explained as nitrogen producing a shorter arc  that can’t reach the hydrogen erosion 
point so it had more motive freedom. Also a less constricted core decreases velocity which slows the 
downstream progression of the arc attachment, lowering the voltage fluctuation frequency. Aluminate 
particles sprayed at 660 A, 40/10 SLM Ar/H2, were measured to decrease in mean temperature of about 
50-100 C. They concluded that voltage measurement for wear required voltage history i.e. multiple 
testings over the course of wearing. But particle temperature only needed one measurement to identify 
worn nozzles based on an absolute criteria [30]. 

Weckmann et al. investigated the frequency of optical and voltage fluctuations from an F4 gun 
with Laval type nozzle. They observed three voltage peaks between 4 and 9 kHz. The 1st and 3rd 
increased in intensity with increased ignitions. The 1st peak shifted with progressive wear of the 
anode[71].  

Ramachandran et al., in simulating arc root motion in a F4 nozzle, were able to demonstrate 
that increasing arc current increases the arc core radius while decreasing its length. Decreasing gas flow 
rate had the opposite effect. They also showed that hydrogen has strong plasma core constriction 
effects which causes higher power density[72]. 
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These high frequency plasma plume fluctuation have been seen to effect particle state. Bisson et 
al. measured 600 C and 200 m/s  temperature and velocity differences  within particles due to 
plasma/voltage  fluctuations[73]. This work was carried on to study the microstructural effects which 
saw more porosity and unmelts from a less stable plasma jet[74]. 

3.4.1.3 Through Substrate Signal 

Another facet of the acoustic signals in thermal spray processes are those made by particle 
impacts with the substrate. Reuss investigated the acoustic signals from a 9MB plasma spray gun (and a 
wire arc gun) as a function of nozzle wear and powder feed variation. Their work was motivated by 
analysis of the same coating applied on 3 different days, producing coatings with 3 different thicknesses, 
porosities and roughness. Acoustic emission analysis, which is generally analyzing the signals 
transmitted through a solid body, was implemented. The ultrasonic signal from particle impacts, and 
thermal and mechanical shifting of the coating/substrate was used to determine particle velocity, 
temperature, mass, viscosity and interaction with the substrate. They found this process to be 
complicated by effectively continuous signals from particle impacts, as individual impacts were not 
discernable. They calculated that approximately 1.8 *10^7 particles were sprayed per second, or one 
every 40 ns, so to reduce the sample size, the sampling area was reduced. Ultimately they sprayed onto 
a small test sensor or a specially altered larger substrate. The signal was still complicated by substrate 
material and dimensions, coating thickness and material, and gun spray position. They simulated noise 
variable influence by the use of an 8 mm nozzle instead of the normal 6 mm, in addition to 3 worn 
nozzles. Faulty powder injection was achieved by replacing a type 2 powder port with types 5 and 1.  
The correlation between the optimal case and the varied parameters was then calculated for the 
potential of distinguishing the fault source. An artificial neural network was developed to structure the 
frequency spectra according to their similarity via a Kohonen network from spectra between 400 kHz 
and 1 MHz divided into 960 bins. This method could identify/categorize signals from 3 different currents, 
as well as the different nozzle and powder port states[75]. A follow up to this work was presented in 
[76]. The largest problems with this method was the geometrical effects, as too large an area nor 
complex geometries could not be processed. Thus this method would have to be applied as a separate 
measurement/testing process akin to a DPV/AccuraSpray measurement, limiting its usefulness. 

In another acoustic emissions analyses method, Lugscheider et al. placed transducers on the 
back of a substrate. These gathered the acoustic signals from particle impact, the plasma jet, cooling jets 
and cracking in the formation of thick thermal barrier coatings by recording up to 5.12 MHz. In this case 
a F4 gun with 6m m nozzle was used [77]. 

Zielke et al., acoustically monitored the substrate during twin wire arc spraying and highlighted 
the decrease in intensity with coating thickness. Continued recording the sample after spraying detected 
cracking due to part cooling[67]. Similar approaches were applied to HVOF by Faisal et al.[78]. 

3.4.1.4 Acoustic Signal Process Monitor or Control 

3.4.1.4.1 Plasma Spray 

From their work on the acoustic signal from a low argon, low current, plasma torch with 
adjustable cathode, anode distance, Badie et al. suggested that the peak frequencies are a function of 
temperature[60]. They also investigated the acoustic field around a plasma torch which was found to be 
highly directional such that parallel and forward of torch would have significant changes in intensity with 
gun motion[79] 
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Rigot’s thesis used an F4 gun and manufactured F4 nozzle equivalent, investigated current’s 
effect on acoustic signal which saw peaks in 1-1.5kHz range and 4-4.5kHz range. Their microphone was 
placed 31 degrees off jet axis 336 mm in front of gun, directed towards the nozzle exit. Acoustic signals 
were recorded at 8 kHz for 1-10 min with and without powder feed. Voltage was recorded at 5 kHz and 
briefly sampled at 50 kHz. The higher frequency peak was observed to increase in frequency from 3.9 
kHz at 300 A to 4.7 kHz at 600 A. A reversed trend was observed with the lower frequency peak that 
decreased from 1.4 kHz at 300 A to 0.6 kHz at 600 A They performed extended lifetime testing for 2 
nozzles where they observed/identified at least two stages of wear, one slow one fast [31]. A summary 
of the conclusions and implementations of Rigot’s thesis were discussed by Lenain et al. where kernel 
smoothed signals from acoustics and voltage of 2-2.5 kHz and 1.6-5 kHz respectively were used as 
measures of wear [29].  

Rigot et al. describe electrode wear rate as dependent upon: starts and hours of operation, but 
also parameters run including current and gas flows and composition. They also noted that mean 
voltage (which is the Multicoat recorded value and root mean squared) is fluctuant on a minute scale 
but global means work to characterize a spray run. They cited that amplitude of the acoustic signal has 
been found to be proportional to electrical arc power [80, 81] but instant voltage is necessary to 
estimate the shift on the hour scale. They measure the initial arc restrike frequency to be about 100-150 
microseconds for an F4 gun at 600 A with 75-25% mix of Ar-H2 [82]. 

Xi et al. investigated the wear of a SG100 plasma torch (129,145,130 electrode and gas injector 
configuration). They placed microphones at 45 and 90 degrees off the torch axis. No changes were 
observed at the 90 degree position. At 45 degrees, however, they detected high frequency, 39—50 kHz, 
peaks in acoustic signal that were not in the voltage signal, with a 42 kHz peak that was sensitive to 
wear[32]. In another work by the same group Leblanc et al. a 200 C temperature drop was recorded 
over 40 hours of spraying with one nozzle. Peaks at 5 and 9 kHz developed and increased in both the 
voltage and microphone signals with wear. They ultimately concluded that the acoustic signal does allow 
one to characterize nozzle wear, it didn’t offer any advantages over the already being recorded voltage 
signal [83]. 

Beall et al. studied a Miller SG-100 spray torch operating in subsonic mode with argon/helium 
mixes, acoustically in the 20 Hz to 20 kHz range, recorded 90 degrees off the spray axis. They 
determined that voltage and sound signals provide similar information about the state of the plasma 
spraying system but that the sound signal seemed to provide some additional information which cannot 
be found in the voltage signal. Acoustic peaks in the 4-8 kHz range were found to mirror voltage 
fluctuation frequency and so were related to arc length and power. They proposed that acoustic peaks 
in 8-12 kHz range were related to large scale turbulence. They had 5 anodes with increasing numbers of 
ignitions, service time and depth of erosion. They fit 5th degree polynomials to the two frequency ranges 
and identified peaks in those and their relative ratio as well as the length of the spray jet. These values 
were found to be related to current and the He/Ar ratio. Ultimately they developed a controller to 
stabilize the jet length by controlling current and gas ratio based on anode condition as determined by 
acoustic sound peak ratio[61].   

In another work by the same group, Duan et al, with their SG-100 in subsonic mode, deposited 
yttria stabilized zirconia, with 5 different worn anodes, while recording 20 – 20k Hz acoustic signals. 
They observed decreases in deposition efficiency and increased porosity with anode service hours.  This 
work only inspected the 1 to 8 kHz range where the acoustic signal was seen to be the same as voltage 
in the frequency domain [84]. 
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Rat and Coudert have produced several works that focus on the acoustic signal from plasma 
spray. In [64] they investigated the acoustic signature of suspension plasma spraying. Using a SMF4 gun 
(6mm nozzle) with external fluid suspension injection with Argon and Ar/H2 as plasma gases, a 100 kHz 
microphone at 45 degrees off the flow axis was used to determine the acoustic power spectra. They 
explained that “narrow peaks in the power spectrum means resonance phenomena occur in the plasma 
torch.” Specifically in their setup, they identify a 4-5 kHz peak as a Helmholtz resonance mode of the 
cathode cavity and a 7 kHz peak that they suspect is another cavity resonance mode. Their voltage 
signals were affected by suspension injection along with a decreased intensity of the 7 kHz peak while it 
increased at 4 kHz. Since flows were subsonic, pressure fluctuations from injection were suspected of 
propagating upstream and slightly modifying the resonance of the cathode cavity. Their calculated 
sound speed in the plasma was about 3000 m/s, but liquid injection locally cooled the plasma decreasing 
the speed of sound. They identified an increase in sound propagation time with increased mass injected. 
They hypothesize that suspension drop injection which occurred between 35-50 kHz should be, but was 
not, observable in power spectrum. They did identify a drop in intensity in frequencies above 20 kHz 
along with increases below 20 kHz with suspension injection. They derived a formula for attenuation of 
frequency ranges based on plasma temperature and mass flow rate which agreed pretty well with their 
observed phenomena. Ultimately they claimed their method gave a signature of plasma and liquid 
interaction in the intensity increase in the 10-20 kHz range or decrease in the 35-50 kHz range, but 
below 10 kHz observed no acoustic characteristic of fluid plasma interaction [64].  

In another work by Coudert and Rat they experimented with an F4 gun (6mm nozzle) and a 
custom built torch with adjustable back end. They decreased the volume behind the cathode in their 
torch and saw large frequency increases in the voltage fluctuations and slight voltage decreases. They 
measured the pressure drop along the inside of torch with and without cathode and plasma which was 
used to calculate and present a Helmholtz frequency formula for a much simplified gun geometry. In 
comparing the effects of varying the cavity size at a few current values to that predicted by their 
Helmholtz formula they had pretty good agreement[85].  

Rat and Coudert modified an F4 gun to insert a microphone into the cathode cavity and 
recorded frequencies up to 160 kHz. Their gas inlet pressure was measured immediately prior to 
entering the gun and inside the cathode cavity (average pressure 1.66 bars +-0.02 bars), while observing 
a 100 microsecond delay in pressure behind voltage fluctuations. They considered the restrike mode to 
affect the whole frequency range due to the randomness of the re-arcing and as white noise 
spectrally([86]). Filtering the voltage and pressure signals allowed them to be divided into (or identified 
as the sum of) a Helmholtz mode, 4.5 kHz for 45/6 SLM Ar/H2, 600 A; modes 1 and 2, at 7 and 16.5 kHz; 
and restrike signals. Modes 1 and 2 were suspected to be from standing acoustic waves in the cathodic 
cavity. Mode 2 was not present in their voltage signal and appears to increase frequency with hydrogen 
flow rate while the Helmholtz and mode 1 exchanged energy[87].  

In [88], Rat and Coudert, noted that takeover mode was more easily observed with monatomic 
gases and restrike mode was favored with diatomic additions or with pure argon and lower arc current 
or increased nozzle diameter. Arc root spot lifetime was linked to nozzle erosion rate seen in voltage 
fluctuations as saw tooth separation and as a function of cold boundary layer thickness. Arc column 
thickness increased with arc current and decreased with hydrogen increase as it enhanced thermal 
constriction. They determined that the mean spot lifetime was not the same as the arc voltage period. 
According to their voltage signal, arc restrikes about every 30 to 100 microseconds, corresponding to a 
frequency greater than 10 kHz so the main fluctuation frequency (4-5 kHz) can’t be related to cold 
boundary layer thickness. Their short time FFT with time step 31 microseconds, window width 7.936 ms 
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and signal duration of 0.2 s showed an alternating signal between restrike and mode 1 such that they 
were not occurring concurrently. It was concluded that the acoustic modes are exchanging energy. By 
adding a 10 mm ID piston and cylinder (acoustic stub or acoustic resonator) to the cathode cavity they 
were able to alter the gun’s frequencies. They observe that there were piston displacement positions 
that damped the Helmholtz mode and increased the mean arc voltage. They identified that the 
difference between damping displacements, “correspond to the half acoustic wave length of cold 
plasma forming gases.” [88] 

In a variation to this work, Rat and Coudert increased the piston neck diameter, going from 4 to 
5 mm, which decreased the Helmholtz mode more. This was explained as the smaller neck having more 
friction limiting the piston’s effect on the H-mode signal. However when going from 5 to 6 mm there 
was a slight rise in Helmholtz mode signal, attributed to a decrease in the damping coupling [34]. 

Another work by Coudert et al. on F4 guns has a more detailed calculation of Helmholtz 
frequency as a function of specific enthalpy. Their calculations didn’t allow for higher harmonics such as 
those observed experimentally. They didn’t see regular voltage fluctuations or Helmholtz frequencies in 
a homemade gun which they claim was due to geometrical differences that increased the damping 
factor of the cavity[89]. 

Badie et al. looked at the acoustic signal from an argon plasma torch with the aim of 
determining its characteristics. Harmonic peaks to the primary frequency were observed, with random 
intensities, that were invariant in frequency for a given flow rate. A linear decrease in frequency with gas 
flow rate was observed. When the anode-cathode distance was increased, an increase in frequency and 
in voltage was observed with a non-linear voltage/frequency relationship. At different argon flow rates, 
different relationships between voltage and frequency were observed when varying the anode-cathode 
distance. They suspected that the frequency position is mainly a function of arc temperature though 
they were not able to directly measure it. Attempts to calculate the arc temperature from enthalpy and 
relate that to frequency were unsuccessful but attributed to inaccuracy of the enthalpy balance based 
temperature approximation[60]. 

The thesis by Duan[20] investigated the acoustics of SG-100 Praxair spray gun. The gun’s 
nozzle/anode has an 8 mm diameter 25 mm channel. Nozzles at three different states were tested, 
new(less than 10 hrs. use, 50 start, and 0.2 mm erosion depth), used (~200 starts, ~50 hrs. use, and 0.4 
mm erosion), and burnt due to cooling failure (1.4 mm erosion depth). Coating analysis consisted of 
coating thickness distribution, porosity and unmelted particles per area. Deposition efficiency was also 
determined from spraying on a plate and weighting. In addition to high frequency voltage sampling, 
their spray process was monitored by acoustic signals in the 20-20k Hz range as well as with a DPV 2000. 
At low gun current with high flow rates, restrike mode was observed. For Ar/He as plasma gases 
(primary/secondary) at 100 A, 100/40 SLM respectively was needed which is outside the SG-100’s 
normal operational range. With increased current with/or decreased flow rates, the voltage switches to 
“fluctuating mode with takeover” i.e. takeover: this was achieved with 40/20 Ar/He at 500A where most 
Ar/He spray recipes operate. With high current and a low and straight gas flow injection into the 
cathode cavity, steady mode was achieved and was observed at 900 A with 60 SLM Ar. Between these 
ranges mixed modes were common. Mixed cases were observed of steady/takeover at 800 A with argon 
at 100 SLM; restrike/takeover at 400 A and Ar/He at 98/20 SLM. An arc mode value was calculated 
based on the shape of the voltage signal (2=restrike, 1=takeover, 0=steady with full range between). 
Takeover mode has a thin cold gas boundary layer (CBL) such that minor distortions can cause electrical 
shunt development. Swirled gas injection encourages takeover mode as it increases attachment 
randomness[20]. 
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In their analysis and description of the arc root fluctuations they included a friction force (as in [23]) for 
the arc root attachment to the anode that opposes the drag force pushing the foot downstream. 
Additionally they associated steady mode with low jet noise and a highly laminar and long jet[20]. 

Their arc was also visually monitored with a camera in the jet axis. In takeover mode, 30-60 degree 
tangential arc root motion was observed during a voltage cycle with a broad root and deduced that 
attachment doesn’t vanish immediately when breakdown occurs as the arc gradually transfers to the 
new attachment. In comparison, restrike mode, had a clearly defined attachment and moved ¾ around 
the perimeter during one voltage fluctuation cycle. They were able to observe the CBL thickness 
decrease with increases to arc current, decreased mass flow rate and decreased secondary gas (helium) 
fraction. Constricting the arc can increase power level and plasma peak temperature. CBL thickness as 
measured by the jet axis camera didn’t correlate perfectly well with the calculated voltage mode value, 
especially with mode values between 1 and 2 where there is a split to the data where thickness could 
indicate either mode is dominant. It was noted however that, CBL was measured by visual imaging down 
the jet axis by brightness gradient and as plasma brightness is a function of temperature and 
composition, they were not necessarily measuring the arc thickness[20]. 

Plasma velocities measured 17 mm in front of gun nozzle demonstrated lower velocities with straight 
gas injector (vs swirled) and even lower velocities with an eroded anode. This was explained as resulting 
from lower power level from lower voltage as well as increased entrainment due to stronger 
fluctuations[20]. 

In takeover mode, voltage spectrum progression from new to worn nozzle state observed no peak with 
a brand new electrode as without favorable attachment locations, perfectly random fluctuations 
occurred. But “after a few ignitions or a couple of minutes of operation” new nozzles developed some 
preference and spectral peaks present themselves at about 3.5 and 7 kHz. More erosion caused more 
preference for a spot with longer residence time thus lower frequency. At end of the nozzle’s life the 7 
kHz peak was lost in the signal for a 2.5 kHz peak[20]. 

From looking at DPV data for particle temperature, velocity and diameter distributions in space, they 
observed lower max and mean values for T and V with the burnt anode. This is explained as erosion 
increased fluctuations in particle heating and momentum transfer with increased jet instability and 
decreased effect of swirled flow. The burnt electrode reduced the average temperature of particles by 
about 150 C (5%) and average velocity by 10 m/s (5.3%) while the used electrode lowered temps by 
about 10 C and velocities by about 5 m/s for NiAl and YSZ powders. For the burnt anode this translated 
to a 6% drop in deposition efficiency and about a 5% increase in porosity[20]. 

Their acoustic signal seemed to provide additional information not found in the voltage signal. The 
acoustic signal was identified as having two major parts, one from the arc instability and the other from 
turbulent eddy breakdown and mixing with ambient air. Since a 3-5 kHz signal’s wavelength is 40-60 cm 
and is much larger than the nozzle diameter they claim that sound produced inside the nozzle can be 
considered a point source. Further, due to homogeneity of the turbulence and the microphone’s 
measurement volume being larger than the plasma jet, the signal of the turbulent entrainment should 
be angle-independent such that microphone angle shouldn’t affect the acoustic signal. Fifth degree 
polynomials were fit to 2-8 kHz and 8-20 kHz frequency ranges and peaks and width at 0.75 max height 
were compared[20]. 

Duan developed a fuzzy logic system to determine the condition of the anode, on a scale from 0 to 10, 
based on arc current, total flow rate, Ar/He ratio, and ratio of peak heights from the sound spectrum. 
Sound peak heights’ ability to indicate nozzle wear was found to be dependent upon current but there is 
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no mention of gas change effects. Ultimately their monitoring and control system centered around 
plasma jet length. Sound peak ratio determined wear state was used only for an indication of how 
effective a He/Ar ratio increase would be on increasing the jet length or to determine the rate at which 
to increase current or Ar/He to achieve a desired flame length[20]. Some of this work was summarized 
by Beall et al.[61]. 

3.4.1.4.2 Other Processes 

Tillman et al. investigated the acoustic signal from twin wire arc spraying, in which a steady gas 
flow past the arcing and liquefying wires, atomizes and projects the material onto a substrate to form a 
coating. Electricity arcs between the shortest distance between the two wires. Two signals were 
identified, one from gas flow and the other from varying length of arc as wire melted and was removed 
and the arc extinguishes and reignites. In wire arc spraying, the primary gas is directed through a 
straight bore nozzle about 1.6 mm in diameter. Secondary gases are outside the gun to help shape the 
particle stream. Microphones on the substrate and nozzle produced nearly identical signals. Primary gas 
was seen to be the only parameter that affected the frequency spectrum at the nozzle. The effect of 
primary gas was seen as solely a broadband change in intensity attributed to differing atomization 
behavior of the liquefied wires[65, 67]. The signals measured were between 0.1 and 1 MHz so likely 
missing information in the sub 100 kHz range. 

In work by Chen et al. variation in the acoustic signal was used to determine if blockages are 
present in automotive engine manifolds[90]. 

Jemielniak and Otman applied acoustic signal monitoring to detect tool chipping and breakage of 
lathe cutting bits[91]. Acoustic emissions have also been used for monitoring cutting tool condition[92]. 
They have also been used in monitoring of hard turning and grinding to determine workpiece quality 
and process progress. Where signals allowed for determination of the influence of the process on 
subsurface microstructure[93]. 

Wang et al. implemented an artificial neural network (ANN) using acoustic emissions for detection 
of burn of grinding workpieces. They found that reducing the acoustic signal down to single statistic 
(threshold oriented statistical tools) had limited predictive ability. Very high accuracy was achieved with 
an ANN using radial basis function architecture even with a very small training set. For 240-400 kHz 
frequency band, they used the band power, kurtosis and skew and their means and standard deviations 
across blocks of acoustic signal as inputs/predictors in the ANN to determine burn, non-burn and no-
grinding states. They also tried several other predictor values with success, no clear 
outperformance[94]. 

3.5 NOZZLE FLOW ACOUSTICS 

3.5.1 Aeroacoustic Signals 

Brilhac et al. with an unignited air flow, at 53 SLM, through a 10 mm nozzle had a peak in the 
acoustic spectrum at 1566 Hz with a harmonic at 3170 Hz. This peak frequency increased with gas flow 
rate and decreased with larger nozzle diameter and they attributed it to vortex flow inside the nozzle. 
With an arc ignited they noted that the acoustic signal of the plain flow, their vortex flow signal, was not 
present or detectable in the spectra. It was explained that the no arc acoustic signal was from swirl of 
the gas, and the arc attached well down the nozzle were swirl is reduced, both by wall friction and 
expanding arc gas forces, limiting the vortex flow [19]. 
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In another work, Brilhac et al. also varied the cathode chamber region diameter and the length of 
a straight 2 cm ID nozzle. Increasing the flow rate increased the peak frequency in all cases. Increasing 
the length decreased the peak frequency recorded at a given flow rate. Changing the length from 7.5 cm 
to 22.5 cm decreased the frequency at 200 SLM from about 900 to 600 Hz. Increased cathode chamber 
diameter appeared to have increased the linearity of the effect of flowrate on frequency, especially at 
high flowrates. Both effects were attributed to the changes in the pressure drop due to the geometrical 
changes. The tone was thought to “characterize the swirl flow inside the torch.” The frequency was seen 
to reach a plateau from increasing flow rate attributed to friction forces reducing the gas velocity at “too 
high” of flow rate[95]. 

Coudert and Rat experimented with an F4 gun (6mm nozzle). Without gun ignition, whistling was 

observed above 20 SLM argon that was proportional to flow rate. Their calculated frequency from the 

gas swirler based on hole geometry and location which was 5 times lower than the recorded frequency, 

ruling it out as a potential source. They found the signal to persist after removing the swirl ring, cathode 

and nozzle/anode. Tonal frequencies were 4.6 kHz and 5.5 kHz for 50 and 60 SLM argon flow. Sound 

emission was attributed to a Von Karman vortex street [85]. 

In the work by Braeuel and company, a gas flow through the nozzles of transferred arc plasma 
cutting torches was used to identify wear in the nozzles (1.7, 2.36, 2.87, 3.18 mm internal diameters). All 
had sharp edged 3.18 mm long cylindrical hole geometry. At lower Reynolds numbers there were sharp 
harmonically spaced peaks attributed to a periodic but non-sinusoidal pressure variation. Peak 
frequencies were the same for different nozzles at the same flow velocity so they concluded that the 
orifice length was the pertinent characteristic length. Their signal was insensitive to cathode cavity 
volume. They were able to distinguish 14 worn from 3 new nozzles and observed a progressive drop in 
intensity of the resonant peak with wear of a single nozzle [96, 97]. 

Cheng and Chen’s simulation of the acoustic signal intensity generated by a plasma jet, showed 
increases in intensity with temperature and velocity. When comparing the effects on the flow they saw a 
larger contribution to the acoustic signal from temperature-velocity correlated noise(entropic source) 
than from  just velocity correlated noise(aerodynamic) [98].  

3.5.2 Roughness Acoustic Signal 

Surface roughness has been studied as a source of an acoustic signal[99]., often using sandpaper 
to provide a uniform surface roughness [100].  With sufficiently low background noise levels, signal to 
noise ratios as high as 20 dB have been measured for roughness noise[101]. But while the 0.03 to 20 
micron Ra values discussed here are similar to finer sandpaper, the roughness is much less uniform and 
the size relative to the nozzle diameter is much larger.  

Alemdaroglu investigated the effect of roughness of a cylinder on the vortex shedding and 
acoustic signal of an air flow around it. Cylinders were roughened with 0.05 mm to 0.8 mm glass beads 
or abrasive paper. Roughness lowered the boundary layer’s transitional Reynolds number and they 
observed changes in Strouhal number with varying roughness[102].  

Wall roughness effects have been tested on the throat of a supersonic nozzle with a 30 cm 
radius by Demetriades. Upstream pressure, surface roughness height, and cooling moved the laminar to 
turbulent transition upstream. Roughness was added by attaching sandpaper of 60-600 grit (0.265 mm 
to 0.016 mm), weave, and wire screen. The turbulence changes were seen to be most sensitive to 
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random sand-grain roughness. The work also indicates that there is a sensitivity threshold below which 
the transition point would no longer move with roughness changes[103]. 

3.5.3 Pipe Tones 

Anderson studied the discrete tones from pipes, “Pfeifenton”, as affected by pipe length, orifice 
diameter and gas pressure[104, 105]. In [106, 107] thicker orifices were investigated for their 
geometrical effect on the tones generated. They performed vortex shedding flow visualization via 
shadowgraphs of CO2 flows and investigated the dependence on Reynolds number(up to ~5000) in 
[108] and [109] 

3.5.4 Frequency Lock-in 

Dunlap studied frequency lock-in as the potential source of significant oscillations in rocket 
motors. Periodic vortex shedding matched the acoustic mode frequency of the chamber(=na/2L   
a=sound speed   L=cavity length) so St=n(characteristic dimension)/2ML (M=flow Mach number). Their 
setup had acoustic peaks corresponding to the first 6 axial modes of the chamber with 
M=0.042(~14m/s) in a 3.8 cm ID 106 cm long steel tube. When restrictors were added to middle of the 
tube and their spacing was varied, some damping was observed. Placing baffles at nodes of the acoustic 
modes decreased their intensity[110]. 

E. de Langre defined lock-in phenomenologically as a resonant frequency deviating from its 
expected value (based on input parameters) when the frequency is close to another frequency of the 
system. This can include an oscillatory frequency of a component in the system. Mechanistically they 
described it as resonance between the sources such that as one approaches the other’s resonance, 
feedback amplifies the frequency and make it resistant to change (as from change in flow properties). In 
their work they studied coupling of cylinder motion with vortex shedding behind it and modeling both as 
simple mechanical systems[111]. 

Flatau investigated the coupling of baffle and chamber geometry in a rocket motor. They noted 
that lock-in frequencies for “closed-closed” systems could be found by f=na/2L while for “closed-open” 
systems, f= (2n-1) a/4L. Flow velocities of M=0.05 to 0.23 were studied and the system produced 
vortices from the baffle that impinged and reflected off the nozzle back[112]. 

Debut et al. explored lock-in phenomena coupling pipe tone modes with those of the same 
pipe’s corrugations. Hysteresis at high flow velocities was observed, as was deemed a typical 
consequence of nonlinear effects. Sometimes modes were skipped while also seeing multi-tones or not 
clean jump from one mode to another, where more than one mode appeared to coexist[113]. 

Paduano and Meskell, in an investigation of vortex shedding off a cylinder, attempted to predict 
lock-in, particularly the starting point thereof. They found that it depends on the amplitude of the 
acoustic wave and the ratio of frequencies between the two phenomena[114].  

3.5.5 Jet Screech 

Cain et al. described jet screech, originally discovered and studied by Powell in 1953, as being 
from a resonant loop where vortices interact with shocks creating acoustic waves that excite vortices. 
They also note that it is only present in an imperfectly expanded jet. They claim that increasing 
temperatures decreases potential core length and number of shock cells (decreasing screech) which is 
opposed by temperature increasing growth rate of instabilities. Four detailed steps are listed in the 
resonance phenomena: flow disturbances are amplified by exponential growth of a Kevin-Helmholtz 
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inflectional instability mode; by the time the instability mode reaches the second shock cell it has 
significant intensity and vertical structure creates acoustic radiation from interaction with the shock cell; 
that propagates upstream and is scattered by the nozzle lip; creating a broad spectrum of wavelengths 
that can couple with the downstream instability wave[115]. 

In the review by Raman, they note that Powell presented the four stages as seen in Cain, the 
fourth stage is now known as receptivity. Powell had also identified 4 frequency stages in a round jet 
labeled A through D. Others showed that stage A1 is unstable, A2 stable, B very stable, C very stable, D 
unstable and not always visible. It had also been shown that A1/A2 are axisymmetric, B, sinuous, C, 
helical, and D, unclassified, with later work showing B and C were helical, while D was sinuous. Multiple 
screech modes can occur “simultaneously,” these can be coexisting or mutually exclusive and 
alternating, which can be distinguished by short time FFTs. These different modes were determined with 
multiple microphones and testing for phase differences at different positions. Microphone placement on 
top/slightly behind nozzle is common for jet screech experiments when not characterizing flow or 
mapping acoustic/pressure fields [116]. 

Screech frequency can be approximately calculated as a function of phase velocity of instability 
waves, ambient sound speed, and wavenumber of the shock cell structure which is equal to 2Pi/shock 
cell spacing. Gas temperature affects screech with heat increasing instability wave velocity. Ambient 
velocity (flight speed in the typical application of this work) also affects frequency. Movement of the 
shock cells occurs and this could also contribute to, or cause, the acoustic radiation. Standing waves are 
present with a shock containing screeching jet, Lepicovsky & Ahuja (1985) also saw such with a subsonic 
edge tone setup. Lip thickness affects screech intensity but has also been seen to change the mode. 
Reflectors and dampeners on the lip or in the near field can influence the intensity as well. Many 
applications require complex geometries, where nozzles are altered for noise reduction, thrust 
vectoring, enhanced mixing, or stealth, can by termed: “asymmetric”, “scarfed”, and “beveled”[116]. 

A review by Tam notes that in subsonic cases, large turbulence structures are ineffective noise 
generators and noise production is dominated by small scale turbulence. Large scale structures 
dominate in supersonic flows due to their velocity (supersonic). Shock cell structure results from 
imperfect expansion. Screech tones are typically accompanied by harmonics up to 4 or 5. The acoustic 
signal can be divided into turbulent mixing noise, broadband shock-associated noise, and screech. 
Mixing dominates downstream, the broadband shock-associated noise is dominant upstream and 
screech propagate primarily upstream for round jets. Temperature affects the screech frequency and 
instability wave growth. It does this by decreasing instability wave growth and thereby decreasing 
screech intensity and at a given Mach number, temperature can cause a mismatch between the screech 
frequency and that of the instability wave[117]. 

Camussi’s book on turbulence generated noise notes that at high Mach numbers acoustic 
radiation from air jets from a nozzle produces unique acoustic phenomena. Doppler Effect causes high 
directivity forward and the shear layer causes refraction creating an axial cone of silence. It also notes 
that Strouhal number for circular jets is on the order of one St=Df/U~=1 while for a planar jets 
St=(Thickness)f/U~=0.1 [118]. 
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4 METHODS 

4.1 PLASMA SPRAY COMPONENTS 

New and used nozzles, of type GH, GP, G and GE, for Oerlikon Metco 9MB plasma spray guns 
were obtained from several sources. New nozzles were received from Oerlikon Metco (OM) and Rolls-
Royce. New nozzles were purchased from American Torch Tip (ATT) and Plasma Powders and Systems 
(PPS). While some features and measurements of the new nozzles to be shown here indicate some 
differences, no actual measure of performance was performed on the different manufacturers’ new 
nozzles and no indication of superiority or inferiority is implied or intended. Rolls-Royce also donated 
the used nozzles investigated in this study. All used nozzles came with no information regarding amount 
of usage but were identified by an expert operator as embodying both nozzles past their useful life and 
some with life still remaining. Visually, all appeared used due to their oxidation and surface corrosion 
causing severe discoloration, relative to the untarnished copper of new nozzles. Beaded copper flows 
were also present in most nozzles. Nozzles were numbered in the order they were received and not as 
an indication of use. For repeatability and comparison, acoustic signals and other measurements are 
tied to particular nozzle using the designation “NozzleType#”, e.g. GH2, GH25, and GP12. A particular 
nozzle’s condition is indicated in any relevant figures or discussions. In this document the “New” nozzle 
label is taken to indicate nozzles never before used or otherwise damaged and during their first process 
usage, “Used” nozzles have some known or unknown degree of wear, and a “Worn” nozzle would be 
beyond its typical useful life. Other measures of the state of the nozzles will be developed and described 
below. 

Powder ports of type 1, 2 and 5 for OM 9MB and 3MB plasma spray guns were purchased from 
ATT, OM, and PPS. Two millimeter powder ports designed for Metco’s newer plasma spray gun models, 
F4, Simplex and Triplex, were received from Oerlikon Metco. Used Powder ports were received from 
Rolls-Royce and Oerlikon Metco. Microscopic inspection could distinguish both erosion/wear of the 
powder port bores and a buildup of material on the powder port face, to varying degrees on the used 
ports. Powder ports are labeled by either “PPType-#” for the 9MB ports or F4-# for the F4 ports. New 
ports were artificially worn by feeding a 50/50 mix by volume of silica beads (170-375 mesh size) and 
alumina powder (325-500 mesh size) through them via a high pressure carrier gas in a modified grit blast 
chamber. The 50/50 mix balanced the superior flow properties of the silica beads with the hardness and 
abrasiveness of the alumina. Degree of wear was quantified by the volume/mass of powder fed through 
each port. The powder ports were incrementally acoustically tested as described below, weighted, and 
imaged under a microscope at 5X magnification. Digitally, a circle was manually fit to the internal 
diameter of the nozzle face image for which the microscope software (Olympus Stream Motion) 
calculated the area based on the magnification, from which the diameter was determined. 

4.2 OFFLINE SIGNAL GENERATION, RECORDING AND PROCESSING 

The thermal spray components were tested for their effect on gas flow while removed from the 
plasma spray gun. Compressed air fed to the lab facilities provided a dry air supply which was controlled 
by an Oerlikon Metco two stage air filter/regulator and an Alicat Scientific MCR-100 SLPM gas flow 
controller. The flow controller was operated through a RS-232 cable to an Alicat BB9-USB Signal 
Distribution box connected to a computer via USB. The Alicat flow controller measures gauge pressure, 
gas temperature, and liters per minute flow rate, while calculating standard liters per minute (SLM) flow 
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rate accounting for the set flow gas composition, pressure and temperature. These parameters were 
recorded at about 15 Hz. A compressed air hose connects the flow controller to a 19 mm ID, 254 mm 
long, PVC tube into which the back end of 9MB plasma spray nozzles fit reasonably snuggly. A collar at 
the end of the PVC tube ensures a uniform and repeatable fit and a pipe clamp is used to get a secure 
seal on the nozzle. Powder ports were tested with an equivalent setup that replaced the PVC pipe with a 
6.35 mm ID copper tube onto which powder port assemblies (stem, block and port) could be affixed via 
compression fittings. 

Acoustic signals were recorded with a Bruel & Kjaer 1/8” pressure-field microphone Type 4138-
A-015, Type 2670 Microphone preamplifier and Type 2804 Power Supply. These were serially connected 
to a laptop by an E-MU 0204 USB Audio Interface utilized at its maximum 24-bit, 192 kHz A/D 
conversion. The setup used is outlined in Figure 9, where the GH nozzle depicted could be replaced by 
any other component to be tested. The microphone was placed coaxial to the gas flow and aligned with 
the tip of the test piece for simplicity, repeatability and portability of the test setup. 

A Matlab program was developed to control the gas flow rate via serial connection to the gas 
flow controller and to record the resultant audio signal at 192 kHz as a signed 16 bit PCM WAV file. For 
investigating flow dependent acoustic phenomena, the Matlab program would step the gas flow and 
record and save the corresponding acoustic signal and log its operations. After a flow set point signal 
was sent to the controller, the program allowed for the flow to be achieved and then 5-10 seconds in 
which to record the resultant audio signal. The audio signal was divided into multiple segments each 
labeled with its measured flow parameters. The flow meter allowed for set values between 5 and 125 
SLM and the program would set and record the entire range where acoustic signals were generated by 
the nozzle. For the plasma spray nozzles this would be approximately 40 to 125 SLM and 20 to 125 SLM 
for the powder ports. This program is included as Appendix A. 

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was taken of the time dependent signal to generate a frequency 
dependent spectrum. Within one or more frequency range, the maximum intensity and corresponding 
frequency were then extracted as characteristic values for a particular nozzle and flow condition. 
Additional features extracted from the acoustic signals are the sound pressure levels in 1/10th octaves 
after [101], for which, each second of audio was divided into twenty 9,600 sample segments with 960 
sample overlaps. The 16384-point (next power of 2 of 9600) discrete Fourier transform was taken, for 25 
Hz frequency resolution, of the segment and converted to decibels. These frequency spectra were then 
averaged per second within each 1/10th octave frequency range. 

Figure 9: Equipment setup for acoustic testing of plasma spray 
components, GH nozzle setup shown 

Flow 

Direction 
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Flow velocities were determined as Mach numbers calculated by Equations 4 for low subsonic 
flows and Equation 5 for supersonic flows. 

𝑀 =
𝐿𝑃𝑀/𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
     Equation 4 

 
Where M is the Mach number, LPM is the measured flow rate, and area is the nozzle’s cross-sectional 

area 

𝑀 = √((
𝑝0

𝑝1
)

𝛾−1

−𝛾
− 1) ∗

2

𝛾−1
      Equation 5[119] 

 
In Equation 5, p1 is the upstream total pressure, p0 is the ambient pressure, and gamma is the specific 
heat ratio or about 1.4 for dry air [119]. 

4.3 ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENTS AND WEAR GEOMETRY 

A Precision Devices Surfometer 430 with a SMT Skidmount on a PDK skid-referenced Tracer was 
used to measure roughness axially along the flow direction of the internal surfaces of the plasma spray 
nozzles with a 5.6 mm draw length. Multiple surface lengths, diagramed in Figure 10, were averaged, 
including measurements in the diverging, straight, and converging (front, middle, and back) portions of 
the GH nozzles. Ra was taken as the measure of roughness for comparisons as no apparent dissimilarity 
in the trends was observed between Ra and other roughness parameters determined by the 
profilometer. Ra is the average of the absolute values of the profile heights, relative to the mean, over 
the evaluation length[120]. For GP and GE nozzles, which lack a diverging section, the measurements for 
the straight bore section were taken with a 10.16 mm draw length to cover more of the internal surface. 
Measurements were oriented to the engraving on the nozzle face as on the right in in Figure 9. 

Silicone castings of nozzles were made using a two-part tin-cure silicone rubber, OOMOO 30 
from Smooth-On. Petroleum jelly heated to 200⁰C was poured through heated used nozzles to act as a 
release agent. Nozzle faces were placed down on a flat surface such that the narrower internal diameter 
was down in all cases. Silicon was slowly poured in to completely fill the nozzles and left to cure for at 
least six hours. 3D scans of castings were performed by Exact Metrology and 3D Printsmith LLC. 

Middle 

Flow  

Figure 10: Lengths of GH nozzle bore surface over which roughness measurements were made (left),  surfaces measured on GP 
internal surfaces(center), and orientation of measurements taken in nozzles(right). 
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Visual inspection and digital image processing was used to compare the severity of wear based 
on physical erosion of nozzles. Based on the depth and area of erosion spot perceived, nozzles could be 
ranked as new/unworn and low, medium and high degrees of wear. Castings were placed on a turntable 
for imaging where the rotation angle between images was selected to be 10 degrees to balance 
efficiency and result detail. Assuming a perfectly cylindrical component to be measured, the difference 
between the radius and cosine of half the delta theta times the radius is the maximum error for the 
interpolated angles and the actual radius. At 10 degrees the maximum divergence  is 27 microns, while 
at 5, 15 and 30 it is 7, 60, 240 microns. These correspond to 0.4, 0.1, 0.9, 3.4 % error. However the pixel 
resolution at the measurement distance is 1 pixel is about equal to 30 microns so 10 degrees was 
deemed adequate for eliminating wasted effort. A HD Logitech 905 webcam was used with resolution 
1600x1200, exposure was set at -7, Pan:0, White Balance: 10000, Saturation: 45,  Gain: 0,  Sharpness: 
255, Contrast: 31,  Brightness: 76,  Backlight Compensation: 1, Tilt: 0. The Focus was set to its minimum 
distance 255 and the castings were placed at that distance ~3.8 cm. With a LED light above and between 
the camera and the casting, very high contrast images could be captured. 

4.4 FLOW VISUALIZATION 

Helium and supersonic flows were imaged by shadowgraphy. Still images were captured of a 
single LED point source projecting through flows onto a screen with a Nikon D5100 DSLR camera. High 
speed video of flows were captured with a Photron-Ultima APX-RS at 9,000 fps and 640 x 480 pixel 
resolution. A high intensity microscope fluorescence light source and liquid filled light guide projected 
through the flow onto ¼” grid paper. 

4.5 SIMULATIONS 

The commercial CFD software, ANSYS Fluent was used to simulate the low velocity flows of 
acoustically recorded nozzle experiments and arc-free flows observed and recorded during thermal 
spray processes. Simulations of the offline test setup were performed in 2D, 3D with axial symmetry and 
full 3D. Transient simulations were developed by first initializing the flows to a steady state solution with 
k-epsilon turbulence model then changing to transient solution mode and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 
formulation. LES is a common model applied in jet aeroacoustic simulations as in [121] [122]. Wear was 
simulated by adding wall roughness to the nozzle’s boundary condition. Fluent allows for the inclusion 
of a sand-grain roughness value to wall properties and values for this parameter were calculated based 
on measured profilometer Ra values as outlined in [123]. 

Some of the effects of powder feed variation were investigated with the plasma spray 
simulation software LAVA P-3D ([124, 125]). In the version of the program used, it performs 2D 
axisymmetric simulations of a plasma torch with enthalpy and momentum calculations based on gun 
current, voltage, gas flows and plasma gas species. It performs a 3D simulations of non-interacting 
particles injected into the plume, calculating the momentum and temperature profile at each time step. 
Relevant to the worn powder port that was simulated: the powder particles are generated at a single 
point, one at a time. Their mass follows an input particle size distribution and particle material 
properties. Initial velocity vector is determined by a random value determining the injection angle with 
velocity from the carrier gas flow rate and powder feed rate inputs. Powder port wear was simulated by 
increasing the cone angle (the range a particle can get an injection angle within) as well as a slowing the 
injection velocity based on calculations of flow velocity changes from internal diameter increases. 
Geometry and process parameters simulated are shown in Figure 11 and Table 1. 
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4.6 ONLINE THERMAL SPRAY PROCESS MONITORING 

Plasma spray and HVOF spray processes were acoustically recorded with the same recording 
equipment as above with the microphone placed in the back corner of the booths. Access ports allowed 
for the insertion of the microphone into the booths in a quick and unobtrusive manor. The location 
relative to the plasma torch is taken to be well outside of the acoustic near-field to be insensitive to 
moderate motion of the spray gun. The microphone was always perpendicular to the spray axis. 

GH and GP nozzles were installed on a 9MB plasma spray gun operated in an Oerlikon Metco 
Multicoat platform in the Commonwealth Center for Advanced Manufacturing (CCAM, Richmond, 
Virginia). Powder was fed by a mechanical disc type Twin-120-A powder feeder external of the booth. 
Plasma spray experiments were acoustically recorded and aligned with the Multicoat data for analysis. 
Every second, the Multicoat system records: the time, cooling jet gas pressure, argon flow rate, 
hydrogen, flow rate, current, voltage, power, cooling water conductivity, cooling water flow rate, 
cooling water inlet and outlet temperatures, and powder feeder parameters. For mechanical disc 
feeders, these are: carrier gas flow rate, disc speed, stirrer speed, and hopper pressure. Fluidized bed 
feeders used: carrier gas flow rate, powder mass flow rate, vibrator gas pressure, and hopper weight. 
Nozzles were permitted to reach a steady state mean voltage before coatings were applied or 
characteristic values were taken. For new nozzles this included a five minute “break in period.” Five 
different parameter sets were run in sequence followed by a repeat of the first set. Current and gas flow 
rates were varied while mean voltage was recorded every second. Voltage difference was calculated by 
Equation 6. 

% 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
𝑁𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒−𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑁𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑁𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
∗ 100       Equation 6 

 
As the voltage for each new nozzle varied for each parameter set and during each test, the new nozzle 
voltage used in voltage drop calculations was approximated from the final voltage of the new nozzle 
that had consistently higher voltages across parameter sets.  

Table 1: LAVA simulation input parameters. 

Plasma jet configuration 

Current   600 A 

Voltage   70 V 

Gun efficiency   70 % 

Primary gas flow rate, Ar   40 SLM 

Secondary gas flow rate, H2   12 SLM 

Particle configuration 

Material   NiCrAlY-601 

Melting Temperature  1360-1411 K 

Density   8.11 g/cm3 

Injection velocity   812-1170 cm/s 

Particle diameter  22-45 microns 

Carrier gas flow rate, Ar   5 SLM 

Powder injection cone angle, θ  15⁰-60⁰ 
Figure 11: LAVA-P-3D simulation geometry 
schematic. 
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An F4 gun was run under varying conditions at the CCAM facilities. Metco 320NS was applied to 
three test coupons for hardness measurements. Gun parameters were: 60 NLPM Argon, 8 NLPM 
Hydrogen, 500 A current, carrier gas 5 NLPM argon, disk at 24.72%, with dual 2 bar coaxial air jets. In 
addition to a normal operation case, the gun was also run with a worn electrode set, a powder line leak, 
a worn powder port and with evident powder pulsing. A powder line leak was simulated by bleeding 
0.095 SLM from the hose at the powder feeder. The worn powder port had a 9% larger diameter than 
the new powder port used in the other trials, 2.24 mm and 2.05 mm respectively. Powder pulsing was 
induced by lowering the carrier gas flow rate, from 5 to 3.5 NLPM, while maintaining the powder feeder 
disc speed. Powder pulsing was confirmed by visual inspection of the spray plume. The powder feeder is 
outside the booth so acoustic signals were also recorded outside the booth, 5 cm from the powder 
pickup location of the powder feeder. An AccuraSpray (TECNAR Automation) system was setup in the 
booth allowing for particle and plume measurements of most spray runs.  

In a separate series of tests, an F4 gun with 6mm nozzle was again used to spray Metco 320NS 
for relative deposition rate measurements, AccuraSpray measurements were taken of the powder and 
plume, and acoustic signals recorded. The process was varied in separate runs with a low powder feed 
rate, low carrier gas flow rate, high carrier gas flow rate, varied primary gas flow rate(argon), a 0.095 
SLM leak in the powder feed line. Pulsing was again induced by lowering the carrier gas flow rate and 
additional runs were performed with simultaneous high or low argon flow rate and pulsing power feed. 
In addition to in-booth measurements for each run, acoustic signals were recorded at three positions 
outside of the booth along the powder feed line. One, at the line’s access to the booth, at the powder 
pickup on the powder feeder and midway between these points. A recording was also made two meters 
away from the booth and powder feeder for comparison.  

GP nozzles were tested on a 9MB plasma spray gun operated in an Oerlikon Metco Multicoat 
platform at Oerlikon Metco (Westbury, New York). The powder feeder used in these test was a fluidized 
bed 9MP CL feeder located inside the spray booth. Baseline settings were for Metco 601NS powder, 90 
NLPM argon, 7.5 NLPM Hydrogen, 400 A current, with 9 NLPM argon carrier gas, and 26 g/min powder 
feed rate. Dual coaxial cooling jets were run with air at 4 bar. A #2 powder port was used. 

Metco 601NS powder is eutectic aluminum-12%silicon blended with 40% by weight polyester, or 
PET, with a nominal size range of -125 +11 micrometers. APS 601NS coatings are specified by Oerlikon 
Metco as having macrohardness HR15Y of 70, bond strength 9.7 MPa, coating density of 1.55 g/cm^3, 
max service temperature of 325 C, thermal conductivity of 0.53 W/m K, and thermal expansion of 20-
30*10^-6/K [126]. Metco 601NS produces an abradable coating for use with untipped blades for 
clearance control. 

One new nozzle was run through a full factorial DOE with Argon at 50, 70, 80, 90 and 110 NLPM; 
Hydrogen at 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 12.5 NLPM; and current at 300, 350, 400, and 450 A. Some combinations 
were also run at 500 A, but this generally exceeded the power limits for the system causing an 
automatically shut down. Approximately 2.5 mm thick coatings of Metco 601NS powder were applied to 
5 coupons each with 5 new and 5 used nozzles. Coupons were mounted on a 30 cm diameter drum 
rotated at 78 rpm and sprayed from 89 mm. Plasma gas feed leaks were simulated by varying the argon 
flow +/- 3 NLPM and hydrogen +/- 0.5 NLPM, worn powder ports were equipped, powder pulsing was 
induced and leaks were created in the feed line and test coupons were also sprayed for some of these 
conditions. Used powder ports had diameters 10% (1.95 mm) and 51%(2.67 mm) larger than the new 
powder port(1.77 mm) used in the other trials.  Pulsing was induced by lowering the carrier gas flow rate 
from 9 to 4 NLPM at constant mass feed rate and by coiling the excess powder feed line into two 30cm 
diameter vertical loops. Leaks were created by loosening a fixture on the powder feed line and also by 
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installing a “goose neck,” stem assembly 
(Metco catalog number 3M331) that had a 
hole eroded through it as seen in Figure 12. 
The hole was 0.53 mm^2 and ovular with 1.77 
mm major axis perpendicular to the flow and 
0.38 mm tangential to the flow. Coatings 
about 1.25 mm thick were applied with carrier 
induced pulsing, hole in the gooseneck and 
10% larger ID powder port for comparison. 
For all conditions a DPV2000 (TECNAR 
Automation) was autocentered and used to 
gather inflight particle properties.  

One previously unused, new nozzle, 
GP20, was identified after its coating run to be 
“bad” or defective by experienced operators. 
This was done by visual observation of 
significant internal degradation and confirmed 
retrospectively in multiple online 
measurements. A manufacturing defect was suspected as the cause but there was also sealant from the 
nozzle’s rear O-ring on the interior convergent segment of the nozzle which could have led to the 
irregular wear phenomena. Measurements and tests run with this specific nozzle will be explicitly 
discussed as originating from the nozzle GP20 and/or labeled as “Defective Nozzle.” It is taken as a 
potentially abnormal case that does not fit into either “New” or “Used” in some classifications. 

Additional test were run with both F4 and Sinplex plasma spray guns (Oerlikon Metco, 
Westbury, NY) with a new and a used electrode sets. Sinplex was run at 150+-40(110, 150, and 190) 
NLPM argon, 2+-2 NLPM hydrogen, and 360+-100 A current with inputs varied independently. F4 was 
run at 46+-10 NLPM argon, 10.5+-3 NLPM hydrogen, and 650+-100 A current.  

HVOF coating manufacturing processes and deliberate experiments were recorded at Turbine 
Surface Technologies Ltd. (Nottingham, United Kingdom). The process was controlled and monitored 
with an Oerlikon Metco Multicoat system. In addition to variations in operating parameters, deliberate 
alterations to gun ignition and ramp-up step procedures were made to induce bad or faulty ignitions 
where by the gun would fail to light or the flame would burn back into the mixer block. 

4.7 COATING TESTING 

Sprayed coupons were sectioned 12-15 mm from the end that was not attached to the drum 
during spraying. Coupons were cut with a Struers Secotom-15 with a 200 mm diameter aluminum oxide 
cut-off wheel at 3000 rpm and a 0.2 mm/s feed speed. A sample was cut from each of 5 coupons per 
test condition and randomly assigned a designation from one to five. These were ultrasonically cleaned 
while submerged in acetone for over 15 minutes and then dried at 70 C for 5-10 minutes. 12 grams of 
EpoFix Hardener from Struers, was mixed with 100 grams of Epofix slow set epoxy resin. Coupon 
sections were placed, cut edge down, in mold release coated 18 g silicone molds which were slowly 
filled about 1/3 full with the resin mixture. These were then placed under a -165 kPa vacuum for 15-20 
minutes to remove bubbles from the coating and resin and ensure proper penetration into the coating. 
The molds were then filled the rest of the way and let sit overnight. Half of the sample were then 

Figure 12: 9MB gun setup, hole in powder stem assembly 
circled in white. 
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ground by hand while the other half were mounted for automatic grinding. Samples were ground on a 
Struers RotoPol-22 with RotoForce-4 in 6 sample mounts in steps per Table 2.  

Table 2: Sample grinding and polishing steps. 

SiC Paper Grit Force per 6 samples (N) Time (s) Note 

120 150 50 Repeated 

220 120 40  

320 100 30  

500 100 30  

1200 80 20 Repeated 

4000 60 15 Repeated 

Final Polish 

0.05 µm silica 100 360 Struers OP-S 

 

Manual efforts took samples through 80, 120, 320, 500, 800, 1200, 2400, 4000 grit silicon carbide 

paper on a grinding wheel achieving equivalent material removal and final surface finish as above, 

before also receiving the above final polish step on a Struers Tegramin-25. 

Coating composition was determined by image thresholding of optical micrographs to distinguish 

PET polymer from AlSi and porosity/polishing defects in ImageJ (imagej.nih.gov/ij/)[127]. Coating 

thicknesses were measured digitally from the cross-sectioned samples and via calipers on the coupons. 

Measured thickness divided by number off passes substitutes for deposition efficiency. HR15Y 

superficial hardness tests were performed with an Instron Rockwell 200 on coupons that were sanded 

flat. Seven measurements were performed over two coupons per condition. Indentations were made 5 

mm from the sectioning point, in a zigzag in the direction of coupon rotation with approximately 3 mm 

separation.  

4.8 DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 

For the thermal spray processes, process parameters from the Multicoat, acoustic signals and 
other sensor data (DPV) were gathered and recorded on separate computer systems. A Matlab program 
was written to align and process the data from multiple sources, and is included as Appendix B. 
Synchronization in time was performed manually to ensure alignment. This was done both by comparing 
computer clocks and by aligning the prominent acoustic features of starting argon flow and the start of 
electrical current to those changes in Multicoat parameters. The Multicoat controller (Oerlikon Metco) 
records time averaged parameters every second and the audio was split into corresponding one second 
segments. Frequency spectra were extracted from the acoustic signal with an FFT, signal peaks (both 
frequency and intensity) were extracted from multiple frequency windows that were selected with the 
aim of capturing prominent features in the spectrum. These data points, along with the mean and 
standard deviation of the Multicoat recorded parameters for the segment, any sensor data for the time 
segment and run notes(nozzle state, powder feed state, etc.) were tabulated for analysis. The software 
JMP by SAS was used for pattern discovery and statistical analysis of the data.  

Many other variables were controlled for through data selection. This was done by ensuring 
variables were the same for samples to be compared or individually tested for their effect. These 
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included air jets, primary and secondary gas flow, current, carrier gas flow, feeder vibrator, testing 
location/background noise, and booth conditions (temperature, pressure, and humidity),  
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 PROCESS AND COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS 

5.1.1 Traditional Process Monitoring Results 

5.1.1.1 Voltage Signals and Particle Measurements 

Five gun parameters were sequentially run per GH nozzle with the first set run again at the end 
of other testing. Parameters and percent voltage differences for the nozzles tested are listed in Table 3. 
After the run sequence the secondary gas was increased to achieve the new nozzles starting voltage, the 
required hydrogen values are included in the last line of the table. 

Table 3: Percent voltage difference from new nozzle voltage for five used GH nozzles and three new GH nozzles as a function of 
gun input parameters 

Parameter 

Set # 

Current 

(A) 

Argon 

(SLM) 

Hydrogen 

(SLM) 

New Nozzle 

Voltage (V) 

% Voltage Difference by Nozzle Number 

Used New 

GH10 GH14 GH15 GH17 GH18 GH20 GH23 GH36 

1 a 435 42 8 73 -3.4 -2.1 -5.9 -3.6 -5.3 0 -0.2 1.1 

2 500 30 6 60.34 -4.2 1.4 -1.8 -3.2 -4.9 1.8 -0.2  

3 350 30 13 83.1 -8.8 -5.6 -10 -8.8 -12 -3.7 0  

4 500 30 18 86.7 -7 -4.3 -8.4 -6.5 -7.6 -2.3 -0.1  

5 500 42 0 31.45 13 20 13 13 13 4.1 0.4  

1 b 435 42 8 73 -8.1 -7.5 -7.9 -6.6 -9.9 -2.5  -0.7 

 Hydrogen to Achieve 73 V (NLPM) 

1 c 435 42  73 10 11 11 10 12 8.5   

 

While it is readily apparent that the used 
nozzles do operate at lower voltages than new 
nozzles there are also exceptions and variations. 
First is the exception to the nozzle voltage drop 
trend observed in parameter set five, where the 
used nozzles have significantly higher voltages 
than the new nozzles. Secondly, the variation in 
voltage between new nozzles at 73, 72.85, and 
73.8 volts, complicates the setting of the new 
nozzle voltage used in comparisons. This either 
requires tracking of individual nozzle starting 
voltages or not accommodating new nozzles with 
particularly high or low starting voltages.  

Furthermore, the parameter set 
dependence is exemplified by the different voltage 
drops for different parameter set for each nozzle 
and highlighted in Figure 13. These difficulties are exacerbated by the time dependence of the gun 
voltage. Illustrated in Figure 14 are the variations in voltage signals vs time for four new nozzle runs.  

Figure 13: Percent voltage difference by gun parameter set. 
Points connected for visibility 
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Each run ramped up to operating parameters at different times, indicated by the left most peak 
in each curve between 50 and 125 second but the time dependence of the voltages from this point is 
highly variable. A “break in period” of about five minutes is generally prescribed for new nozzles but it 
can be seen that voltages are still changing at this point and the variability between new nozzles still 
exists. Two runs with nozzle GH36 exhibit two different time dependencies and neither clearly 
converges to a single voltage value.  

AccuraSpray particle and plume diagnostic equipment was used with the aim of identifying and 
comparing nozzle condition. Measurements taken for the two iterations of parameter set 1, at the 
beginning (1a) and end of testing (1b) are shown in Figure 15.  

Figure 14: Time dependence of gun voltage for four starts of 3 nozzles 

Figure 15: AccuraSpray measured particle and plume characteristics for new and used nozzles at the beginning 
of testing (1a) and after testing (1b). 
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With some of the used nozzles, erosion significantly altered the angle of the plume exit from the 
nozzle or made it more susceptible to deflection by powder and carrier gas. This occurred to a degree 
that the AccuraSpray was not centered on the plume and repositioning was required to get a 
measurable signal. The particle temperature increased with time in 3 cases and decreased in two others. 
The new nozzle mirrored two of the used nozzles. Velocity largely increased for the used nozzles with 
usage by an average of 2 m/s. The new nozzle however, observed a decrease of 4 m/s. Usage had a 
uniform effect on intensity, with all nozzles decreasing at similar rates with time. Intensity is also the 
only measured value that appeared to separate the new nozzle, with it having a higher intensity than all 
of the used nozzles. After parameter set 1 was repeated, the hydrogen levels were increased to achieve 
the initial new gun voltage. Increasing in secondary hydrogen had an effect of sharply increasing the 
measured plume intensity by an average of 37.4 A.U. for the used nozzles but only by 8 A.U. for the new 
nozzle. The effect of this increased hydrogen was inconsistent in both the particle temperature and 
velocity. 

Comparison between nozzles fails due to the wear conditions of the nozzles and the severity 
with which they changed the spray plume. Even with an expert operator repositioning the gun, 
comparisons between nozzles are very difficult due to the manual repositioning and the additional 
parameters affected by it. A change in the plume will change the number and average size of the 
particles being measured, but the positioning is done by manually aligning the sensor with the perceived 
center of the plume and instilling a lot of variation. This measurement was further degenerated by single 
point value acquisition, as a booth operator might in a production environment, which is very likely to 
miss small changes between nozzles as the measurements had a large amount of variation.  

These GH nozzles were also observed to “spit” copper as evidenced by frequent emission of 
large, bright, green particles into the plume. Changes to their physical characteristics were obvious upon 
removal from the gun, with marked changes to the internal surface and nozzle faces. 

Measurements with the DPV2000 alleviate the issues with the AccuraSpray for this application 
to a certain degree. The autocenter function applied at the beginning of each case, centers the 

Figure 16: DPV2000 measured mean particle temperature and velocity for all cases. 
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measurement head on the most intense/populated point in the spray plume. Individual particle tracking 
allows for better comparison between cases. The small sampled area can however misrepresent the 
plume. In Figure 16 is plotted the mean particle temperatures and speed for different test conditions 
with specific new and used nozzles labeled individually. Standard deviations were very consistent across 
cases at about 40 m/s and 80 C. There are many features of interest here. First, the used nozzles 
separate themselves well from the new nozzles averaging a 40 m/s drop in velocity and a 30 C drop in 
temperature. The defective new nozzle (GP20) tends towards the used nozzles with a lower 
temperature and velocity than the rest of the new nozzles. There is very good clustering of the new 
nozzles. Nozzle GP26 after four hours of parametric testing, labeled GP26b, averaged a slight increase in 

velocity. All the powder feed variation tests, which were performed with GP23, had increased average 
velocity except for the loose fitting which had no discernable change. Carrier gas induced powder 
pulsing’s plume variation precluded the DPV from finding a signal large and regular enough for auto-
centering and the DPV and registered only a single particle that was not included in the plot. 

As seen in Figure 17, voltage, while having a statistically significant relationship with both 
particle speed and temperature, offers a poor predictor of these values as indicated by the reported R^2 
values. The problems with voltage usage to predict particle state and thereby coating properties are 
evident in the overlap  of new and used voltage signals, the sometimes far divergence observable in 
GP13’s temperature or GP14’s velocity and the complete indistinguishability of all of the powder feed 
phenomena. Additionally the scatter in new nozzle voltages is present with an almost 6 volt range that 
also overlaps the voltages of nearly 4 used nozzles including GP20. 

5.1.1.2 Powder Flow Simulation 

Simple flow rate calculations can offer some idea of the effect of powder port wear on thermal 
spray processes. Increasing internal diameter of the powder port results in a lower flow velocity for a 
given flow rate which is a set value for a given coating recipe. This in turn slows the particles themselves 
and alters their flight trajectory. To investigate the effect of this on particle temperature and velocity in 
LAVA-P-3D it is necessary to consider particle injection angle and velocity. As a simplifying assumption 
the software generates particles at a single point with a random velocity vector from a given injection 
velocity and a cone-angle instead of the many-body problem of actual powder flow through the powder 
port. Simulations were run with a range of values for injection cone angle and velocity to simulate 
increasing wear (wider angle, lower velocity). Velocities were calculated based on an 11.7 m/s baseline 
injection velocity with nozzle diameter increases of 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 percent assuming a constant flow 

Figure 17: Average particle speed and temperature as functions of gun voltage. 
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rate. The effect on average particle temperature and velocity at spray distance can be seen in Figure 18 
and Figure 19. 

Intuitively, wear effects decrease the number of particles optimally injected into the center of 
the plasma plume and thus lower the average temperature and velocity of the particles. It can be 
estimated that for the NiCrAlY simulated the wear induced in the powder ports tested, 10-50% 
increased diameter, could produce up to 200 C and 10 m/s drops in the average particle state when 
arriving at a substrate. 

5.1.1.3 Coating Analysis 

 

Figure 20: Full cross-section of abradable coating on a steel coupon, 25.4 mm across. 

Figure 18: Effect of powder port wear on average particle temperature 

Figure 19: Effect of powder port wear on average axial particle velocity. 
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A typical cross section of a Metco601 coating on a steel substrate is depicted in Figure 20. 

Figure 21: Magnified view of Metco601 cross-section, highlighting regions magnified in Figure 22. AlSi: Light phase, PET: Dark 
phase. 

 

Figure 22: Regions 1(Left) and 2(Right) from Figure 21, highlighting the phases present in the coating: 1, AlSi; 2, Phases 
separated AlSi; 3, PET; 4, porosity. 
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The 250 by 175 micrometer regions outlined in Figure 21 are magnified in Figure 22, on the left for 
region 1, and on the right for region 2. The light AlSi phase, labeled 1 in the Figure 40 can be observed to 
be phase separating in some regions, as where labeled 2, where is can be seen as two shades of the 
lightest phase. The PET, labeled 3, can be interspersed with porosity, 4, that takes on an exceptionally 
dark color in the less magnified micrographs.  

Cross sections of three different new nozzle runs’ coatings are shown below where a variation in coating 
thickness is evident and the distribution of the light, AlSi, and dark phase, PET, seems even and random. 

 

Figure 23: Cross section of Metco 601 coating sprayed during run 1 with GP26 

 

Figure 24: Cross section of Metco 601 coating sprayed during run 130 with GP26 
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Figure 25: Cross section of Metco 601 coating sprayed during run 134 with GP20 

No apparent difference resulted from manual versus automated grinding methods. All coatings 
appear to have good adhesion to the substrates, with no delamination occurring. Very few AlSi unmelts 
are identifiable in any of the new/used nozzle case coatings. There are no apparent vertically oriented 
(relative to the substrate) polymer rich regions that could cause coating failure after polymer burnout in 
usage. No clear stratification/layering is apparent from each pass. The only coating of noticeable 
difference by visual inspection was that produced by the low carrier gas flow rate induced powder 
pulsing. A full coupon is shown in cross section in Figure 26 along with a magnified segment in Figure 27.  

In both, the significant coating surface roughness is apparent when compared to Figure 20, 
above, sprayed under normal conditions. In the enlarged view, Figure 27, the presence of many AlSi 
unmelts are apparent as the circular white features throughout the coating. A larger amount of inherent 

Figure 26: Full cross-section of coating sprayed with powder pulsing induced by low carrier gas flow rate. 

Figure 27: Closer inspection of coating sprayed with low carrier gas induced powder pulsing. 
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porosity is also evident as the darkest phase in the coating. All other coating cross sections required 
digital processing to determine quantitative differences.  

The three phases measured were AlSi, PET, and porosity which were easily isolated by thresholding 16-
bit grayscale micrographs as seen in Figure 28. 

The plots in Figure 29 depict the averaged measurements made on the coupons from each spray 
condition. Included in the hardness measurements are lines for Oerlikon Metco’s reported material 
hardness, OM Spec., as well as the low end of Rolls-Royce’s coating hardness specification, RR Min. 

Experimental run 1(GP26-1) and run 130(GP26-2) were both performed with the same nozzle 
with four hours of varying gun parameters in between. Run 134 was performed with an unused nozzle 
(GP20) but upon removal it was apparent that it had worn excessively and identified as a bad, or 
defective, nozzle. The coupons from GP26-1 and GP26-2 both fell below Rolls-Royce’s HR15Y Rockwell 
hardness lower specification limit of 68(upper limit of 78). The defective nozzle, GP20, was just below 
the limit at 67.9. The only used nozzle outside of spec was GP17. Both GP23 and GP8 have mean 
hardnesses that are slightly above 68. No clear trend is evident for new versus used nozzle effects as 
there is much overlap in measured values for new and used nozzles for hardness, deposition efficiency 

Figure 28: Results of grayscale thresholds on a Metco 601 cross-section (top left); porosity, 0-10869 (top right); PET, 
10869-24338 (bottom left); AlSi, 24338-65535 (bottom right). Image widths 2.5 mm. 
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and coating phase composition. Similarly with the scatter in both the new and used nozzle 
measurements it is difficult to compare the defective nozzle’s coating to either set in any measurement. 

 

Figure 30: Coating properties as affected by powder feed treatments. 

Figure 29: Measured coating hardness, PET area percent, coating thickness per pass, and porosity for each coating run. 
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Runs 139, 140, 141 and 142 all were performed with the same nozzle (GP23) but varied powder 
feed treatments. Measurements on these coatings are plotted in Figure 30. The coatings sprayed with 
the powder feed variation were not sufficiently thick for a truly valid hardness test at only 1.25 mm. But 
as the measured values were found to be lower than the normal feed condition with the same nozzle, 
run 139, and significantly lower than that of the steel substrate, 90 HR15Y, the observed effects are 
assumed to be factual. The hardness of run 140, powder pulsing, was exceptionally low at 45 and both 
other powder feed treatments resulted in harness well outside of specification. Powder pulsing also 
produced a notable drop in average thickness per pass as well as a much higher cross section measured 
porosity. The powder line leak and worn powder port did not exhibit notably different deposition 
efficiency or coating composition by these measurements especially when compared with the spread in 
normal spray condition coating properties. 

While by visual inspection of Figure 29 and Figure 30 there does appear to be correlation 
between the measured coating values, statistical significance is lacking for most measurement pairs. 
Plots of all of the paired measurements, as well as DPV measured particle temperature and velocity, are 
shown in Figure 31 with statistical values in Table 4. There was found to be a statistically significant 
relationship, with greater than 99% confidence, between particle temperature and velocity; thickness 

Figure 31: Plotted relationships and reverse relationships between measured particle state variables and coating properties. 
Statistical significance of relationships is provided in Table 4. Red and yellow outlined plots depict significant relationships with 
yellow indicating a greater than 99% confidence and red indicating a 95% confidence. 
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per pass and the mean hardness; as well as, with 95% confidence, temperature and thickness per pass. 
Population density ellipses of 95% are shown in part as red curves in Figure 31 and help illustrate the 
strength and direction of the relationships. A narrow, non-circular, ellipse indicating a strong parameter 
relationship is only apparent in thickness per pass and the mean hardness which appears to be largely 
influenced by the extreme values of the powder pulsing case.  

Table 4: Correlations between measured properties, including powder feed variations. 

Figure 32: Plotted relationships and reverse relationships between measured particle state variables and coating properties. 
Statistical significance of relationships is provided in Table 5. Red outlined plots depict significant relationships with 95% 
confidence. Data precludes powder feed conditions. 
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The powder feeding conditions affect the process in a fundamentally different way than nozzle 
wear. Generally with nozzle wear the temperature and velocity profiles of the plasma are altered and 
the particle states change in the same direction. Varying the powder feed, however, can change the 
particle state in either direction with the differences in injection vectors and rates. Given the center-only 
DPV particle temperature and velocity measurements, any measured change in particle state with 
changes to the powder feed system is assuredly not necessarily indicative of the actual effect on the 
entire plume. This in addition to the powder pulsing case being a clear outlier in the coating deposition 
rate and hardness, justified the above plots and calculations also being done without the powder feed 
cases. Apart from the particle state, temperature and velocity, the probability of significant relationships 
decrease below the 95% threshold without the powder feed treatments as seen in their plotted and 
calculated correlations in Figure 32 and Table 5. The significance confidence level of the interaction 
between the particle temperature and velocity also decreases, but only slightly from 99.75% to 98.3%. 

Another pattern in the coating data presents itself when the 
coating composition is plotted by run number as in Figure 33, where 
there is an apparent continuity between runs. Coatings were therefore further analyzed in quarter 
thicknesses as depicted in Figure 34, where phase composition was analyzed in each labeled rectangle. 
Material closer to the substrate would have been deposited first so it is labeled layer one. Layers can 
then be compared in the sequence they were deposited. Percent PET is plotted in Figure 35 by run and 
layer number. The continuity between runs is still present and even exaggerated 

Table 5: Statistics for relationships plotted in Figure 32 which exclude powder feed variation cases 

Figure 34: Stratified regions 
in the coating cross sections 
used in layering analysis. 

Figure 33:Cross-sectional PET content ordered by experimental run number. 
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As a powder feeding phenomena was suspected, the phase compositions are plotted along with 
the Multicoat system’s measured hopper weight as the only measure of the powder that is in the 
feeder. Nozzle state comparisons constituted runs 1 and 130-139 with 140-142 being powder feed 
variations. Runs 2-129 used a separate hopper so are excluded. Firstly, it can be seen that the hopper fill 
level might not offer a reliable measure of the powder in the feeder with sporadic mass changes 
between runs unlikely to all be from powder additions and removals. Secondly, the continuity between 
layers and runs becomes more clear but the relationship with hopper level does not. The behavior of the 
powder feed treatments, while amongst the most consistent in the through thickness composition 
variation is exceptionally discontinuous between runs. 

A relationship between coating composition and hopper fill level does become apparent when 
plotted in Figure 36. The deliberate powder feed treatments in runs 140-141 are excluded due to the 
confounding of effect sources. An F-test demonstrates a statistically significant effect of hopper fill level 
on coating phase composition with a greater than 99.99% confidence level. A mechanism for this is 
proposed in the Discussion section. 

 

Figure 35: Coating composition by quarter layer as well as corresponding powder feeder hopper weight. 

Figure 36: Percent area AlSi as a function of powder feeder hopper weight. 
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5.1.2 Nozzle Bore Roughness Measurements  

Copper beads and flows are often evident in the visual inspection of used nozzles. To detect 
more subtle surface changes that occur with nozzle use, roughness measurements were taken. A large 
degree of variability was seen with all measurements taken as would be expected from visual inspection 
of the asymmetry of the nozzle wear. Measurements were oriented to the engraving on the face of the 
nozzles to allow for repeatability. To ensure an adequate representation of the roughness a comparison 
between measurements taken for two nozzles at approximately 12.5 degree rotations was compared to 
90 degree measurements. This data is plotted in Figure 37, which also includes measurements from a 

new nozzle. Both sets of measurements at 90 degree increments capture the trends in the 12.5 degree 
measurements well, but clearly omit some prominent features. Any regular measurement resolution 
does however, clearly capture a differentiation from the new nozzle roughness both in magnitude and 
non-uniformity. So without the need for a complete accounting of the internal surface roughness of 
these nozzles, measurements at 90 degrees and their means and standard deviations are taken to 
sufficiently resolve the internal micron-scale 
changes to the internal surfaces. When compared 
with the corresponding nozzle castings, shown in 
Figure 38, a clear picture of the features that are 
being measured by the profilometry is developed.  
For GP14 the greatest roughness was between the 
angles of 180 and 315 and this can be compared to 
the silicone casting aligned to the nozzle face. The 
center of the erosion spot is at about 150 and it 
covers about 135 degrees of the surface, while the 
copper flow spirals counter clockwise from the 
attachment spot about 100 degrees and is centered 
at 250. For GP9 copper flows straighter from the 
attachment spot with both centered at about 315 

Figure 38: Images of nozzle castings of a new nozzle, 
GP14, and GP9. Used nozzles are centered at about 
150⁰ for GP14 and 190⁰ for GP9. 

Figure 37: Internal surface roughness relative to orientations based on nozzle face engraving. 
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degrees, but the attachment spot takes up about 190 degrees of the bore surface to the molten copper 
flow’s 100 degrees. Thus the high roughness measurements cab be seen to correspond with the beaded 
and eroded copper flow regions of the eroded nozzles. Additionally, the location of the attachment 
spots, at the converging to straight junction; the geometry of the profilometer tip, max extension of 
about 15 mm; and the geometry of the eroded spots, deep spots in middle of the nozzle, make it 
geometrically impossible to measure through the erosion spots themselves with the equipment 
available. But by combining the information from the roughness measurements and the castings a clear 
picture of the internal characteristics is generated.  

Four Ra values were determined per nozzle segment with mean and standard deviation 
calculated by segment and overall, with values listed in Table 6 for the GH nozzles tested. Tabulated 
values for new nozzles were calculated by manufacturer from several nozzles: 5 from ATT, 3 from PPS, 
and 9 from OM. Comparing new nozzle manufacturers, ATT, PPS, OM, across each nozzle segment, 
front, middle and back, it can be seen that all companies have tight manufacturing tolerances, with no 
standard deviation for mean roughness larger than 0.07 micrometers across multiple new nozzles. As 
evidenced by the non-zero mean values for each segment, between the manufacturers there is some 
variation in their CNC milling process. These could be different speeds or system capabilities. 

Amongst the new nozzle manufacturers the variation in standard deviation is much smaller than 
variation in the mean so it is taken that differences in the standard deviation values might better 
indicate a nozzles degree of wear from its new state than the mean value. Additionally, from inspection 
of the used nozzles it is evident that the wear patterns were inconsistent between the different nozzle 
segments and highly asymmetric. As such the overall standard deviation is taken to be the simplest and 
best measure of nozzle wear. The table also includes roughness measurements both before and after 
the plasma spray process usage detailed above labeled as “B” in the State column to indicate 
experiments run at CCAM. Nearly every value was seen to increase, with more roughness and 
measurement variation, indicating a correlation with usage.  
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Table 6: Mean and standard deviation of surface roughness (Ra) for new and used GH nozzles by segment 

GH Nozzle 

Number 
State 

Front (µm) Bore (µm) Back (µm) All (µm) 

Mean  Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean  Std. Dev. Mean  Std. Dev. 

ATT(5) New 0.90 0.07 0.16 0.06 0.51 0.04 0.52 0.32 

PPS(3) New 1.26 0.04 0.17 0.06 3.20 0.02 1.54 1.25 

OM(6) New 1.82 0.02 0.20 0.03 0.36 0.04 0.79 0.73 

OM-Retested(3) New 1.78 0.04 0.16 0.04 0.57 0.08 0.88 0.75 

20(was New) B 2.02 0.38 3.10 3.37 0.55 0.26 1.89 2.09 

23(was New) B 1.69 0.03 1.05 1.03 0.57 0.08 1.21 0.75 

2 Used 1.49 0.11 3.2 1.45 1.25 0.09 1.98 1.21 

3 Used 6.66 5.45 4.34 3.87 1.24 0.06 4.08 4.45 

9 Used 4.11 0.7 6.21 4.31 3.66 1.03 4.66 2.82 

10 Used 2.17 0.36 5.89 2.63 0.94 0.17 3.00 2.60 

10 B 12.09 11.11 10.90 1.63 5.28 2.86 9.42 6.80 

11 Used 2.08 0.19 4.29 1.18 1.46 0.11 2.61 1.4 

12 Used 2.09 0.52 2.46 0.5 1.36 0.03 1.97 0.62 

13 Used 2.54 1.18 8.94 5.78 0.44 0.09 3.97 4.97 

14 Used 2.81 1.10 7.61 3.89 1.43 0.69 3.95 3.55 

14 B 23.15 17.40 13.04 3.53 3.79 1.02 13.33 12.43 

15 Used 1.81 0.62 5.27 3.89 0.95 0.05 2.67 2.94 

15 B 1.56 0.36 9.10 4.41 2.24 1.65 4.30 4.33 

16 Used 2.57 1.7 2.8 0.85 10.2 6.29 5.19 5.19 

17 Used 5.21 5.43 6.25 3.11 0.34 0.06 3.93 4.44 

17 B 5.79 5.66 14.79 6.70 2.83 1.29 7.81 7.05 

18 Used 1.82 0.15 3.06 0.44 1.84 0.18 2.24 0.65 

18 B 8.49 7.81 12.64 2.62 2.65 0.42 7.92 6.07 

19 Used 3.91 2.06 8.36 3.38 1.41 0.09 4.56 3.67 

30 Used 2.8 2.99 2.91 1.74 0.39 0.08 2.03 2.31 

 

Two different versions of OM nozzles, seen in the Figure 39, were 
obtained that were differentiated only by the engraving on the nozzle 
face, with no other visual indication of a difference. The roughness 
measurements seen in the Table 7 however did detect statistically 
significant differences in the mean and standard deviation of the 
roughness measurements as shown by the probabilities calculated from a 
T-test. 

Figure 39: Different 
engravings on OM nozzles 
from different sources. 
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Table 7: Batch differences between differently labeled new GH nozzles 

Nozzles 
Number of 

Nozzles 

Front (µm) Bore (µm) Back (µm) All (µm) 

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. 

OM V1 6 1.82 0.02 0.19 0.03 0.36 0.04 0.79 0.73 

OM V2 2 0.94 0.09 0.25 0.03 0.48 0.04 0.56 0.35 

Prob. from same set 

based on T-test 
0.30 0.44 0.07 0.91 0.63 0.90 0.22 0.28 

 

Roughness measurements were also performed on new and used GP nozzles as seen in Table 8. 
Similar nozzle state separation can be seen as well as differences in the manufacturers and with the 
effect of experimentation.  

Table 8: Mean and standard deviation of surface roughness (Ra) for new and used GP nozzles by segment 

Nozzle State 
Bore (µm) Back (µm) All (µm) 

Mean Std. Dev. Mean  Mean Std. Dev. Mean  

GP2 New ATT 0.91 0.02 0.14 0.03 0.41 0.03 

GP3 New ATT 0.92 0.01 0.13 0.03 0.41 0.02 

GP6 New ATT 0.89 0.02 0.13 0.03 0.4 0.02 

GP18 New OM 0.47 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.24 0.01 

GP18 A 0.26 0.03 0.57 0.05 0.41 0.17 

GP19 New OM 0.48 0.03 0.11 0.01 0.24 0.02 

GP22 New OM 0.48 0.03 0.13 0.01 0.25 0.02 

GP22 A 0.25 0.06 0.54 0.04 0.35 0.15 

GP26 New OM 0.52 0.02 0.12 0.01 0.26 0.01 

GP26 A 0.46 0.12 0.58 0.11 0.52 0.13 

GP20 A 4.95 2.91 1.76 0.42 3.35 2.57 

GP23 A 0.33 0.14 0.52 0.03 0.42 0.14 

GP1  Used 0.92 0.01 2.17 1.85 1.72 1.2 

GP7  Used 19.91 14.6 4.69 0.37 10.09 5.42 

GP8  Used 11.25 11.62 3.24 0.95 6.08 4.74 

GP8 A 5.82 1.45 3.28 0.85 4.55 1.75 

GP9  Used 3.84 0.85 5.12 1.31 4.66 1.15 

GP10  Used 1.29 0.44 6.51 3.65 4.66 2.51 

GP11  Used 1.43 0.28 3.37 0.26 2.68 0.27 

GP12  Used 11.73 3.83 5.98 1.43 8.02 2.28 

GP13  Used 0.95 0.18 3.93 1.62 2.87 1.11 

GP13 A 7.1 2.91 2.02 1.22 4.56 3.41 

GP14  Used 0.57 0.03 5.75 2.56 3.91 1.66 

GP14 A 5.36 6.12 0.88 0.29 3.12 4.67 

GP15  Used 4.45 4.1 5.05 3.35 4.84 3.61 

GP15 B 3.94 1.45 3.27 0.8 3.61 1.11 

GP16  Used 2.1 0.55 2.65 0.06 2.45 0.23 

GP16 A 4.98 3.21 1.24 0.64 3.11 2.93 

GP17  Used 2.7 1.68 0.92 0.34 1.55 0.81 

GP17 A 7.03 4.1 1.92 1.18 4.48 3.91 

 

GP8 was found to decrease in roughness in the bore segment while having a similar 
measurement in the back section. GP15 though tested under different parameters also had its 
roughness decrease after usage but these included the back segment as well. As GP20 was not identified 
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as defective before testing it wasn’t measured before use. Its initial roughness values can be assumed to 
be similar to the other unused nozzles and it can be seen to have had a significantly larger increase in 
roughness than the other new nozzles tested which only experienced very slight increases in roughness 
and variability overall and actually a slight decrease in mean values of bore section roughness. 

Ultimately, these roughness values do appear to offer a measurement of a wear dependent 
characteristic of plasma spray nozzles, but they also have a large amount of variability and don’t well 
present the full erosion effects on the nozzles. 

5.1.3 Nozzle Wear Geometry 

Silicone castings, as seen in Figure 40, were 
made of both new and used nozzles to allow better 
inspection of internal geometry and to generate 3D 
scans for comparisons. From visual inspection of all the 
worn nozzle castings the effects of nozzle wear are clear 
and rather consistent. The arc root attachment point 
can clearly be identified on all used nozzles as a pitted 
growth in the middle of the casting. The depth of 
erosion at the attachment point is variable and the 
amount of molten copper that beaded in the gas flow 
direction is also variable. Flashing, formed from over 
filling the nozzle bore cavities and from silicone leaking 
underneath the casting, was seen at both the top and 
bottom of each casting and is apparent at the top of the 
castings in Figure 40. Other casting defects occurred and 
are visible in Figure 41. Air entrapment leading to 
imperfect filling of the bottoms of the molds is seen at 
the top of GP11, GP1, GP12, GH18-B, GH9 and GH19. This can be seen to only affect, at most, the first 2 
mm from the nozzle face (top of castings) where no erosion was observed in any nozzle. In the 
converging/back section of the castings some artificial damage was induced during extraction from the 
molds due to insufficient or ineffectual release agent, observed at the bottoms of GP1, GP13-A and 
GP10. Similarly, some tearing of the silicon occurred during some extractions as seen at the tops of GH3 
and GH2. All other feature are believed to be faithful recreations of the nozzle interiors. Lastly some 
castings plastically deformed after extraction, before imaging, as noted by the bend some have taken on 
in the images, all nozzles were still straight after use. 

Imaging of these castings allowed for more careful inspection and comparison of the used 
nozzle cases. By aligning images of all of the nozzles tested, a clear picture can be developed of the 
physical erosion progression. In Figure 41, the nozzles, separated by type, were qualitatively sorted by 
severity of their erosion both in depth and area with attempted minimal consideration for the copper 
flow. While the progression is generally pretty clear, the erosion patter does appear to take on more 
than one form, one smooth and one highly textured. The smooth erosion is seen in GP1, GP13-A, the left 
side of GP10, GP13, GH2, GH15, GH18-B, GH9, and GH3. In all of the other cases, a much more textured 
erosion spot is present. As the method was constant across all the casting manufacturing and both 
feature types were recreated on multiple castings it is unlikely a casting defect. Further for the smooth 
cases, nozzle GP13 was used for 30 minutes of plasma spraying before the GP13-A casting was made 
during which any obstruction would certainly have been eroded. 

Figure 40: Silicone castings of a new GH nozzle (center) 
and two used GH nozzles (outsides). 
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The physical changes to the nozzles with wear can be compared to their properties in use. 
GP16/GP16-A had the lowest velocity, second lowest temperature, and by far the lowest voltage of the 
tested nozzles. Another interesting case is GP17 which after usage no longer had the large amount of 
molten flow which could have ended up in the sprayed coupons. GP17 was also the only used nozzle to 
produce a coating outside of specification for hardness, though GP8 was close. The deposition efficiency 
was the lowest for GP17 and GP14 (as measured by coating thickness) but their values were more in line 
with the new nozzles than the other used nozzles. GP13, GP8, GP16 and GP20 are all very similar in 
coating properties as are GP16 and GP14 also GP17 and GP26. These, however, appear very dissimilar, 
coving the full spectrum of apparent severity of erosion. GP20 can further be confirmed to be defective 
with small copper flows visible and some burnt material transferred from the nozzle to the casting 
clearly visible. Amongst the new nozzles tested, only GP20 showed any wear. Overall there is some 
correlation between visible wear and particle inflight properties and gun voltage, there is none apparent 
in the coating properties.  

Figure 41: Images of silicone castings of new and used plasma spray nozzles. Each is 32 mm in length, the GP nozzles have a 
5.537 mm bore while GH nozzles have a 6.25 mm middle section. Flow direction from bottom to top. 
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There also appeared a differing severity of use during the GH nozzle experiments versus those 
with the GP nozzles. Comparing any GH nozzle with its corresponding “-B” casting (after experiments at 
CCAM) to the difference in GP nozzles with their “-A” versions (after OM experiments) one can observe 
very large changes in the GH nozzle with virtually no change in the GP nozzles. One apparent 
contradiction to this is GH17 but this nozzle actually developed a second erosion spot on the opposite 
side of its original. This and GP16-A were the only nozzles where two completely separate 
attachment/erosion spots were visible, in all of the other cases the erosion was almost entirely 
contained to one region on a single side(which is imaged above). The large increase in damage would 
help explain the large drop in voltage for nozzles from the first time at parameter set 1 to the second 
time. One nozzle, GH13, exhibited a large addition of material in the converging portion of the nozzle in 
a ring that would approximately align with the cathode’s closest position which was likely the source of 
the material and exemplified a unique wear pattern from the rest of the used nozzles. 

5.1.4 Discussion - Process and Component Measurements 

The results in this section highlighted both the challenges with current diagnostic methods and 
evidence of the severity of the process variation. These problems where shown in measurements of gun 
voltage, particle state changes, and sprayed coating analysis.  

A great deal of variability was seen in plasma spray gun voltage measurement, particularly for 
new nozzles, in addition to a time dependence. These decrease the utility of voltage drop as a measure 
of wear especially across more than one parameter set. One would be unable to consistently rank 
nozzles by intensity of voltage drop. Voltage also doesn’t correlate very well with temperature and 
velocity. 

Measurements by AccuraSpray easily masked changes in particle state from condition variation 
due to the limited sampling performed. While DPV data was capable of capturing nuanced changes in 
particle state it is missing some pertinent information about the particle state as evidenced by the lack 
of temperature and velocity’s relationship with a measured coating parameter. It is possible however 
that a full scan of the particle plume could have provided such information.  While the auto centered 
measurements do show a change with nozzle wear, a more profound and critical difference, from a 
coatings standpoint, could exist in the variation away from plume center. These sort of particle plume 
characteristics have been seen as a product of nozzle wear as in[27]. Most of the sprayed particles are 
not measured by the DPV so variation in the plume periphery would affect more particles and cause 
large variation in the applied particles characteristics and thereby in-plane coating characteristics. This 
could account for the variation in hardness but would not explain the coating composition differences 
through the thickness and between runs 

Visual inspection of coatings is difficult as variation within a single coating can be large, though 
with exceptional cases such as pulsing by decreased carrier gas flow rate alterations to the coating were 
readily apparent. 

Inspection of the AlSi phase in the coatings shows phase separation in some particles/regions. This is 
unlikely to have occurred during the spray process due to the rate of melting and solidification. So it 
could be an indication of another source of variation in the process during powder manufacturing. 

Subdividing the coating demonstrated a time dependent effect on coating properties likely induced by 
the powder feeder. A similar time dependent effect was measured in temperature and velocity of a 
single phase plasma densified powder in [50] but here it appears in the coating. The effect is certainly 
confounded with the intended condition changes (feed variation and nozzle state) but the effect is still 
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present. The phenomena can intuitively be understood with the denser AlSi being preferentially 
sprayed. As the AlSi would settle to the bottom of the powder mix, especially when agitated, causing 
higher AlSi when there is more powder as when newly filled. This could even account for the increase 
from 133 to 136 then subsequent decrease to 140. The end of a powder load would be AlSi depleted, 
new, well mixed powder, added on top of a not empty hopper would require time for AlSi to stratify, it 
would reach a maximum spraying concentration before the AlSi was again depleted from the hopper. 
The powder feed cases then, likely disrupted the particle injection enough for this effect to appear not 
to be continued in their coatings. 

While the sample size is small, the effects of powder feeding variation were stark. They 
produced very large decreases in hardness with smaller divergences in coating efficiency and 
composition. Induced powder pulsing, by lowering the carrier gas flow rate with constant feed rate, 
produced by far the largest variation in coating properties. Powder flow simulations indicate that there 
could be a threshold for powder port wear, below which very little effect is had on the average particle 
properties. The DPV measurements for the powder feed cases would seem to indicate that our cases 
were in this regime but small DPV sample area and coating property variation could point otherwise. 
Powder feeding conditions produced minimal if any effects on the DPV measurements except in an 
extreme powder pulsing case 

These particle and coating measurements demonstrate an inherent variability to the spraying of 
Metco 601NS, that doesn’t allow the effect of nozzle state to be measured by these methods or sample 
sizes. The influence of nozzle state, new versus used, while obvious in the DPV data, is not readily 
apparent in the coatings’ measurements. Further complicating nozzle wear’s effect on Metco 601 
coatings is the variability in unused plasma spray nozzles, where two out of five (and almost a third) 
produced coatings outside of hardness specification, one doing so twice, and all nozzles tested being 
inconsistent in their deposition efficiency and phase composition. The spray temperature relative to the 
particle melting temperature is likely an influencing factor in this. The AlSi melting temperature of 577 C 
is about 1600 C less than the mean particle temperature at the autocenter point, thus the 30 C drop 
with nozzle wear is unlikely to affect particles properties. The temperature effects are likely to be more 
drastic elsewhere in the plume. A full measurement of the plume that might catch the source of the 
coating variation would be time consuming and costly, especially in a manufacturing environment. 
Particle characteristic changes have been widely reported to effect coating properties, as in [20, 48-52], 
so both the particle state and coating properties are critical parameters that can be undiagnosed with 
current systems. 

Nozzle bore roughness as a measure of nozzle wear presents a reasonable approximation of 
nozzle wear that is complicated by flowed copper beads which can skew results. The slight decrease in 
bore roughness with the brief normal operation of the GP nozzles is likely caused electrical arc 
attachment leveling of the machined striations. Increased standard deviation in this measured 
roughness could then be from a regularity in the attachment point preference, which is to be expected. 

An interesting comparison is the new OM nozzle roughnesses. As the bore of the GP nozzles is smaller 
than that of the GH nozzles smaller cutting tool could be required for the bore section. Then assuming 
the tool isn’t changed, in the back, convergent sections, which are geometrically identical, the different 
tools size effect can be seen in there average roughnesses. 

Casting of nozzles allow for better inspection of the erosion phenomena and its progression. The 
observed single spot enlarging with sub-divots erosion progression is not particularly in agreement with 
the Planche et al. description of multiple visible spots converging [39]. Their time frame however, 12 
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hours, relative to the observed erosion isn’t clear. Also the erosion observed doesn’t compare well with  
Images down the bore of the gun in [45], which showed an extreme amount of erosion and degradation, 
well beyond what was seen in this work, both in erosion area and severity. Also of note was an apparent 
delocalization of their erosion both radially and axially. While improved centering of the cathode/anode 
as part of F4 nozzle alignment could account for a more distributed erosion, such wear was not 
observed in F4 nozzles inspected in this work. Highly distributed wear also doesn’t really fit with a high 
peak in the voltage frequency that is a highly repeated arc length. 

It is possible that the smooth vs rough wear patterns observed in these castings are merely 
different stages of erosion but more likely the position and shape are process parameter dependent. 
The usage sample size is too small and largely unknown to 
conjecture about the exact relation. However, the deeper and 
smoother erosion is likely to correspond with less forces 
acting on arc root. This will occur with less current, less 
Lorentz forces, and less primary gas would decrease flow 
velocity and drag which could also be affected by gas 
composition. A comparison of the cathode to anode erosion 
geometry to the geometry of a plasma gouging process can 
grant some further insight into the erosion mechanisms. 
These are shown schematically in Figure 42. The differences 
are that the plasma spray anode is cooled, its arc is more 
confined, and the arc attachment is perpendicular to the 
forcing gas flow. The same phenomena occurs in both, where 
the electrical arc transfers energy to the anode, causing 
melting which is blown away by a gas flow. By this 
mechanism, a very constricted arc attachment would explain 
the dimpling structure and a less constricted arc or a gas flow 
or cooling phenomena could produce the larger, smoother 
erosion spot.  

Lastly the significant amount of erosion imparted on the GH nozzles during 20-30 minutes of 
testing compared to the nearly negligible changes from a similar length of testing of GP nozzles truly 
illustrates the need for measurement and monitoring methods. It highlights the parameter dependence 
of the erosion phenomena that can make a simple time of operation and number of starts record nearly 
useless. Unless an extremely conservative, and therefore wasteful, threshold is implemented the 
average lifetime by hours of operation and gun ignitions could generate a very wide range of physical 
erosion characteristics. Add to this the variability in the new nozzles and potential for manufacturing 
defects and it can be seen to be a wasteful to dangerous control strategy. Meanwhile, the coatings 
indicate other factors or unmeasured values are at play, increasing variability and decreasing quality of 
the product. 

Figure 42: Gas, arc, and anode geometry in 
the erosion of a plasma spray nozzle (top) and 
that of the plasma gouging process (bottom). 
Filled arrows indicate plasma/shielding gas 
flows, open arrows indicate gas and eroded 
material flows. 
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5.2 OFFLINE ACOUSTIC SIGNALS 

5.2.1 Nozzle Aeroacoustics 

5.2.1.1 GH nozzles 

Removed from the plasma spray gun and mounted in our test device, with a compressed air 
flow, the new GH nozzles generated a discrete tone with a flow rate dependent frequency between 4 
and 6 kHz. As in the spectra plotted in Figure 43 for 70 SLM, 66.2 LPM, M = 0.065, flow through a new 
GH nozzle, left, and a used GH nozzle, right. The frequency of the tone increases with flow rate in steps 

and with some nozzles having large steps down before continuing up. At tone generating flow rates, 45-
100 SLM, the frequency of the peak tone was found to differ by 250 to 1000 Hz between new nozzle 
manufacturers. These flow rates correspond to measured liters per minute of 41 to 84 LPM and 
calculated Mach numbers, by Equation 4, of 0.04 to 0.083. Differences in the stepping pattern are also 

Figure 43: Acoustic frequency spectrum from 70 SLM air flow through a new GH nozzle (left) and a used nozzle (right). 

Figure 44: Flow rate dependence of peak frequency of new nozzles 
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evident between nozzle manufacturers. Both these trends are observable in peak frequency versus flow 
rate data plotted in Figure 44.  

Several lengths of PVC tube for nozzle attachment between 5 and 60 cm were tested. While a 
minimum length for generating a tone was observed, an effect on the frequency’s response to flow rate 
was also very evident. Longer tubes had the effect of increasing the number and decreasing the length 
of steps for a range of flow rates. As plotted in Figure 45, decreasing tube length increased the 
frequency difference between steps. This is indicative of an upstream interaction between the nozzle 
flow and the attachment geometry.  

Additional evidence to support this is the lack of flow rate dependent tone without a nozzle in 
place as well as a lack of tone for the GP (non-diverging) type nozzles. Both point to the divergent 
portion of the GH nozzle as being the source of the acoustic signal with a coupling with the upstream 
geometry. However looking at the spectrum for the tube without a nozzle shows a periodic nature to 
the flow’s acoustic signal. This periodic nature can then be observed when either nozzle type is in place 
but shifted in frequency. It is thus likely that the attachment pipe is actually generating a pipe tone with 
multiple harmonics. The frequency of these is pipe length dependent thus the differences observed as 
well as the change when adding a nozzle which effectively lengthens the tube.  The stepping function 
observed is in good agreement with a frequency lock-in phenomena, where the shedding frequency of 
the nozzle produces an upstream pressure fluctuation, the upstream wave adopts a hydrodynamic 
mode of an upstream cavity which enhances shedding phenomena at an equal frequency, hence locking 
in. The flow velocity then must increase well out of the shedding frequency before it can break the self-
sustaining phenomena only to lock into another mode of the upstream fluctuation.  

Different gases greatly affected the acoustic signal generated by the GH nozzles. Helium was 
tested across the same range of 40-100 SLM (M=0.015-0.035, 44-104 LPM). The acoustic signals changed 
drastically. The step function was replaced by a linear response of frequency to flow rate, strong 
harmonics, along with a large drop in the frequency of the tones. This can be explained by the significant 
difference in Reynolds number due to the different gas viscosities with these different regimes plotted 
in Figure 46. 

Figure 45: Frequency step size between consecutive measurements for air and helium as a function of 
attachment tube length 
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For the same flow rates helium’s lower viscosity produces flow with nozzle diameter determined 
Reynolds Numbers below 2000, well within the laminar flow regime. Air’s higher viscosity produces flow 
of Re in the 8000 – 18,000 range, well into the turbulent flow regime. The effect of the upstream tube 
length also disappeared with a helium flow. While it appears that the lowest tube length and Reynolds 
number plotted in Figure 46 produced different frequencies than the longer tubes, this was the result of 
only extracting the highest peak as all tubes had harmonic modes at the same frequencies but some 
slight difference in the setup or operation made the higher frequency mode have higher intensity. 

Amongst the used nozzles sampled, the discrete tone was noticeably attenuated, if discernable 
at all. Finding the maximum within the spectrums identified the frequency of this tone as well as its 
intensity and the points for all the tested nozzles are plotted in Figure 47.  

Air 
Helium 

“ “ “ 

Figure 46: Reynolds number effect on peak frequency by tube length. Series on left from 
helium, air on the right 

Figure 47: Peak acoustic intensity vs. peak frequency for used nozzles and new 
nozzles from three different manufacturers 
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Two patterns easily seen in this plot are the general segregation of new nozzles versus worn nozzles by 
intensity and the separation of new nozzle manufacturers by frequency. While three used nozzles do 
appear to have peak frequency and intensity values comparable to those of new nozzles, this does not 
contradict what was known about the nozzles usage history (nothing) nor invalidate the clear utility of 
the acoustic test described, as was confirmed by roughness measurements. It is perhaps the roughness 
difference or some geometrical difference between the new nozzles that leads to the acoustic signal 
difference observed, but the fact that the acoustic signal is changed is proof that there is a fundamental 
change to the flow though the nozzles. While the correlation between roughness and peak intensity isn’t 
great as seen in Figure 48 it does seem to explain the outliers of the acoustic test.  

The roughness data can be used to 
substantiate the acoustic test results as seen in Figure 
49 where nozzles’ mean peak intensity by nozzle is 
plotted for a range of flow rates(85-87 SLM, 75-77 
LPM, M = 0.075) is colored by overall standard 
deviation of bore Ra. The used nozzles that have a 
peak frequency intensity comparable to the new 
nozzles can also be seen to have low average bore 
roughness in GH18 and GH2. While used nozzles GH30 
and GH12 have slightly lower intensities even with 
even with minor measured wear.  So while a high 
roughness would assure a worn nozzle, a low 
roughness doesn’t necessitate the inverse  This is the 
case for the nozzle GH11 where the roughness 
measurement failed to reflect the substantial wear evident in the bore casting. This adds additional 
merit to the acoustic test method over roughness measurements as it is the sum of all of the internal 
surfaces of the nozzles instead of the limited surfaces passed over by a probe. It is also getting 
information that is not captured in the nozzle castings. 

Figure 49: Mean peak intensity by nozzle for new and used plasma spray 
nozzles, colored by variation in measured roughness 

Figure 48: Average nozzle roughness as a function of 
average peak spectral intensity. 
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The other observation from the roughness measurements that can be substantiated is the difference 
between the two versions of OM nozzles which were found to exhibit different acoustic signals in 
addition to, or because of, their roughness differences as plotted in Figure 50. 

Using JMP, relatively simple formulas can be computed to distinguish the state of a nozzle based 
on its peak frequency and intensity at a set flow rate. Seen in Figure 51 is the probability functions for a 
22dB peak at 6 kHz with the solid black lines indicating the effect the two parameters have on the 

Figure 50: Variation in the peak acoustic frequency between two versions of OM nozzles. 

Figure 51: Categorization basis and accuracy for GH nozzle state and source. 
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likelihood of a state. Decreasing frequency would be more like a new or worn nozzle and the intensity 
threshold is rather stark for separating new from worn. The difficulty lies in categorizing unknown nozzle 
states so the percent accuracy in categorizing them is dependent upon what is assigned to be the 
“correct” state. Ultimately the segregation of the new GH nozzles from those that were used is very 
effective. The nozzle manufacturer is a more straight forward case were the distinction is accurately 
known and purely frequency based, and is able to distinguish nozzle manufacturers with 100% accuracy. 
Both of the above distinctions are made with multiple recordings from single nozzles indicating a good 
degree of repeatability.  Further verification can be provided by the retesting of the nozzles used in the 
experiments described above. As was seen in the increases in roughness, the peak acoustic signal also 
changes with wear.  This is observable in Figure 52 where nozzles are labeled by number with the pluses 
being before process experiments and circles from after and colored by roughness variation. Notable 

changes occurred in GH18 which appeared new before and had a large intensity drop after usage. The 
wear of the formerly new nozzles GH20 and GH23 was not sufficient to change their signals. Nozzles 
GH10, GH15, and GH17 all experienced a shift in frequency as their vortex shedding was attenuated 
even more and a broadband peak then dominated. 

5.2.1.2 GP nozzles 

GP type nozzles do not emit a discrete tone in the setup and flow regimes tested, thus a 
different mechanism must be used to indicate their wear state. Such a distinction can be made in the 
broadband intensity of the flow. In Figure 53, the average sound intensity for GP nozzles is plotted as 
the average of all new and used nozzles tested at a single flow rate.  It is clear that between 0.2-2.5 kHz 
range a fair amount of difference exists between the signals. To further illustrate the difference, the 
mean intensity for individual nozzles with a flow rate of 84 SLM, 70LPM, M = 0.1374, between 0.5-3 kHz 

Figure 52: Peak acoustic frequency colored by nozzle roughness, before (Plus) and after (Circle) nozzle usage in experimentation. 
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is plotted in Figure 54. A separation of new vs used nozzles with some amount of overlap can be 
observed.  

A nozzle of interest is GP20, identified as defective after coating application, which has an 
average intensity of about 15.5 and aligns well with the rest of the new nozzles. This is not unexpected 
as the physical damage/erosion of GP20 while coating, was slight. Only a small amount of wear was seen 

Figure 53: Differences in the average spectra for new and used GP nozzles. 

Figure 54: Individual GP nozzle mean and standard deviation spectral intensities in the 0.5-3 kHz range. 
Group means by state are also plotted as solid horizontal lines. 
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in the nozzle casting (GP20-A in Section 5.1.3), and the modestly increased bore roughness was still well 
below the used nozzles. GP3, a new nozzle, was manufactured by ATT. With an intensity below all but 
one other new nozzle, GP3’s relative signal demonstrates a potential for geometrical differences 
between manufacturers in addition to the difference in surface roughness values. Used nozzle GP8, with 
an average intensity of 16, runs counter to the worn nozzle trend. But while the measured roughness 
was seen to be high, the nozzle casting revealed very little actual erosion. It is likely that the 
profilometer measurement was skewed by copper beading and the acoustic signal represents a slightly 
worn nozzle.  

With the same peak extraction method as used for the GH nozzles, a flow rate region, around 86 
SLM, M = 0.15, 71 LPM, was found that also stratifies the new nozzles from the worn as plotted in Figure 
55. From the spectra it was concluded that this maxima is a measure of the broadband intensity at 6.35 
kHz as no discrete tone was present in the signal. 

5.2.1.3 Powder Ports 

From the smaller diameter powder ports (1.51 mm #5, 1.85 mm #2 and 1.59 mm #1), no 
discrete tone was generated with flow velocities comparable to the GH nozzles. However supersonic 
flow created a shock related tone, jet screech, which was easily discernable for all powder port types 
tested. The wearing setup was seen to be effective in port mass loss, exit radius, and peak frequency 
shift. The effect of upstream pressure on the peak frequency and the effect of wear on the acoustic 
signal can be observed in Figure 56. The peak frequency decreased with powder port wear but the 
intensity, as seen in Figure 57, was seen to increase. The incremental changes to the peak frequency, at 
a particular flow rate, with powder flown is shown in Figure 58. Figure 58 also shows a comparison in 
peak frequencies between powder ports made by two different companies and the overall effects 
wearing had on internal diameter and mass. The exit radius measurements proved to be the least 
precise measurement of the powder ports, as variation between single measurements could often be 
larger than changes between erosions.  
 
 

Figure 55: Peak spectral intensities at 6.35 kHz for GP nozzles. 
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Figure 56: Powder port wear effect on peak acoustic frequency’s 
flow rate dependence for a #5 powder port. 

Figure 57: Peak Intensity as a function of powder port 
wear as measured by volume of powder flown through 
port for a #2 port at 100 SLM. 

Manufacturer 
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PPS 

Figure 58: Mass loss, internal diameter change, and peak frequency change with wear for #5 powder ports from two 
manufacturers. 
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Figure 59: Images taken of powder port faces from three different manufacturers for types #2, left, and #5, right. 
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However, the trend of increased radius with powder volume flown through the powder port was 
evident as in Figure 58 where 2.4 L of powder produced about 100 micron increases in ID as well as over 
10 milligram mass losses. Powder volume doesn’t translate to a constant erosion rate as evidenced by 
the irregular slopes in Figure 58. The powder feed was highly irregular in velocity and particle loading, 
both of which would alter erosion rate. Slight differences in the ports between manufacturers is 
apparent in the micrographs in Figure 59 for a type #2 on the left and type #5 on the right. This is mostly 
in surface finish but some differences in internal and external bevels are also present. 

These physical differences manifest themselves in the acoustic signals as was seen in Figure 58 
and across flow rates as can be seen in the peak frequencies plotted in Figure 60. Differences in the 
internal bevel will obviously effect the flow but differences in the external bevel and face surface could 
also influence the feedback mechanism underlying the jet screech phenomena.  

The step phenomena observed can be explained by a closer look at the mechanisms behind the 
signal. Jet screech operates in multiple different modes, sometimes simultaneously [128]. By collapsing 
the acoustic signal as a function of frequency, diameter, and flow velocity we can directly compare the 

Figure 60: Flow rate dependent peak frequencies for powder ports of type #5 from 3 different sources. 

Figure 61: Ratio of resonant frequency wavelength to diameter versus Mach number 
for new and eroded powder ports overlaid on modal structure associated with single 
choked tube nozzle
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powder port jet screech signals to those reported in the literature and identify the modal phenomena 
underlying the different peaks. Figure 61 has an overlay of acoustic wavelength to diameter ratio versus 
Mach number for the powder ports tested on data from Seiner et al.[128], identifying modes of jet 
screech signals. Mach numbers for powder port signals were calculated with Equation 5, where the 
pressure ratio was measured at the flow meter and scaled to account for pressure drop.  Good 
agreement can be seen to have been achieved.  

5.2.2 Flow Visualization 

Helium’s index of refraction differs significantly from air, which allows helium flows into air to 
easily be viewed via shadowgraphy. Flows were recorded through 3 GH nozzles to compare two new 
nozzles from different manufacturers and a worn nozzle. The torroidal vortex shedding can be observed 
in the series of captured high speed frames of a new nozzle flow in Figure 62. In this series of pictures, a 
laminar region can be observed exiting the nozzle on the left and extending about one nozzle diameter 
or 3 grid spacings downstream where the vortex rollup occurs. The cycle of vortex roll up and 
progression downstream can be observed to occur over 6-7 frames corresponding to the every 0.58 ms 
cycle of the 1736 signal Hz. When compared to the flow from a used nozzle in Figure 63, the fully 
turbulent flow is observed with only slight indication of a cyclical flow phenomena.  

The vortex pulses were very evident in both new nozzles’ high speed videos while being 
inconsistently discernable in the used nozzle case. For the length of the videos, 450 frames 
corresponding to 50 milliseconds of flow time, manual counting of the pulses resulted in 92 pulses for 
the ATT nozzle and 86 for the OM nozzle. These equate to 1840 Hz and 1720 Hz signals. 

 

 

Lambda = Acoustic   
 Wavelength  
D= Nozzle Diameter 
M=Flow Mach Number 
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Figure 62: New GH nozzle helium flow shadowgraph cyclical behavior. 
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Figure 63: Used nozzle helium flow shadowgraph. 
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Additionally, in Matlab the intensity in the red box in Figure 64 was extracted for each frame of the 
recorded videos. The FFT of this signal was taken and plotted in Figure 65 showing peaks at 1783 Hz for 
the OM nozzle and 1858 Hz for the ATT nozzle. When compared to the peak acoustic frequency 
recorded simultaneously, 1736 and 1830 Hz respectively it is very evident that the vortex shedding 
phenomena observed is the source of the discrete tone generated by the helium flow.  

 

Due to the supersonic nature of the flows though the powder ports, flows of air could be imaged 
via shadowgraph. The shock cell/diamond structure is very clear as seen in Figure 66. The imperfectly 
expanded jets, underexpanded in these cases, are responsible for the jet screech signal recorded 
acoustically. 

Figure 64: Location of extracted intensity for 
which FFT was taken. 

Figure 65: FFT signal of intensity extracted from high speed shadowgraph. 

Figure 66: Shadowgraphs of supersonic flows though powder ports #2, upper left, #5, lower left, and #1, right. 
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5.2.3 Simulations 

Work with ANSYS Fluent has sought to understand CFD simulations and parameters while 
attempting to confirm suspected acoustic sources and flow phenomena in the GH nozzle experiments. 
For verification of proper implementation of ANSYS fluent to an aeroacoustic problem the experimental 
and simulation work by Zaman et al.[129] and Loh et al.[130] was modeled. Their flow regime is 
between that of the offline nozzle test and powder port tests, as they investigated a transonic flow. This 
is particularly interesting as their flow phenomena produced a step down in the acoustic peak frequency 
with increasing flow rate. As can be seen by the data points overlaid on their experimental and 
simulated results, in Figure 67, the phenomena could be recreated quite faithfully in ANSYS fluent.  

Figure 67: Peak frequencies of simulated transonic flows as in Zaman et al.[129] and Loh et al.[130] overlaid on data 
from Loh et al.[130] 

The phenomena might also present yet another means of characterizing wear of converging diverging 
nozzles. The separation of the supersonic flow from the wall in the divergent portion of the nozzles was 
responsible for the acoustic signal. So, variation to that section of the nozzle could be characterized by 
careful selection of flow interrogation.  

Air flow simulations were validated by experimental acoustic recordings, pressure and flow rate 
measurements. Axisymmetric ¼ nozzle simulations showed torroidal vortex shedding from new nozzle 
geometry with zero wall roughness. While the shedding frequency observed was between 1-1.5 kHz, 
point measurement of the pressure at the microphone position indicated pressure fluctuations at about 
5 kHz. With this geometry and mesh, worn nozzles were simulated by adding uniform wall roughness to 
the new nozzle geometry. This produced a noticeable decrease in the torroidal flow structures.  

Helium flow simulations were compared to the high speed shadowgraph video. 2D and 3D ¼-
nozzle axisymmetric simulations both exhibited torroidal vortex shedding again at about 1.5 kHz which is 
in good agreement with the high speed video, Figure 68, and acoustic recordings. Similarly, with a worn 
nozzle simulated by uniform wall roughness, the turbulent boundary layer flow observed in the high 
speed shadowgraph of a worn nozzle was recreated well. 
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The FFT of the pressure, recorded at the same point as the microphone’s location in the 
experiments, fairly accurately reproduced the experimental acoustic signal as seen in Figure 69. Figure 
69 shows the recorded peak frequency as a function of helium flow rate labeled as their respective 
harmonics as well as their respective fit lines. Also plotted are the peak frequencies from the simulated 
flows with harmonic peaks when they were present. 

 

Figure 68: Shadowgraphs (left) vs. 2D simulations (right) of helium flows through new nozzles (top) and used 
nozzles(bottom) 

Figure 69: Experimental (Exp.) and simulated helium flow peak frequencies and harmonics. Includes 
fit and calculated lines for experimental and simulated harmonics.
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Digital shadowgraph, 3D plot of density gradient in grayscale, Figure 70, allows for a more 
accurate comparison with the high speed video which is very faithfully reproduced. 

 

5.2.4 Discussion - Offline Acoustic Signals 

Wear of plasma spray components affects how gas flows through them. Here three different 
mechanisms have been employed to quickly and easily discern nozzle wear. The effects that are 
observed in these methods also offer indications of the effects the wear of these components have on 
the actual plasma spray process. The plasma spray nozzle during operation, dictates the flow 
characteristics of the plasma plume and a resonant phenomenon underscores the electrical arc motion. 
So the flow changes observable with the shadowgraphy and CFD simulations and detectable in the 
acoustic signal of the offline tests performed on the nozzles is going to manifest itself in the plasma gas 
flow to some degree. This will obviously be complicated by the resonance driving mechanism of the 
plasma and the complex fluid character of the flow. One reason why this is a reasonable comparison is 
that the plasma and flow characteristics don’t differ that much from the regimes experimented in 
above. The plasma arc has been calculated to have Reynolds numbers 200-800 with the cold boundary 
layer argon flow around 2000 as in [22] [20]. This devolves quickly due to the rapid dispersion and 
mixing of the plume[41] but the flow interacting with the nozzle has very comparable characteristics. 
More qualitatively the appearance of the shadowgraphs and simulations in this work compare quite 
favorably to low gas flow plasma torch visualizations in [41]. The powder ports again are a more simple 
comparison. The acoustic change is directly caused by the internal diameter which also dictates the 
powder injection angle and velocity. So the measurement made with the acoustic signal allows explicit 
knowledge about particle injection velocity.  

The nozzle tests have been shown to be dependent upon the physical test setup but through 
understanding the two mechanisms being applied, broadband and resonant comparisons, the methods 
could likely be applied to many other setups or nozzles. One alternative setup, on the spray gun, will be 
seen in the next section. The powder port test on the other hand should be insensitive to the upstream 
setup, so long as there is not a smaller throat upstream. This insensitivity would allow such a test to be 
run in place in a plasma spray system except that the flow controllers for the powder carrier gas are not 
designed for high enough flow rates, though the gas supplies are certainly capable of generating them. 

Figure 70: Frame from helium shadowgraph, left, next to the calculated shadowgraph (density gradient) of a 
simulation of the same flow. 
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Offline tests were performed in a normally operating lab environment with variable air handling, 
infrastructure and ambient acoustic sources but a high signal to noise comparative resolution was still 
achieved. A more controlled acoustic environment might allow for improved resolution of nozzle wear 
effects and a more detailed accounting of the internal wear geometry. 

Ultimately the offline nozzle tests are a measure of internal roughness and geometry which has 
been shown to be a measure of wear. While plasma arc root displacement does depend on surface 
roughness [39], roughness and these tests don’t fully account for a nozzles performance in use. The 
extrapolation of offline tests to online plume characteristics would be especially valuable when seeking 
to limit coating oxidation as the measured increased turbulence from increased roughness would 
increase oxygen entrainment and particle oxidation during a coating process. 

5.3 THERMAL SPRAY PROCESS ACOUSTICS 

5.3.1 Plasma Spray Gun Starts 

In investigating the acoustic signal for live plasma spray processes a flow dependent discrete 
frequency tone is apparent in the ignition process. This is observable in the spectrogram in Figure 71 as 
the increasing frequency ridge, from 5000 to 8000 Hz, in the 170 to 190 second time frame, with ignition 
occurring at 190 seconds. 

By aligning the acoustic signal with the Multicoat’s gun parameters as plotted in Figure 72, it can 
be seen that the gun is not ignited as there is no current, and that there is only argon flowing at this 
time. The acoustic signal from this argon flow appears to still be changing nearly 20 seconds after the 
flow is started and measured to be constant at the flow meter. The gun ignition steps in Figure 72 can 

Figure 71: Variation in frequency spectrum with time from 20 seconds before plasma spray gun ignition to 50 seconds after. 
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also be observed in respect to large changes in the acoustic signal in Figure 68. After the gun is ignited 

the start of the hydrogen flow can be seen to cause an increase in intensity of the peak around 4 kHz at 
210 seconds in Figure 71 along with a broadband increase across the full plotted frequency range. The 
delay between the hydrogen start and signal change can be seen to be about 5 seconds. 

The peak frequency in the 1.5 to 15 kHz range was found for all gun ignitions to record this 
resonant phenomena. The results of this for all GP nozzle gun ignitions is plotted in Figure 73 and 
colored by nozzle condition. This offers perfect stratification by nozzle condition.  

Figure 72: Multicoat recorded argon, hydrogen and current as well as 
acoustic peak frequency versus time around gun ignition at 190 s. 

Figure 73: Peak frequency versus time from argon flow start, pre-ignition for all GP nozzle experiments. 
Colored by nozzle state with symbols indicating designated GP nozzle numbers. 
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The occurrence of peak values at 4 kHz for GP17, occasionally for GP 13 and at the beginning of all 
others is due to a low level background signal at this frequency and thus indicates the intensity of the 
resonant tone is very low if existent at all. 

The resonant tone from the argon start is also present in the ignition sequence for F4 and 
Sinplex guns as plotted in Figure 74 and Figure 75.  

Though the nozzle sample size is much smaller the nozzle condition phenomena appears to be present 
for both F4, Figure 74 and Sinplex, Figure 75, type plasma spray guns. For the Sinplex case the used 
nozzle has a higher frequency than that of the new nozzle. For GH nozzles in 9MB guns, the signal is 
sometimes observable, especially with new nozzles, but is greatly attenuated and can be lost in the 

Figure 74: Peak frequency from acoustic signal from argon start to gun ignition for 
a F4 gun with new and used nozzles. 

Figure 75: Peak frequency from acoustic signal from argon start to gun ignition for a 
Sinplex gun with new and used nozzles. 
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background signal. Given the larger nozzle diameters for the Sinplex (9mm), similar nozzle diameter for 
the F4 (6mm) and same convergent geometry as the GP nozzles, it can be concluded that the divergent 
portion of the GH nozzle is having an effect on the signal. 

5.3.2 HVOF Gun Ignitions  

Ignition for HVOF guns is a more variable process, as a combustible gas mixture must be 
achieved at proper constituent concentrations and flow rates. It must ignite, burn upstream into the 
nozzle, but also not burn into the mixing block. By changing gun ramp-up steps, it was attempted to 
manufacture faulty ignitions of a HVOF gun. Based on known intent of start quality, and comparison of 
general spectral and start features, bad starts were determined to exhibit extended gas start to ignition 
delays and/or irregular high intensity/frequency components after ignition. In Figure 76 the offending 

features are circled and the bad starts are identified by a red X. Easily extracted acoustic features were 
compared to identify viable test parameter for identifying bad starts in a continuous online capacity. The 
peak frequency in the range of 3.8 to 4.5 kHz for the three seconds immediately prior to ignition, where 
there is a discrete tone, was found to singularly indicate the quality of the ignition as seen in Figure 77. 
Some ignitions could not be clearly identified by their acoustic features as in Figure 76. In Figure 77 were 
thus labeled as their suspected case based on their intended start case and the characteristics of their 
peak frequency test. Peak intensity vs. frequency for test value of 20 experimental HVOF ignitions 

Figure 76: Spectrograms of 24 HVOF gun ignitions. Time versus Frequency (on the x-axes) colored by intensity with ignitions 
aligned at 20 seconds. 
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Python software was developed to identify and extract the test value and output test result 
from recorded gun start WAV files. Additional python software was developed to monitor live HVOF 
processes to extract the test value and determine start quality in a continuous fashion which is included 
as Appendix C. 

5.3.3 GH Nozzles Plasma Spraying 

Plasma spray testing at CCAM of new and used GH nozzles showed a clear effect of the testing 
upon the acoustic signal of the process as seen in Figure 78. GH36 was used under typical parameters 

for extended coating application, while all other nozzles were tested at parameters intended to be near 
the maximum safely attainable. Wear of the new nozzles was evident by visual inspection from both 
minor copper beaded flow and discoloration. Nozzle GH18 (green in Figure 78) was indicated by the 
offline acoustic test and surface roughness measurement to be closer in character to new nozzles, which 
was again confirmed in the initial case of this online acoustic signal. The used nozzles, green, red and 
orange in Figure 78, also had readily apparent increases in erosion in agreement with the decrease in 

Figure 77: Peak intensity vs. frequency for test value of 20 experimental HVOF ignitions. High and low cutoff 
frequencies for good ignition depicted as green lines. 

Figure 78: Peak frequency and intensity for new (blue) and used nozzles while spraying before (left) and after (right) the testing 
procedure. 
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intensity seen for all nozzles at the end of testing. GH36 was used for a longer period of time but at 
more normal operating conditions and a smaller decrease in intensity is seen in its signal. GH23 was not 
retested at the same parameters at the end of experimentation. 

5.3.4 GP Nozzle Plasma Spraying 

5.3.4.1 Parameter Effects 

The acoustic signal from the plasma spray process is parameter dependent. This was evident in 
the acoustic signal from gun ignition but can more clearly be seen in results of the full factorial 
parameter experiment’s effect on the frequency spectrum. Averaging the frequency spectrum by octave 
for the entirety of the parameters’ duration provides some smoothing affects that allow inspection and 
comparisons. The spectral effect of changing argon flow rate is plotted in Figure 79. 

Above 5 kHz the effect of argon is most pronounced, where the increase in argon from 50 to 110 
NLPM increases the intensity across all frequencies about 5 dB. This is exaggerated in the 20-60 kHz 
range where a very broad peak develops. Below 4 kHz, increasing argon increased intensities by about 3 
dB but it is much more variable. Most prominent is the change from 50 to 70 NLPM which can be seen 
to have a consistently large effect especially in the 2-3 kHz range. Argon doesn’t appear to have a 
consistent effect on the 4.5 kHz peak. 

Changes in the spectrum with changes in hydrogen flow rate are plotted in Figure 80. A primary 
effect of hydrogen can be seen at 2.5 NLPM hydrogen as a pronounced peak over a wide frequency 
range in 20-40 kHz range with a sharper drop off in intensity above 40 kHz. Overall the higher hydrogen 
levels have lower intensities in the high frequencies. The 4.5 kHz peak can be seen to be affected by the 
hydrogen level, increasing in intensity with flow rate. There is no clear divergence in the effects on the 
9-10 kHz peak.  

Figure 79: Effect of argon flow rate on plasma spray acoustic signal 
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Current has a similar effect as argon but to a smaller degree and with a perhaps larger effect 
below 4 kHz as can be seen in Figure 81. 

In the averaged effects of these gun parameters, some relative effects can be assumed to be from the 
low number of 500A experiments, and others that exceeded gun power limit. The 450 A current values 
are skewed towards lower argon and hydrogen levels. The 500 A current levels are skewed toward 
higher argon but lower hydrogen. Individual spectra for each parameter set run are plotted in Figure 82 
where the overall trends observed and discussed above can be confirmed by varying a single parameter 
at a time. Figure 82 also allows for some indication of the interaction effects on the acoustic signal. For 
example the 4.5 kHz peak while largely increasing in intensity with hydrogen there is some frequency 
shifting at low argon or high current. Also for both the 9-10 kHz peak and the 14 kHz peak, their 
presence and intensity do appear to be dependent upon all three input parameters.  

Figure 80: Effect of hydrogen flow rate on plasma spray acoustic signal 

Figure 81: Effect of gun current on plasma spray acoustic signal 
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For argon flow rate, there is a variable effect on the peak frequency at about 4.5 kHz, many of the 
lowest argon runs have a slightly shifted frequency, a clearer effect might be apparent with an increased 
frequency resolution in this range. The peak intensity doesn’t have a clear relationship with argon flow 
levels. 

5.3.4.2 Spectrum Peaks 

By taking the acoustic spectrum for different cases run at constant parameters, new and used 
nozzles of different guns and types, they can be easily visually compared. In Figure 83 are the average 

Figure 83: Differences in new and used nozzle peak frequencies for different plasma spray guns and nozzles. 
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peak frequencies in several frequency ranges colored by nozzle and nozzle state.  Firstly there are 
evident differences in the spectrum between the different guns and a smaller but noticeable difference 
in the 9MB gun nozzles (GH and GP). It can be seen that while new and used nozzles for each type do 
resemble each other there are differences present in all four cases. The F4 gun is particularly different in 
the 1-10 kHz range, both the GH and GP nozzles have different peak intensities at 5 kHz and variation in 
higher frequency regimes, and the Sinplex gun has spectral differences below 5 kHz and at 20 kHz. Based 
on these averages for each case an arbitrary segment of audio can be compared to find a case that it 
most closely resembles, to identify the nozzle used and the state thereof. This is done with JMP’s 
discriminant methods and the results of this categorization are listed in Table 9 and Table 10. Seventy 
five percent of the recorded audio signals in 1 second increments were randomly selected to be used to 
“train” the function with the remaining 25% then being used to further test the method. The training set 
were averaged by case to generate Figure 83. Then for each second of audio, the closest case was 
identified, producing Table 9, comparing the predicted case, columns, to the actual case, rows. The 
withheld 25% were then tested generating Table 10. Values along the diagonal indicate the number of 
audio samples, per case, accurately identified. Numbers off the diagonal identify the number of samples 
misidentified with the column indicating what they were misidentified as. 

Table 9: Classification counts of 2806 segments of audio with discriminant method 

Training Predicted  

Actual 

F4 
New 

F4 
Used 

GH 
New 

GH 
Used 

GP 
New 

GP 
Used 

Sinplex 
New 

Sinplex 
Used 

Accuracy 

F4-New 282 11 0 0 0 0 8 0 94% 
F4-Used 12 270 0 0 0 0 2 0 95% 
GH-New 0 0 257 12 0 0 0 0 96% 
GH-Used 0 0 5 272 0 0 0 0 98% 
GP-New 0 0 0 0 714 13 0 0 98% 
GP-Used 0 0 0 0 29 487 0 0 94% 
Sinplex-New 0 0 0 0 0 0 286 23 93% 
Sinplex-Used 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 101 82% 

 

Table 10: Classification counts of 892 segments of audio excluded from the discriminant method training. 

Testing Predicted  

Actual 
F4 

New 
F4 

Used 
GH 

New 
GH 

Used 
GP 

New 
GP 

Used 
Sinplex 

New 
Sinplex 
Used 

Accuracy 

F4-New 103 7 0 0 0 0 3 0 91% 
F4-Used 6 82 0 0 0 0 2 0 91% 
GH-New 0 0 74 7 0 0 0 0 91% 
GH-Used 0 0 0 75 0 0 0 0 100% 
GP-New 0 0 0 0 199 5 0 0 98% 
GP-Used 0 0 0 0 19 158 0 0 89% 
Sinplex-New 0 0 0 0 0 0 92 15 86% 
Sinplex-Used 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 27 60% 

 

For the training, 2770 of 2806, 95%, were correctly identified, while with the testing 810 out of 
892, 91%, were correctly identified. It can also be noted that nearly all of the misclassification were for 
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the opposite wear case for the correct nozzle with only 0.36% and 0.56% misidentifying the nozzle/gun 
type for the training and testing respectively. This again highlights the large differences between the 
different gun and nozzle types seen in Figure 83. 

Acoustic peak frequencies from recordings for variation in powder feeding are plotted in Figure 
84, where we can observe different frequency ranges allowing for some distinction of different feed 
phenomena. Only the carrier gas induced pulsing does not have separation from normal operation in 
these signals. 

5.3.4.3 1/10th Octave Spectra Differentiation 

Dividing and averaging the acoustic signals in octaves allows for the full spectrum to be 
represented by fewer values, reducing 192000 points per spectrum down to 104.  These are less 
sensitive to process fluctuations and thus better for comparing. The averaged spectra for different 
nozzle states are compared in Figure 85, where states constitute both new and used nozzle conditions 
and resultant coating hardness. The largest differences in the spectra can be observed 15-40 kHz with 
some changes to the 4.5 kHz peak for the used nozzles and the defective new nozzle. The New Nozzle-
Normal Condition is the average of three nozzles’ spectra, the Used Nozzle is the average of 5 nozzles’ 
spectra, while the rest are from a single nozzle’s run. Of the five new electrodes tested, one was 
identified as defective and produced a too soft coating, and one just produced coatings below hardness 
specification. The spectra from each of these new nozzles can be compared below. 

Figure 84: Peak frequencies within the ranges plotted for variable powder feeding cases. 
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Figure 86 contains the averages spectra for only the new GP nozzles tested. This plot highlights 
the difference between the defective nozzle, GP20, and the rest. This is particularly evident in the 4.5 
kHz peak and the 15-60 kHz range. 

 

Figure 85: Average 1/10th octave spectra for different GP nozzle conditions and coating specification. 

Figure 86: Average 1/10th octave spectra for new GP nozzles. The defective nozzle GP20 is most 
notably different. 
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Removing the GP20 signal, allows for easier qualitative comparison between the other four 
cases in Figure 87. The most different spectrum then is that of GP26 which produced coatings below 
hardness specification. The other new nozzles, GP18, GP22, and GP23 can be seen to have good 
repeatability even though tested on different days. 

GP26 did not produce any traditional indication of a worn nozzle; in voltage, particle state, 4.5 
kHz frequency and intensity, yet produced soft coatings both before and after the process input DOE. 
These two spray runs can be compared to all individual runs in Figure 88. The defective nozzle (blue) can 
be seen to compare well with the used nozzles (green) except for its peak frequency shift. The used 
nozzles are observed to deviate from the consistency of the new nozzles (black) across nearly the entire 
frequency range. The two runs from GP26 (red), both of which produced soft coatings, can be seen to 
compare more closely to the new nozzles apart from the 30-40 kHz range. 

Figure 87: Average 1/10th octave spectra for GP nozzles that provided no indication of 
abnormal spraying in particle state or voltage. 

Figure 88: Average 1/10th octave spectra for faulty GP nozzles, GP20 (defective nozzle) and GP26 ((soft coating), compared to all 
other nozzles’ spectra. 
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Applying a discriminant method to these octave spectra by spray condition, significantly 
improves the classification abilities over frequency peaks, particularly for the powder feed treatments. 
The conditions applied, seconds of steady state audio tested and the percent that could be accurately 
distinguished from all other cases are listed in Table 11. Those not labeled as F4 were performed with a 
9MB-GP plasma spray gun. 

Table 11: Classification abilities of discriminant method applied to acoustic recordings of variations in 9MB-GP and F4 plasma 
spray 

Classification % Condition 
Seconds of 

Audio 

99% Defective New Nozzle/Low Hardness 1728 

100% F4 - High Argon 895 

97% F4 - High Carrier Gas Flow Rate 837 

100% F4 – Powder Line Leak 1381 

100% F4 - Low Argon 891 

95% F4 - Low Carrier Gas Flow Rate 1132 

100% F4 - Low Feed Rate 891 

68% F4 - Normal Conditions 2229 

83% F4 - Powder Line Leak - 0.3 NLPM (6%) 434 

81% F4 - Powder Pulsing - Carrier Gas Induced 499 

100% F4 - Powder Pulsing - Carrier Gas Induced (High Primary Gas) 9 

100% F4 - Powder Pulsing - Carrier Gas Induced (Low Primary Gas) 183 

81% F4 - Pulsing-Carrier 1434 

99% F4 - Used Nozzle 1207 

98% F4 - Worn Port 20% Area 1171 

91% Powder Line Leak - Loose Fitting 175 

92% Powder Line Leak -Hole 1146 

99% Low Hardness-New Nozzle 4303 

81% New Nozzle-Normal Conditions 5234 

76% Pulsing-Carrier Gas Induced 1149 

97% Pulsing-Hose Induced 354 

98% Used Nozzle 6928 

100% Used Nozzle-Low Hardness 1653 

95% Worn Port 120% Area 256 

78% Worn Port 20% Area 1183 

 

Noteworthy in these values are the low accuracy classifications including the F4 normal conditions and 
the GP carrier induced pulsing and the 20% larger powder port. Identifying the case that these were 
falsely identified as aids in understanding the flow and acoustic effects these process changes have. The 
normal F4 operation had 5, 9, 6, and 11 percent classified as low feed rate, powder line leak, carrier 
induced pulsing and 20% larger powder port respectively. GP carrier induced pulsing and larger port 
were prominently misidentified as each other. These could indicate a similarity between the effects 
these treatments have on the process but it is also possible that they could be occurring concurrently. 
Particularly with powder pulsing, the phenomena must be visually identified so it could have occurred 
during other treatments and it could have stopped during its application. 
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5.3.4.4 Extended Nozzle Testing 

Extended testing of a single nozzle allows us to further validate the results we have seen. GP28 
was used to spray a bond coat and top coat onto two drums over the course of an entire work day. The 
spectrum for every each hour is plotted below by gun parameters in Figure 89. 

Some divergence is seen in the signals, which as the spectra are colored by testing time, an 
apparent clear trend emerges. The difference between the morning runs and those in the afternoon is 
rather consistent. Both bond and top coat parameters had a higher intensity in the early testing than the 
afternoon testing in frequencies above 12 kHz, with a uniform difference of about 1 decibel. In the lower 
frequencies the bond coat continued to have a higher intensity in the morning but the top coat was 
more variable with some frequencies being higher intensity while others were lower. This difference can 
be compared to the spectral differences observed for both nozzle wear, powder feed variation and input 
parameter differences. Between nozzle conditions the spectrum was seen to change shape in the high 
frequency region as was the powder fed variation. It is somewhat similar to the change in input 
parameters, but the 4.5 kHz peak doesn’t change along with the rest of the spectrum as it does with the 
parameter changes. During the morning test period booth conditions decreased in relative humidity 
from 67% down to 50% while the booth temperature increased from 23.1 C up to 29.1 C. During the 
afternoon, the humidity was recorded as dropping from 41% to 31% while the temperature continued to 
rise from 31.2 C but maxed out at 32.9. Ambient pressure rose from 1014.2 hPa to 1014.5 hPa in the 
morning and then dropped from 1012.0 hPa to 1011.3 hPa in the afternoon. 

Figure 89: Variation in acoustic signal for a single nozzle over the course of a full day of spraying. 
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5.3.4.5 Background Signal 

An obvious potential source of signal variation is changes in the background signal. In Figure 90 
is plotted all signals recorded in the spray booth during the eight hours of extended testing discussed 
above when there was no gas flow or gun current i.e. the gun wasn’t running. Acoustic sources during 
these times included the dust collector and air flows through any gaps in the booth. The means are 
plotted below per hour of testing along with vertical lines indicating the standard deviation for the same 
time period.  

It is readily apparent that the signals are extremely consistent above 30 kHz, where much of the 
characteristic distinction is observed as shown above. The variation below 20 kHz is small and uniform. 
Given the logarithmic nature of the signal intensity, the background signal above 2 kHz amounts to less 
than 1% of the acoustic energy of the running process signal. Below 2 kHz, the background is 
contributing a larger portion of the online signal but the observed differences still do not account for the 
changes observed under different process condition. Also in this signal, the non-uniformity of the 
microphone’s frequency response can be discerned from the variable response observed, which would 
affect comparisons between frequencies for a single signal but not the relative comparisons used here 
for distinguishing conditions. 

5.3.5  Discussion – Plasma Spray Process Acoustics 

The frequency of the peak acoustic signal generated by the argon flow through GP nozzles 
during gun ignition perfectly correlates with both the measured internal roughness and nearly so with 
the ranked perceived amount of erosion observed on inspection of castings. The resolution of this 
measurement is very large, in that used nozzles occupy a 2 kHz range while some variation between new 
nozzles spreads them over a 1 kHz range. Furthermore as a monitoring method, this is already 
programmed into the process and is in a low, audible frequency range such that any microphone could 
identify this degree of wear measure. 

Figure 90: Background acoustic signal variation over the course of a day of testing.Standard deviations per hour of testing are 
included as vertical lines. 
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The similarity in features of the HVOF gun ignition with that of the plasma spray gun is quite 
surprising. It is quite possible that the same phenomena underpins both discrete tones. Any buildup of 
powder or carbon on the inside of the nozzles would likely also affect this signal and provide additional 
utility in HVOF processes. As should be expected, and was intended, the HVOF test was found to be 
sensitive to the gun ramp up procedure. The acoustic signal being from the flow of the constituent gases 
pre-ignition, changes to the flow parameters, intended or otherwise, alter the acoustic signal. So 
deliberate changes to the procedure for improving the gun ignition properties altered the “good start” 
signal and would require a recalibration to re-identify the correct acoustic signal features for any 
different ramp up procedure. Actual implementation of this monitoring method was also complicated by 
the programmed gun ramp up procedures that started the cooling jets simultaneously with the ignition 
gas, masking the low intensity characteristic signal. 

The plasma spray process generates characteristic acoustic signals that have been studied as 
described in the Literature Review. In sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4.2, above, a feature heavily relied upon for 
nozzle state distinction is the resonant peak at about 4.5 kHz and its harmonics. This is the peak seen in 
the FFT of the voltage and its corresponding acoustic signal as seen in the literature. But it is this 
equivalence with the voltage signal that is cited as limiting to the acoustic signal’s practical usefulness as 
a diagnostic tool. Here it was seen that a broader comparison between spectra allows for a lot more 
information to be gleaned from the acoustic signal. 

Interrogation of the entire frequency range available allows for the detection of an acoustic 
effect of powder feeding variation interacting with the plasma plume. It also allows for distinction 
between different wear states of Sinplex nozzles, which is designed to lengthen the arc and minimize 
voltage and therefore acoustic fluctuations. These guns are also touted for their significantly increased 
nozzle lifespan and are more costly so a defective or uncharacteristically worn nozzle would be less 
anticipated and monitored for. Both the on and off-line methods offer unintrusive and simple means of 
component characterization and comparison. It was seen in the results that the online method does 
allow for quite clear distinction between many different cases indicating distinct differences in the 
acoustic signal generated under each condition.  

Particularly telling of the accuracy and reasonableness of the discriminant method applied is the 
confusion matrix which indicates how cases were miscategorized, especially with the lower percentage 
cases. Many of the miscategorized cases are those where a large divergence in the process is not likely, 
as with the loose fitting, or a slightly worn powder port. Others would be expected as they are not 
perfectly documented as with powder pulsing which requires visual identification and therefore 
perceptibility, the effect on any single second is not guaranteed. Similarly with the normal operating 
conditions, pulsing or another source of variation cannot be completely ruled out for the entirety of the 
tests. 

The effects of variation in particle injection on particle and coating properties have frequently 

been seen in the literature [17, 47, 50, 53, 54]. But these works focus on deliberate changes to particle 

injection velocity without consideration of the cases studied here. These powder feeding cases would 

otherwise go completely undetected by current plasma spray diagnostic methods until the very large 

changes are observed in the coating characterisitcs. Additionally, the effects of particle temperature and 

velocity on coating properties is well documented, as in [20, 48-52], so the ability to distinguish the used 

nozzles which produced particles of lower temperature and velocity can improve coating quality through 

online monitoring even while applying the coating. The acoustic methods go even farther, as the particle 
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interaction with the torch goes beyond temperature and pressure, cases that produced coatings outside 

of harness specification even when sprayed with a brand new nozzle. 

The two potential concerns with this method and its results are an over specificity of the 
acoustic signals and incorrect sourcing of acoustic variation. No conditions were repeated exactly, or 
simultaneously. New GP nozzles tested were compared to determine the amount of error possible and 
this was slight and all conditions were observed to cause larger and distinct changes to the frequency 
spectrum. Successful case and nozzle distinctions were performed at both OM and CCAM for F4 and 
9MB-GP guns, which vouches for the validity of these determinations. Also the acoustic signal was found 
to be quite consistent within a particular condition as seen by the second by second classification ability 
which shows that the method isn’t too sensitive. The other possibility is that the acoustic signal changes 
detected are not necessarily from the condition applied. Similarity in the signal over the course of 
testing GP28 and the consistency and level of the background signal help to rule out variation in the 
recording and processing methods. Even if there is some other variation in the process generating the 
acoustic differences, the acoustic method described is detecting a variation in the process and the 
identification and alleviation of its source would allow for improved coating consistency and quality. 
Furthermore nearly every step in the recording and processing method could be optimized to maximize 
the detection of specific phenomena or deviation from normal operation and increase its generalized 
applicability as a control strategy. 

Most conditions were applied a single time in a single run so while the acoustic signal from 
these runs is distinguishable from others by the methods used here, the sheer number of parameters 
and conditions that will interact to affect the electrical phenomena and the turbulence fields is very 
large. So to ensure the particular interaction we are expecting/applying is the source of the acoustic 
signal variation being detected, further testing is required. The variation between facilities was quite 
large and more testing would also be required to find if and what acoustic parameter could be used to 
normalize the spectrum to allow for direct comparisons. Even if the treatments being applied were not 
the primary instigators of the change to acoustic signals detected here, then the acoustic change itself is 
an indication of some other change in the process and environment. It could be that every parameter 
affects the acoustic signal in a significant way, and with such strong interactions, that the broad 
application of this method would require a vast amount of experimentation to establish baseline signals. 
But even so, a baseline could be set on a regular basis per location/booth/environment, and deviation 
would easily be detected acoustically but perhaps not offering an explicit source of a particular change.  
However, with any diagnostic tool, or output measurement, a threshold is required for determining how 
much variation is too much. So at the very least the methods described here offer an improved tool for 
detecting and tracking sources of change in the plasma spray process that effect coating quality and 
consistency. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Plasma sprayed coatings are vital for the energy capture and generation in jet engines and gas 

turbines. Prolific and inherent process variability results in significant underachieving of the capabilities 

of coatings in these applications. The stochastic nature of the particles’ and torch’s characteristics is 

further complicated by numerous noise variables that not only change those characteristics but change 

how they respond to input parameters. Two of these noise parameters, nozzle erosion and powder port 

wear, play crucial roles in dictating the thermal and momentum fields experienced by powder particles 

which are well documented to be key determinants of coating quality and capabilities.  

In this work, the need for thermal spray process monitoring was demonstrated with the large 

amount of variation measured by DPV, coating hardness, coating composition and deposition efficiency, 

nozzle state, and powder port wear. Process variation also went unmeasured in AccuraSpray 

measurements and an overall lack of correlation between the measured parameters shows that the 

array of diagnostic capabilities is incomplete.  

Offline tools were developed and described here that aid in characterizing plasma spray 

components that can significantly alter the product and introduce otherwise undetected variation. 

Acoustic measurements of flows through plasma spray components clearly identified new and used 

nozzles, different manufacturers of new nozzles, and slight changes in internal diameter of powder 

ports. Profilometry of the plasma spray nozzle bores provided insight into the acoustic phenomena 

observed while providing an addition confirmation of nozzle state. Silicone castings of the nozzle bores 

went even farther in providing a detailed and complete view on wear in the nozzles.  

Online acoustic signals were found that also inform about nozzle characteristics but are also 

capable of distinction between many different sources of significant process variation. These online 

signals also provide information about other process noise parameters in addition to control parameters 

(current, argon, hydrogen). Detection allows for identifying causes of changes and prompt or immediate 

mitigation. This will reduce variability in plasma sprayed coatings, increase their quality and make them 

more effective and safer.  

In broader terms the work completed has clearly demonstrated the power of acoustic signal 

analysis for detecting differences in flow properties in a variety of nozzles and flow conditions with 

exemplary applicability to thermal spray processes. This method’s application to the plasma spray 

processes allows for improving the consistency and quality of plasma sprayed coatings. 
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7 FUTURE WORK 

Investigations described here are applied to atmospheric plasma spraying (APS) and HVOF 

specifically, but similarity in the thermal spray processes and shared methods/sub processes and 

equipment, should allow for the methods discussed to be a starting point for investigations with other 

processes. 

The breadth and the multidisciplinary nature of this work presents a lot of opportunities to 
further its application and deepen our understanding of the phenomena and the mechanisms behind 
them. 

Incremental and repeated tests would further validate the method and identify acoustic 
thresholds or correlations to coating properties. This could take the form of nozzles tested over their 
entire lifecycle and powder ports of incremental size differences. 

The same acoustic process monitoring and coating analysis methods applied to an oxygen 
sensitive coating- will emphasize the effect of nozzle roughness induced turbulence increase. 

Spraying with a higher melting point material would make the coating and particles more 
sensitive to the effects of nozzle wear on the thermal and velocity profiles. 

Coupling additional diagnostic systems to the acoustic signal could tie acoustic signals more 
closely with the physical phenomena happening during the process. With tests such as particle injection 
with the use of a spray view system(Tecnar) and full plume profiling with DPV2000 and plasma velocity 
measurements with a laser velocimetry for accurate plasma plume characterization  

The jet screech method that was applied to the powder ports would undoubtedly work to some 
degree with plasma spray nozzles/guns. While the wear mechanisms are different they would certainly 
affect a supersonic flow and thus the signal from the phenomena. With supersonic plasma flow setups 
(as in lit. or HVOF) nozzle wear would likely change the jet screech frequency and intensity in an easily 
detectable way. 

There is a large potential for optimization of the acoustic methods applied: FFT size, windowing, 
smoothing frequency ranges, segment length, specific peak height or width or height relative to another 
that might improve characterization or be more specific to a particular process change. The same goes 
for the microphone location. Position, angle, booth properties can have pronounced effects on the 
signal. Proximity to a particular component could narrow the scope of the signal.  

Cathodes generally wear at a lower rate than anodes but also lose material. A similar 
implementations of the offline test setups but with a controlled flow around a cathode could likely 
detect physical changes. The specificity of the arc attachment point on the cathode is high, controlled 
geometrically and by flow, so likely a more standard wear geometry progression which would simplify 
the analysis. 

Changes in the plasma flow affect the coating. Changes in the nozzle roughness affect the flow. 
Changes in the nozzle design could change the flow’s sensitivity to nozzle wear/anode erosion. It would 
be possible to generate a digital new and worn nozzle for a variety of nozzle designs that vary: 
convergent, divergent angles, diameters, lengths etc. and control strategies (higher/lower nozzle 
temperature, annular shielding gas flow, increased upstream swirl etc.).  Simulations could then be used 
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to identify nozzle changes that could decrease sensitivity to plasma spray anode wear thereby increasing 
the economy of their usage and generating a more uniform coating over the life of a nozzle.  
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APPENDIX A 

RECORDANDEXTRACT - OFFLINE COMPONENT TESTING CONTROLLER 
Matlab Code 

Developed by Taylor Blair (tkblair@vt.edu) May 2013 -Sept 2015  

Version 1.0  

Controls Alicat mass flow controller to step gas flow rate, record the acoustic signal generated, 

save and process signal to extract characteristic features from spectrum. Alicat measured values 

are recorded continuously during audio recording to additional file. Requires equipment setup 

as in Methods section. 

Published with MATLAB® R2015a 

function RecordAndExtract() 

flmin=45;%GH40-100  GP 40-100   PP 1:10-125, 2:70-125, 5:45-125, F4 2.0:70-125 

flmax=125;%max is 125 

by=5; 

repeat='no';% yes no or down(to repeat steps in opposite direction 

addtofilelist=1;%0:no,1:yes/append, 2:yes/new 

%Nozzle type?   0:GH/G    1:PP     2:GP/GE 

NT=1; 

Nozzle='PP5-2';% 

Char1='0';%kgs    %State 

Char2='1.2842';%mass   %Manufacturor 

Char3='1.54523';%diameter 

 

recordTime =1; 

samples=10;%repeat recording # times so we will be able to perform statistics on output 

 

 

gas=0; %0:Air, 1:argon, 7:helium, 8:nitrogen 

gastext='Air'; 

 

aircompressor=0; %1 holds last flow rate for air compressor to drain/restart 

global flowsetpause 

global ALIlog 

flowsetpause =4; 

today=datestr(now,1); 

csvformat='%s,%15.4f,%15.4f,%15.4f,%15.4f,%15.4f,%s,%15.6f,%s,%s,%15.6f,%15.6f,%15.6f,%s,

%s,%s,%15.4f,%15.4f,%15.4f,%15.4f,%15.4f\n'; 

if strcmp(repeat,'yes') 

    flows=[[flmin:by:flmax],flmax,0,0,flmin,[flmin:by:flmax]];%,[flmin:by:flmax],[flmax:-

by:flmin],[flmin:by:flmax],[flmax:-by:flmin],[flmin:by:flmax],[flmax:-

by:flmin],[flmin:by:flmax],[flmax:-by:flmin],... 

                   %[flmin:by:flmax],[flmax:-by:flmin],[flmin:by:flmax],[flmax:-

by:flmin],[flmin:by:flmax],[flmax:-by:flmin],[flmin:by:flmax],[flmax:-

by:flmin],[flmin:by:flmax],[flmax:-by:flmin]]; 

elseif strcmp(repeat,'down') 

    flows=[flmin:by:flmax, flmax:-by:flmin]; 
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else 

    flows=[flmin:by:flmax]; 

 

end 

Dir=strcat('F:\VT Research\Audio\Lab Recordings\',today,'\',strcat(Nozzle,'-

',Char1),'\'); 

mkdir(Dir); 

 

log = strcat(Dir,strcat(Nozzle,'-',Char1,'- ' ,'exp',num2str(flmin),'-

',num2str(flmax),'.csv')); 

ALIlog = strcat(Dir,strcat(Nozzle,'-',Char1,'- ' ,'exp',num2str(flmin),'-

',num2str(flmax),'ALICAT.txt')); 

if exist(log,'file')%incase you didnt change the inputs: so it doesnt overwrite...could 

open to append... 

    log = strcat(Dir,strcat(Nozzle,'-',Char1,'- ' ,'exp',num2str(flmin),'-

',num2str(flmax),'b.csv')); 

 

    if exist(log,'file') 

        stop 

    end 

    fileID = fopen(log,'wt'); 

else 

    fileID = fopen(log,'wt'); 

end 

%Creates list of output files to simplfy addition to past data 

filelist=strcat('F:\VT Research\Audio\Lab Recordings\','unimportedfiles','.txt'); 

if addtofilelist==0 

    disp('not appending file name') 

elseif addtofilelist==2 

    fID=fopen(filelist,'w'); 

    fprintf(fID,'%s\n',log); 

    fclose(fID); 

else %default to appending to file list 

    fID=fopen(filelist,'a'); 

    fprintf(fID,'%s\n',log); 

    fclose(fID); 

end 

 

rf=192000;%Recording frequency 

pause on; 

tic 

nil=0; 

%factor=2; 

 

% for flowless testing s='testing'; 

 

% Find a serial port object. 

    s = instrfind('Type', 'serial', 'Port', 'COM3', 'Tag', ''); 

 

    % Create the serial port object if it does not exist 

    % otherwise use the object that was found. 

    if isempty(s) 
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        s = serial('COM3'); 

    else 

        fclose(s); 

        s = s(1); 

    end 

 

    % Connect to flow controller object, s. 

    %s.InputBufferSize=2^18; 

    fopen(s); 

    set(s,'BaudRate',19200); 

    set(s,'Terminator','CR'); 

 

    fprintf(s,sprintf('%s%d','A$$',gas)); %assign gas 

    out = fscanf(s); 

    partsall = regexp(out,'\s','split'); 

        pambient=(partsall(2)); 

        disp(pambient) 

    initial=ALIio(s,0,pambient,gastext,0); 

    pambient=(initial{2}); 

        %disp([pambient, ' -kpa']) 

     [maxF,maxI,~]=recordaudio(rf,recordTime,Dir,NT,s); 

    %pcol=strcat('psia=',partsall(2)); 

    colLabels={'Controller' 'Guage kPa' 'Temp(C)' 'LPM' 'Flow-Rate(SLM)' 'Set-Point(SLM)' 

'Gas' 'P-Ratio' 'Date' 'Nozzle' 'Time(s)' 'Peak kHz' 'Peak dB' 'Char1' 'Char2' 'Char3' 

'Stddev_Guage kPa' 'Stddev_Temp(C)' 'Stddev_LPM' 'Stddev_Flow-Rate(SLM)' 'Stddev_Set-

Point(SLM)'}; 

    fprintf(fileID, '%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s\n', 

colLabels{:}); 

    %fprintf(fileID, '%15s, %15s, %15s, %15s, %15s, %15s, %15s, %15s, %15s, 

    %%15s, %15s, %15s, %15s, %15s, %15s, %15s\n', colLabels{:}); for 

    %%printing to .txt 

    time=toc; 

    Pratio=(initial{2})/pambient; 

    fprintf(fileID, csvformat, initial{:},Pratio,today, Nozzle, time,maxF,maxI, Char1, 

Char2, Char3,[0,0,0,0,0]); 

 

% Set flow rate 

    for i=1:length(flows) 

        ALIio(s,flows(i),pambient,gastext,0);%set flow rate and let level 

        %f=num2str(flows(i)); 

        for i=1:samples 

 

            

[maxF,maxI,state]=recordaudio(rf,recordTime,Dir,NT,s);%[maxF,maxI]=recordaudio(rf,recordT

ime,Dir,f,PP) 

            disp(['MaxF = ',num2str(maxF)]) 

            Pratio=state{2}/pambient; 

            state{2}=(state{2}-pambient); 

            %disp(state) 

            time=toc; 

            %Pratio=state{2}/pambient 

            fprintf(fileID, csvformat,initial{1}, state{2:6},gastext,Pratio, today, 

Nozzle, time, maxF, maxI, Char1, Char2, Char3,state{7:11}); 
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            %fprintf(fileID, '%15s %15.4f %15.4f %15.4f %15.4f %15.4f %15s 

            %15.6f %15s %15s %15.6f %15.6f %15.6f %15s %15s %15s\n',nil, 

            %state{2:6},gastext,Pratio, today, Nozzle, time, maxF, maxI, 

            %Char1, Char2, Char3); for rpinting to .txt 

        end 

 

    end 

 

if aircompressor==1 %for forcing the air compressor to refill 

    ALIio(s,flmax,pambient); 

    pause; 

end 

final = ALIio(s,0,pambient,gastext,0); 

time=toc; 

Pratio=(initial{2})/pambient; 

fprintf(fileID, csvformat, final{:}, Pratio,today, Nozzle, time,nil,nil, Char1, Char2, 

Char3,[0,0,0,0,0]); 

 

fclose(s); 

delete(s); 

clear s; 

fclose(fileID); 

fclose all; 

end 

recordaudio - records and processes audio 

    function [maxF,maxI,state]=recordaudio(rf,recordtime,folder, pp, serial) %and saves 

wav file 

    micID = audiodevinfo(1,'Microphone (E-MU 0204 | USB) (Windows DirectSound)'); 

    recorder = audiorecorder(rf,24,1,micID); 

    record(recorder,recordtime); 

    state=ALIio(serial,0,0, 'gas',recordtime); 

    %state(5); 

    %state{5}; 

    file=num2str(state{5}); 

    disp(['File: ',file]) 

    %file=state{5} 

   % pause(recordtime); record serial output for duration of record time 

    recorded=getaudiodata(recorder); 

    NFFT=2^nextpow2(length(recorded)); 

    dBffts=20*log10(abs(fft(recorded,NFFT)));%comp to audacity with /length(recorded) 

    dBffts=dBffts(1:NFFT/2+1); 

    freqs=rf/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); 

    if pp==1 %powder ports 

        rangemax=round(96000*NFFT/rf)+1; 

        rangemin=round(10000*NFFT/rf)+1; 

        rangescale=10000; 

    elseif pp==2 %GP nozzles 

        rangemax=round(6375*NFFT/rf)+1; 

        rangemin=round(6325*NFFT/rf)+1; 

        rangescale=6325; 
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    else %assume GH nozzles 

        rangemax=round(10000*NFFT/rf)+1; 

        rangemin=round(1200*NFFT/rf)+1; 

        rangescale=1200; 

    end 

    [d,f]=max(dBffts(rangemin:rangemax)); 

            maxI=d; 

            maxF=(freqs(f)+rangescale)/1000; 

    if exist(strcat(folder,file,'.wav'),'file') 

        file=num2str(str2num(file)+.0001); 

        

audiowrite(strcat(folder,file,'.wav'),recorded,rf,'BitsPerSample',32,'Title','2nd');% 

 

    else 

        audiowrite(strcat(folder,file,'.wav'),recorded,rf,'BitsPerSample',32); 

    end 

    %wavwrite(recorded,rf,32,strcat(folder,file)); 

    end 

ALIio - Alicat mass flow controller flow rate setting and output value recording 

    function parts = ALIio(serial,slm,pambient, gas,recording) 

    global flowsetpause 

    global ALIlog 

        if recording>0  %recording flow rate during audio acquire 

%             serial.RecordDetail = 'verbose'; 

%             serial.RecordName = 'segmentlog.txt'; 

%             record(serial,'on'); 

%             %fprintf(serial,'*@=@'); 

%             %out = fscanf(serial); 

% 

% 

% %             start=tic; 

% %             trecordtime=toc(start); 

%             fprintf(serial,'*@=@'); 

%             pause(recording); 

% %             while trecordtime < recordtime 

% % 

% %                 pause(.1); 

% %                 trecordtime=toc(start); 

% %             end 

%             fprintf(serial,'*@=A'); 

%             record(serial,'off'); 

            %segment=[]; 

            %parts=zeros(1,6); 

            disp(['Recording...']) 

            allvals=zeros(3,5); 

            lineN=1; 

            fid=fopen(ALIlog,'a+'); 

            start=tic; 

            trecordtime=toc(start); 

            fprintf(serial,'*@=@'); 
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            while trecordtime < recording 

               % if serial.UserData.isNew==1 

               %     segment=serial.UserData.newData'; 

               segment= fscanf(serial); 

                    fprintf(fid,'%s\n',strcat(datestr(now(),'HH:MM:SS.FFF'), '  

',segment)); 

                    partsall = regexp(segment,'\s','split'); 

 

                    if size(partsall)~=11 

                        if ~(strcmp(partsall(1),'A')) 

                        disp('weird size?') 

                        disp(size(partsall)) 

                        disp(partsall) 

                        end 

                    end 

 

                    if strcmp(partsall(1),'A') 

                        disp('found an A') 

                        %disp(partsall) 

                         parts(2:6)=partsall(2:6); 

                    else 

                        try 

                            parts(2:6)=partsall(1:5); 

                        catch 

                            disp('Error transfering alicat info') 

                            break %continue 

                        end 

                    end 

                    allvals(lineN,1:5)=str2double(parts(2:6)); 

                    allvals(isnan(allvals)) = 0 ; 

                    lineN=lineN+1; 

                    %serial.UserData.isNew=0; 

%                     partsall = regexp(out,'\s','split'); 

%             parts(1:6)=partsall(1:6); 

%             parts(7)={gas}; %partsall(11); 

%             parts(2)={num2str(0)}; 

              %  end 

                trecordtime=toc(start); 

                %disp(recording-trecordtime) 

            end 

            %disp(allvals) 

            fprintf(serial,'*@=A'); 

            a=fscanf(serial); 

            ba=get(serial,'BytesAvailable'); 

            if ba > 0 

                %disp(ba); 

            end 

 

            %parts; 

            %allvals 

            meanvals=mean(allvals(:,1:5)); 

            meanvals(1)=meanvals(1)*6.89475729; 

            disp(['Means:    ',num2str(meanvals)]) 
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            num2cell(meanvals(1:5)); 

             parts(2:6)=num2cell(meanvals(1:5)); 

             parts(7:11)=num2cell(std(allvals(:,1:5))); 

            %disp(['Std Devs: ',num2str(std(allvals(:,1:5)))])%could check if mean and 

std dev are at set point, if not rerecord segment 

           %parts(7)='g'; 

           fclose(fid); 

        else    %setting flow rate 

            flow=round((slm*64000)/100); 

            fprintf(serial,sprintf('%c%d','A',flow)); 

            out = fscanf(serial); 

            disp(['Aquiring Flow: ',num2str(slm)]) 

            pause(flowsetpause); 

            fprintf(serial,sprintf('%c%d','A',flow)); 

            out = fscanf(serial); 

 

            %disp(slm) 

 

            partsall = regexp(out,'\s','split'); 

            parts(1:6)=partsall(1:6); 

            parts(7)={gas}; %partsall(11); 

            parts(2)={num2str(0)}; 

            parts(3)={(str2double(parts(3)))}; 

            parts(4)={(str2double(parts(4)))}; 

            parts(5)={(str2double(parts(5)))}; 

             parts(6)={(str2double(parts(6)))}; 

            parts(2)={(str2double(partsall(2))*6.89475729)};%%%%%%MEASURED ambient 

pressure at 0 lfow rate b/c removed:-pambient 

 

        end 

% %%%%%%%%%%For flowless testing 

%         parts = { 'A' '+013.74' '+025.70' '+0000.0' '+0000.0' '0000.0' 'Air'}; 

%         parts{6}=num2str(slm); 

%         %%%%%%%% 

 

    end 

 

APPENDIX B 

MULTICOAT AND DPV, AUDIO SPECTROGRAPHY, SYNCHRONIZATION 
Matlab Code  

Developed by Taylor Blair (tkblair@vt.edu) June-July 2015  

Version 1.2  

Read a manually formatted csv version of xls file from Metco Multicoat, plot values, select value 

differences to divide by, search for segments of audio, fft(channel 1), extract peak values for 
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selected ranges, calculate octave intensities, add to csv file, find DPV particle data if available. 

add to csv out file. Calls findaudio which calls wav2spls and findDPV  

Commented segments include debugging segments and alternative implementations in addition 

to code comments  

Version 1.2: Added audio octave processing  

Version 1.1: Processes multiple experimental sets with different data and formatting  

Version 1.0: Syncs audio/multicoat/DPV data 

 

Published with MATLAB® R2015a 

%   Currently not outputing characterisitcs(:,5) column there in output but 

%    with no data 

%   CCAM and OM Data have different column names 

function MaDASS 

 

close all force 

clear 

%profile -memory on 

cSTART=1; 

toEND=false; 

ENDifnottoEND=20; 

    %42:52    CCAM2 33-70 full first 

    %baseline 

        %1322:1411 = GP17 and 14 

        %992:1112 = GP18 and GP13 

        %160:180 = first DPV runs 

        %1808:end OM sinplex and F4 

        %1:50 OM first full on/off 

        %1622 OM powder feeder cases start to ~ 1807 

        %OM 135 first day,1224 end of 2nd ,1633 end of day 3 

        %~1110 in CCAM3 700-900 over covers just argon tests on day2 

maxtime0=15;%datenum('120000','SS');% seconds, longest continuous time segment 120 max 

%doALL=true 

 

for all=5 

    selection=all; 

%=5%CCAM4 

%[selection, ~]=listdlg('PromptString','Recording Set:','ListString',... 

%    {'CCAM1','CCAM2','OM','CCAM0'},'ListSize',[100 80]); 

 

%fftranges=[0 .005 1 4.2 5.5 7.1 7.45 8.4 11 16.5 26 40 46 96]*1000; %if first value not 

zero need to change in get audio 

fftranges=[0 1.5 14]*1000; 

for i = 5:-1:2 

    figure(i); 

end 

set(0, 'CurrentFigure', 2); 

 

global DPV 
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%%%% File names and locations and settings depending on experiment set. 

if selection==2%CCAM2 

    %%%%multicoat='F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM July 29-30, 2015\Multicoat\All.xlsx'; 

    multicoat='F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM2 July 29-30, 2015\Multicoat\All.csv'; 

    pyaudios='F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM2 July 29-30, 2015\'; 

   % xlfile='C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-output-CCAM2.xls'; 

    [fid,errmsg1]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-CCAM2.csv','w'); 

    [PSDfid,errmsg]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-PSD-CCAM2.csv','w'); 

    DPV=false; 

    timenorm=42171.58; 

elseif selection==3%OM==true 

    %%%%multicoat='F:\VT Research\Audio\OM visit multicoat data\minMulticoatData.xlsx'; 

    multicoat='F:\VT Research\Audio\OM visit multicoat data\minMulticoatData.csv'; 

    pyaudios='F:\VT Research\Audio\OM June 16-19, 2015\'; 

   % xlfile='C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-output-OM.xls'; 

    [fid,errmsg1]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-OM.csv','w'); 

    [PSDfid,errmsg]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-PSD-OM.csv','w'); 

    DPV=true; 

    mstrs={'DateTime' ',Time_seconds' ',AirJet_Bar' ',Argon_NLPM' ',Nitrogen_NLPM' 

',Hydrogen_NLPM'... 

    ',Helium_NLPM' ',Current_A' ',Voltage_V' ',Power_kW' ',Conductivity_µS' 

',Coolingwaterflow_l/min'... 

    ',Cooling_water_inlet_temp__°C' ',Cooling_water_outlet_temp__°C' 

',Carrier_gas1_NLPM'... 

    ',Feedrate1_g/min' ',Vibrator1_mbar' ',Hopper1_mbar' ',Weight_Hopper1_kg' 

',Carrier_gas2_NLPM'... 

    ',Feedrate2_g/min' ',Vibrator2_mbar' ',Hopper2_mbar' ',Weight_Hopper2_kg' 

',Carrier_gas3_NLPM'... 

    ',Feedrate3_g/min' ',Vibrator3_mbar' ',Hopper3_mbar' ',Weight_Hopper3_kg'};%no commma 

after last 

%all feeder 4  parameters removed all empty and ~2 columns removed 

timenorm=42171.58; 

 

elseif selection==1%CCAM1==true 

    multicoat='F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM1 May 8-9,2014\minMulticoatData.csv'; 

    pyaudios='F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM1 May 8-9,2014\Runs by MC Time\'; 

   % xlfile='C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-output-CCAM2.xls'; 

    [fid,errmsg1]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-CCAM1.csv','w'); 

    [PSDfid,errmsg]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-PSD-CCAM1.csv','w'); 

    DPV=false; 

    timenorm=41767.33; 

elseif selection==4%CCAM3==true 

    multicoat='F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM3 Oct 14-15, 2015\MC files\ccam3.csv'; 

    pyaudios='F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM3 Oct 14-15, 2015\'; 

   % xlfile='C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-output-CCAM2.xls'; 

    [fid,errmsg1]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-CCAM3.csv','w'); 

    [PSDfid,errmsg]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-PSD-CCAM3.csv','w'); 

    DPV=false; 

    timenorm=42291; 

elseif selection==5%CCAM4==true   Dec 16-17,2015 

    multicoat='F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM4 Dec 16 2015\multicoat\ccam4.csv'; 

    pyaudios='F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM4 Dec 16 2015\starttimeaudio\'; 

   % xlfile='C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-output-CCAM2.xls'; 
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    [fid,errmsg1]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-CCAM4.csv','w'); 

    [PSDfid,errmsg]=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\MaDASS-PSD-CCAM4.csv','w'); 

    DPV=false; 

    timenorm=42354; 

end 

if selection ~=3 

    mstrs={'DateTime' ',Time_seconds' ',AirJet_Bar' ',Argon_NLPM' ',Nitrogen_NLPM' 

',Hydrogen_NLPM'... 

    ',Helium_NLPM' ',Current_A' ',Voltage_V' ',Power_kW' ',Conductivity_µS' 

',Coolingwaterflow_l/min'... 

    ',Cooling_water_inlet_temp__°C' ',Cooling_water_outlet_temp__°C' ... 

    ',Carrier_gas1_NLPM' ',Disk1_%' ',Stirrer1_%' ',Hopper1_bar' ... 

    ',Carrier_gas2_NLPM' ',Disk2_%' ',Stirrer2_%' ',Hopper2_bar' ... 

    ',Carrier_gas3_NLPM' ',Disk3_%' ',Stirrer3_%' ',Hopper3_bar' ... 

    ',Carrier_gas4_NLPM' ',Disk4_%' ',Hopper4_bar'};%no commma after last 

%Stirrer 3 has been removed from MC data files and date and time colums 

%have been combined as well as all ~2 

 

end 

if ischar(errmsg1) || ischar(errmsg) 

    disp(errmsg1) 

    disp(errmsg) 

end 

 

%%%Add output Column names 

cols1='Time Start,Time Finish,Segment Number,dt_seconds,t from start_seconds,';%#5 

peaks=repmat('Frequency (kHz), Intensity (dB),',1,(length(fftranges)-

1));%#2*(length(fftranges)-1)%%%%puts space infront of Intensity column names 

dpvcols='x_cm,y_cm,Speed_m/s,Temperature_C,Diameter_µm,n,Speed_stddev,Temperature_stddev,

Diameter_stddev,';%#9 

cols2='Run Number,Note,Nozzle Number,Nozzle State,Powder Feed Case,';%5 strings 

fprintf(fid,'%s',[... 

    (cols1),... 

    strjoin(strcat(mstrs,{'_MEAN'})),',',... 

    strjoin(strcat(mstrs,{'_stddev'})),',',... 

    strjoin(strcat(mstrs,{'_SLOPE'})),',',... 

    (peaks),... 

    (dpvcols),... 

    (cols2)]); 

fprintf(fid,'%s\n','Date and Time'); 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%For xlswrite1 to work%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

% e = actxserver ('Excel.Application'); 

% %xlfile='C:\YourFileFolder\FileName'; 

% if ~exist(xlfile,'file') 

%     ExcelWorkbook = e.workbooks.Add; 

%     ExcelWorkbook.SaveAs(xlfile); 

%     ExcelWorkbook.Close(false); 

% end 

% invoke(e.Workbooks,'Open',xlfile); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear fig; 
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hold on 

plotwind=datenum(0,0,0,1,0,0);%2*60*60;%+-time window to be plotted on fig 2 

%mcDATA=csvread('F:\VT Research\Audio\OM visit multicoat data\minMulticoatDataD2.csv'); 

% [nums,~,raw]=xlsread(multicoat); 

% mcDATA=nums(:,1:30); 

% mcDATA(isnan(mcDATA))=0; 

% 

% characteristics=raw(:,31:34); 

% clear nums raw 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% textscan alternative multicoat fileimport%%%%%% 

filename =multicoat; 

delimiter = ','; 

formatSpec = [repmat('%f',1,29) repmat('%s',1,4) '%*s%[^\n\r]']; 

[fileID,errorhere] = fopen(filename,'r'); 

disp(errorhere) 

dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'EmptyValue' ,0, 

'ReturnOnError', false); 

mcDATA=[dataArray{1:29}]; 

characteristics=[dataArray{30:34}]; 

outputdatacolumns=2*(length(fftranges)-1)+5+9+3*length(mcDATA(1,:)); 

numfftcols=2*(length(fftranges)-1); 

 

%%%%%%%%% 

%assignin('base','mcDATA',mcDATA); 

%assignin('base','mcTXT',mcTXT); 

%mcDATA234=csvread('F:\VT Research\Audio\OM visit multicoat 

data\minMulticoatDataD234.csv'); 

%mcDATA=mcDATA1; 

global location 

global fnames 

global flist 

global welschrez 

global runnum 

global runmeans 

global B 

B=10;% octave resolution 

runmeans=zeros(7,200);%200 is greater than number of runs that there is DPV data for 

runnum=-1; 

fs=192000; 

    G = 10^(3/10); 

    validcenterfreq=1000*(G.^((2*(-1000:1350)-59)/(2*B))); 

    F0=validcenterfreq(validcenterfreq>20 & validcenterfreq<fs/2);%sets the frequency 

ranges 

   %size(F0) 

    welschrez=length(F0); 

 

    %%%% files in "location" are labeled in YYYY-MM-DD_HH-mm-ss.wav format 

    %%%% eg "2015-06-16_15-28-17.wav 

    location=pyaudios; 

    flist=dir(strcat(location,'*.wav')); 

    fullnames={flist.name}; 

    fnames=cell(1,length(flist)); 
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    for i=1:length(flist) 

        [~,fnam,~]=fileparts(fullnames{i}); 

        fnames(i)={fnam}; 

    end 

   %%%% DPV .prt files(individual particle data) is in MMDDYYYY HHmmss 

   %%%% format eg "04172015 104157.prt" 

global DPVlocation 

global DPVfnames 

global DPVflist 

global DPVind 

 

DPVind=0; 

    DPVlocation='F:\VT Research\Audio\OM June 16-19, 2015\DPV OM Visit\'; 

 

    DPVflist=dir(strcat(DPVlocation,'*.prt')); 

    fullnames={DPVflist.name}; 

    DPVfnames=cell(1,length(DPVflist)); 

    for i=1:length(DPVflist) 

        [~,fnam,~]=fileparts(fullnames{i}); 

        DPVfnames(i)={fnam}; 

    end 

%     assignin('base','DPVfnames',DPVfnames) 

%     assignin('base','DPVflist',DPVflist) 

%meanrangedev=dlmread('F:\VT Research\Audio\OM visit multicoat 

data\MCmeanrangesdev.csv',','); 

%%%% Identify and calculate changes in multicoat measured values 

MulticoatRanges=range(mcDATA(:,3:end),1); 

%%%% indecies +2 == appropriate multicoat colum/category 

% threshold=(meanrangedev(:,2));% as a percent of range 

% threshold(1)=meanrangedev(1,2)*0.5; % Air Jets 

% threshold(2)=meanrangedev(2,2)*0.005; % Argon ~1 

threshold=(MulticoatRanges(:));% as a percent of range 

threshold(1)=MulticoatRanges(1)*0.5; % Air Jets 

threshold(2)=MulticoatRanges(2)*0.005; % Argon ~1 

threshold(3)=0.65; % Nitrogen at CCAM2 0-.6 range 

threshold(4)=0.25; % Hydrogen ~0.25 

threshold(5)=0.65; % Helium at CCAM2 0-.6 range 

threshold(6)=15; % Current 

threshold(7)=1; % Voltage 

threshold(8)=2; % Power 

% threshold(13,18,23)=0.1; % Carrier Gases 

% threshold(14,19,24)=1; % Feed Rate 

% threshold(15,20,25)=150; % Vibrator 

% threshold(16,21,26)=20; % Hopper pressure 

% threshold(17,22,27)=meanrangedev(3,2)*0.5; % Powder Weight 

line=3; 

%can subract rounded down time from itself for just time without date 

%1-6%DateTime,Time_s,2: AirJet (Air)_bar,2: Argon_NLPM,2: Nitrogen_NLPM,2:Hydrogen_NLPM, 

%7-11%2: Helium_NLPM,2: Current_A,2: Voltage_V,2: Power_kW,2: Conductivity_µS, 

%12-14%2: Cooling water flow_l/min,2: Cooling water inlet temp _°C,2: Cooling water 

outlet temp _°C, 

%15-19%2: Carrier gas1_SLPM,2: Feedrate1_g/min,2: Vibrator1_mbar,2: Hopper1_mbar,2: 

Weight Hopper1_kg, 
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%20-24%2: Carrier gas2_SLPM,2: Feedrate2_g/min,2: Vibrator2_mbar,2: Hopper2_mbar,2: 

Weight Hopper2_kg, 

%25-30%2: Carrier gas3_SLPM,2: Feedrate3_g/min,2: Vibrator3_mbar,2: Hopper3_mbar,2: 

Weight Hopper3_kg 

set(0, 'CurrentFigure', 2); 

plot(mcDATA(:,1)-timenorm,mcDATA(:,3)/max(mcDATA(:,3)),...%airjet 

    mcDATA(:,1)-timenorm, mcDATA(:,4)/max(mcDATA(:,4)),...%argon 

    mcDATA(:,1)-timenorm,mcDATA(:,9)/max(mcDATA(:,9)),...%voltage 

    mcDATA(:,1)-timenorm, mcDATA(:,8)/max(mcDATA(:,8)),...%power 

    mcDATA(:,1)-timenorm, mcDATA(:,6)/max(mcDATA(:,6)))%hydrogen 

%   plot variable parameters, current, voltage, gases, feed rate 

legend('airjet', 'argon', 'voltage', 'power', 'hydrogen');%, 'change points', 

'completed') 

count=0; 

countb=0; 

changelist=[1]; 

changes=zeros(27,1); 

h = waitbar(0,'Identifying Parameter Changes'); 

    for i=2:length(mcDATA(:,1)) 

        difs=abs(mcDATA(i,3:end)-mcDATA(i-1,3:end)); 

        temp=0; 

        for j=1:length(difs) 

            if (difs(j)-threshold(j))>0 %large change in input/measured paramter 

                %changelist=[changelist [i,j]]; 

                changes(j)=changes(j)+1; 

                temp=1; 

 

                %disp(threshold(j,2)) 

 

            end 

        end 

        if temp==1 

            countb=countb+1; 

            changelist=[changelist [i]]; 

            size(changelist); 

        end 

        count=count+temp; 

        %takes too long as updates ~76k times waitbar((i/(length(mcDATA(:,1))-1)),h); 

    end%Identifys changes in MC data based on thresholds above 

    if changelist(end)+maxtime0<length(mcDATA(:,1)) 

        changelist=[changelist [changelist(end)+maxtime0]];%append last value to list 

length(mcDATA(:,1)) 

    end 

    if changelist(2)-maxtime0>0 

        changelist(1)=changelist(2)-maxtime0;%skip boring beginning 

        %changelist(1)=2;%if starting from begining 

    end 

    h = waitbar(1,h,'Identified Parameter Changes'); 

close(h) 

%assignin('base','CL',changelist) 

disp(count) 

disp(countb) 

disp(changes) 
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disp(sum(changes)) 

disp(length(changelist)) 

%disp(changelist) 

x=mcDATA([changelist],1)-timenorm; 

y=zeros(length(x),1)+.1; 

plot(x,y,'w--o','MarkerFaceColor','red','MarkerSize',10,'MarkerEdgeColor','k'); 

 

 

% color by change? 

%display(changelist) 

%assignin('base','changelist',changelist); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%For testing/analyzing short segments 

if toEND 

    cEND=size(changelist,2)-1; 

else 

    cEND=ENDifnottoEND; 

end 

waitupdate=round((20+cEND-cSTART)/20); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

h = waitbar(0,'Extracting Data from Multicoat, DPV, and Audio'); 

%%%%%%% Increments through change values, finds the start and finish time 

%%%%%%% between changes, sends those values to find audio and DPV data for 

%%%%%%% segments and averages and stddevs multicoat data over time, writes 

%%%%%%% all to csv file. A max time can be set such that long periods of 

%%%%%%% continuous multicoat paramters are split into smaller sections. 

    for  i=cSTART:cEND 

 

 

        %disp('divisions:') 

        %disp((changelist(i+1)-changelist(i))/maxtime) 

        %at each time where changes are determined, average multicoat 

        %values(and std dev), find closest audio in time fft etc. find DPV, 

 

        [runnum, worked]=str2num(characteristics{changelist(i),1}); 

        if worked 

            if  runnum>=146 && runnum<=149 %OM runs with F4 and sinplex guns 

                %mcDATA(changelist(i),end)>=146 && mcDATA(changelist(i),end)<=149 %OM 

runs with F4 and sinplex guns 

                maxtime=1; 

 

                disp({'short segments for run: ', runnum}) 

            else 

                maxtime=maxtime0; 

            end 

        else 

            %disp(['chars = ' characteristics{changelist(i)-10:10+changelist(i),:}]) 

            %str2num(characteristics{changelist(i),1}) 

            runnum=-1; 

            maxtime=maxtime0; 

        end 

        if mcDATA(changelist(i),4)>5 %&& mcDATA(changelist(i),7)<5 %if just argon on want 

1 second segments 
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            maxtime=1; 

        end 

            if (changelist(i+1)-changelist(i))>maxtime%if long :divide it up 

                % divide segment into maxtime legth segments 

                %k = waitbar(0,'Dividing long segment'); 

                j=changelist(i); 

                seg=1; 

                while j+maxtime<changelist(i+1) 

                    [runnum, worked]=str2num(characteristics{j+maxtime-1,1}); 

                    if ~worked 

                        runnum=-1; 

                    end 

                    vdate=datevec(mcDATA(j,1)); 

                    sdate=datenum(vdate(1),vdate(2),vdate(3),0,0,0); 

                    start=datenum(0,0,0,0,0,mcDATA(j,2))+sdate; 

                    vdate=datevec(mcDATA(j+maxtime,1)); 

                    fdate=datenum(vdate(1),vdate(2),vdate(3),0,0,0); 

                    finish=datenum(0,0,0,0,0,mcDATA(j+maxtime,2))+fdate; 

                    if j==(j+maxtime-1)%one second maxtime? 

 

                        meanMC= mcDATA(j,:); 

                        stddevMC=zeros(1,length(mcDATA(1,:))); 

                        MCslopes=(mcDATA(j+1,:)-mcDATA(j-1,:))/... 

                            (mcDATA(j+1,2)-mcDATA(j-1,2)); 

                    else 

                        meanMC=mean(mcDATA(j:j+maxtime,:)); 

                        stddevMC=std(mcDATA(j:j+maxtime,:)); 

                        MCslopes=(mcDATA(j+maxtime+1,:)-mcDATA(j-1,:))/... 

                            (mcDATA(j+maxtime+1,2)-mcDATA(j-1,2)); 

                    end 

 

                    n=size(mcDATA(j:j+maxtime-1,:),1); 

                    t=j+maxtime-changelist(1); 

                    [fftpeaks,welspec]=findaudio(start,finish,fftranges); 

                    meanDPV=findDPV(start,finish,[meanMC(4) meanMC(6) meanMC(8) 

meanMC(9)]); 

%                     meanMC=averageMC(start,finish,mcDATA); 

%                     segmentinfo=segmentinfo(start,finish); 

                    strdate=datestr(meanMC(1),'mm/dd/yy HH:MM:SS.FFF'); 

                    %numColumns=(length(fftpeaks)+3*length(MCslopes)); 

                   %%%For spectrum output 

                   

specfilelength=length([start,finish,seg,n,t,meanMC,stddevMC,MCslopes,meanDPV,welspec]); 

                    numFmt=[repmat('%f,',1,specfilelength-1) '%f 

\n'];%outputdatacolumns+welschrez-1-numfftcols 

                    strFmt=repmat('%s,',1,5); 

                    fprintf(PSDfid,[strFmt numFmt],... 

                        characteristics{j+maxtime-1,:},... 

                        [start,finish,seg,n,t,meanMC,stddevMC,MCslopes,meanDPV],... 

                        [welspec]... 

                        ); 

 

                    %%%For Frequency Peak Output 
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                    numFmt=[repmat('%f,',1,outputdatacolumns)]; 

                    strFmt=[repmat('%s ,',1,5) '%s \n']; 

                    fprintf(fid,[numFmt strFmt],... 

                        

[start,finish,seg,n,t,meanMC,stddevMC,MCslopes,fftpeaks,meanDPV],... 

                        characteristics{j+maxtime-1,:},strdate... 

                        ); 

%                     

xlswrite1(xlfile,[start,finish,seg,n,t,meanMC,stddevMC,MCslopes,fftpeaks,meanDPV],1,sprin

tf('A%d', line),e); 

%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,{strdate},1,sprintf('F%d', line),e); 

%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,characteristics(j+maxtime-1,1),1,sprintf('DA%d', 

line),e);%run characterisitc 

%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,characteristics(j+maxtime-1,2),1,sprintf('DB%d', 

line),e);%Nozzle Number 

%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,characteristics(j+maxtime-1,3),1,sprintf('DC%d', 

line),e);% Nozzle State 

%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,characteristics(j+maxtime-1,4),1,sprintf('DD%d', 

line),e);%Powder Feeder case 

 

                    line=line+1; 

                    j=j+maxtime; 

                    seg=seg+1; 

                    %waitbar(seg/((changelist(i+1)-changelist(i))/maxtime),k); 

                end 

 

                start=datenum(0,0,0,0,0,mcDATA(j,2))+fdate; 

                vdate=datevec(mcDATA([changelist(i+1)],1)); 

                fdate=datenum(vdate(1),vdate(2),vdate(3),0,0,0); 

                finish=datenum(0,0,0,0,0,mcDATA([changelist(i+1)],2))+fdate; 

                if j==changelist(i+1)-1 %one second segment? 

 

                    meanMC= mcDATA(j,:); 

                    stddevMC=zeros(1,length(mcDATA(1,:))); 

                    MCslopes=(mcDATA(j+1,:)-mcDATA(j-1,:))/... 

                            (mcDATA(j+1,2)-mcDATA(j-1,2)); 

                else 

                    meanMC=mean(mcDATA(j:changelist(i+1)-1,:)); 

                    stddevMC=std(mcDATA(j:changelist(i+1)-1,:)); 

                    MCslopes=(mcDATA(changelist(i+1),:)-mcDATA(j-1,:))/... 

                            (mcDATA(changelist(i+1),2)-mcDATA(j-1,2)); 

                end 

 

                n=size(mcDATA(j:changelist(i+1)-1,:),1); 

                t=changelist(i+1)-changelist(1); 

                %close(k); 

 

            else %segment step less that maxtime 

                seg=1; 

                if changelist(i)==(changelist(i+1)-1)%if one second step 

 

                   meanMC= mcDATA(changelist(i),:); 

                   stddevMC=zeros(1,length(mcDATA(1,:))); 
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                   MCslopes=(mcDATA(changelist(i+1),:)-mcDATA((changelist(i)-1),:))/... 

                            (mcDATA(j+1,2)-mcDATA(j-1,2)); 

                else 

                   meanMC=mean(mcDATA(changelist(i):changelist(i+1)-1,:)); 

                   stddevMC=std(mcDATA(changelist(i):changelist(i+1)-1,:)); 

                   MCslopes=(mcDATA(changelist(i+1),:)-mcDATA(j-1,:))/... 

                            (mcDATA(changelist(i+1),2)-mcDATA(j-1,2)); 

                end 

                vdate=datevec(mcDATA([changelist(i)],1)); 

                sdate=datenum(vdate(1),vdate(2),vdate(3),0,0,0); 

                start=datenum(0,0,0,0,0,mcDATA([changelist(i)],2))+sdate; 

                vdate=datevec(mcDATA([changelist(i+1)],1)); 

                fdate=datenum(vdate(1),vdate(2),vdate(3),0,0,0); 

                finish=datenum(0,0,0,0,0,mcDATA([changelist(i+1)],2))+fdate; 

 

                n=size(mcDATA(changelist(i):changelist(i+1)-1,:),1); 

                t=changelist(i+1)-changelist(1); 

            end 

 

       % end 

        [fftpeaks,welspec]=findaudio(start,finish,fftranges); 

        meanDPV=findDPV(start,finish,[meanMC(4) meanMC(6) meanMC(8) meanMC(9)]); 

        strdate=datestr(meanMC(1),'mm/dd/yy HH:MM:SS.FFF'); 

        %disp(t) 

        %segmentinfo=segmentinfo(start,finish); 

                   %%%For spectrum output 

                   

specfilelength=length([start,finish,seg,n,t,meanMC,stddevMC,MCslopes,meanDPV,welspec]); 

                    numFmt=[repmat('%f,',1,specfilelength-1) '%f 

\n'];%outputdatacolumns+welschrez-1-numfftcols 

                    strFmt=repmat('%s,',1,5); 

                    fprintf(PSDfid,[strFmt numFmt],... 

                        characteristics{changelist(i+1)-1,:},... 

                        [start,finish,seg,n,t,meanMC,stddevMC,MCslopes,meanDPV],... 

                        [welspec]... 

                        ); 

                   %%%For Frequency Peak Output 

                    numFmt=[repmat('%f,',1,outputdatacolumns)]; 

                    strFmt=[repmat('%s ,',1,5) '%s \n']; 

 

                    fprintf(fid,[numFmt strFmt],... 

                        

[start,finish,seg,n,t,meanMC,stddevMC,MCslopes,fftpeaks,meanDPV],... 

                        characteristics{changelist(i+1)-1,:},strdate... 

                        ); 

%                     

xlswrite1(xlfile,[start,finish,seg,n,t,meanMC,stddevMC,MCslopes,fftpeaks,meanDPV],1,sprin

tf('A%d', line),e); 

%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,{strdate},1,sprintf('F%d', line),e); 

%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,characteristics(j+maxtime-1,1),1,sprintf('DA%d', 

line),e);%run characterisitc 

%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,characteristics(j+maxtime-1,2),1,sprintf('DB%d', 

line),e);%Nozzle Number 
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%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,characteristics(j+maxtime-1,3),1,sprintf('DC%d', 

line),e);% Nozzle State 

%                     xlswrite1(xlfile,characteristics(j+maxtime-1,4),1,sprintf('DD%d', 

line),e);%Powder Feeder case 

        line=line+1; 

        set(0, 'CurrentFigure',2); 

        title(strcat('MC Time: ', datestr(mcDATA([changelist(i+1)],1)+693960,'mmm dd, 

HH:MM:SS'))) 

        x=mcDATA([changelist(1:i+1)],1)-timenorm; 

        y=zeros(length(x),1)+.1; 

        try 

            delete(CP); 

 

        catch 

        end 

        CP=plot(x,y,'w--

o','MarkerFaceColor','green','MarkerSize',10,'MarkerEdgeColor','k'); 

        axis([x(end)-plotwind/10 x(end)+plotwind 0 1]) 

 

        if rem(i,waitupdate)==0 

        waitbar(((i-cSTART)/(cEND-cSTART)),h);%sprintf('%d%% 

along...',(100*i/size(changelist,2))) 

        end 

    end 

    close(h); 

%%%%%%For xlswrite1 to save and close open excel file 

% invoke(e.ActiveWorkbook,'Save'); 

% e.Quit 

% e.delete 

% clear Excel e 

fclose(PSDfid); 

fclose(fid); 

    %%here add the column names to the output 

    %xlswrite(xlfile,[start,finish,1,meanMC,stddevMC],1,sprintf('A%d', line)); 

end 

end 

findaudio - Get and process audio data 

Finds audio between start and finish based on audio file names. Extracts peak frequencies, calls 

findDPV and wav2spl. Plots fft and octave spectrum 

function [fftpeaks,spectrum]=findaudio(start,finish,fftranges) 

    %%%file format in datenum('2015-06-16_15-10-27','yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS') 

    %%%find closest lower time than start and finish if not same get both so 

    %%%maxtime cant be greater than length of audio files ~=5min in most of 

    %%%our cases 

 

    global location 

    global fnames 

    global flist 

    global welschrez 
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    start=start+693960;%converts excel time format to matlab 

    finish=finish+693960; 

%     disp(datevec(start)) 

%     disp(datevec(finish)) 

        %%%%%%% Add/subtract time difference between audio 

        %%%%%%% recordtime(laptop) and multicoat time 

    timesyncs=datenum([0,0,0,0,3,38; 0,0,0,0,0,3; 0,0,0,0,0,2; 0,0,0,0,0,2; ...%OM time 

delays 

        0,0,0,0,9,8; 0,0,0,0,9,8;...%CCAM2 time delays 

        0,0,0,0,0,0; 0,0,0,0,0,0;...%CCAM1 time delays(file names set from MC data times) 

        0,0,0,0,11,55; 0,0,0,0,11,55;...%CCAM3 time delays 

        0,0,0,0,0,0; 0,0,0,0,0,0;...%CCAM4 time delays(file names set from MC data times) 

        ]).*[1; -1;-1;-1;-1;-1;1;1;-1;-1;1;1]; 

    [year,month,day,~,~,~]=datevec(start); 

    if month== 6 %OM trip June 16-19,2015 

        timesync=timesyncs(day-15); 

    elseif month==7 %CCAM2 trip July 29 and 30,2015 

        timesync=timesyncs(day-24); 

    elseif month==5 && year==2014 %CCAM1 trip May 8 and 9 ,2014 

        timesync=timesyncs(day-1); 

    elseif month==10 %CCAM3 trip Oct 14 and 15,2015 

        timesync=timesyncs(day-5); 

    elseif month==12 %CCAM4 trip Dec 16 and 17,2015 

        timesync=timesyncs(day-5); 

    end 

    %timesync 

    fftpeaks=zeros(1,2*(length(fftranges)-1)); 

    spectrum=zeros(1,welschrez); 

   %size(spectrum) 

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%return%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%if audio is unnecessary 

    if start>=finish 

        %disp('probable date change') 

        %disp(datevec(start)) 

        %disp(datevec(finish)) 

        return 

    end 

    %disp(size(fnames)) 

    %[~,fnames,~]=fileparts({flist.name}); 

    %%%%%%%%%%% add time difference from recording time to MC time 

 

    start=start+timesync(1); 

    finish=finish+timesync(1); 

    %disp(fnames) 

    %assignin('base','fnames',fnames) 

    %disp(datenum(fnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')) 

    %assignin('base','fnums',datenum(fnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')) 

    startoffsets=(start)-datenum(fnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS'); 

    %disp(start) 

    finishoffsets=(finish)-datenum(fnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS'); 

    %filevecs=datevec(datenum(fnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')); 

    %disp(filevecs(:,4:6)) 

%     filedifvecs=datevec(start-datenum(fnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')); 
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%     disp(filedifvecs(:,4:6)) 

%     startvec=datevec(start); 

%     disp(startvec(4:6)) 

    %[timedif1,ind1] = min(abs(); 

    %[timedif2,ind2] = min(abs(); 

%     [~, ~, ~, H, MN,S]=datevec(start) 

%     [~, ~, ~, H, MN,S]=datevec(finish) 

%     [~, ~, ~, H, MN,S]=datevec(datenum(fnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')) 

    %assignin('base','startoffsets',startoffsets) 

    try 

        ind1=find(startoffsets==min(startoffsets(startoffsets>=0))); 

        ind2=find(finishoffsets==min(finishoffsets(finishoffsets>=0))); 

    catch 

         %disp('no audio file found for segment(before audio starts)') 

%         y=datevec(start); 

%         z=datevec(datenum(fnames(1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')); 

%         disp(round(y(3:6))) 

%         disp(z(3:6)) 

        return 

    end 

    %disp(datestr(startoffsets(ind1),'ss')) 

    %disp(datestr(finishoffsets(ind2),'ss')) 

%     if datestr(startoffsets(ind1),'ss')>330%%%%%%%%%max 59sec%%%%%%%%%%%%%% put after 

audioread make sure segment is in audio 

%         disp('no audio file found for segment(this one shouldnt happen)') 

%         return 

%     end 

    %disp(flist(ind1).name) 

 

    %display(start) 

    %display(fs) 

    %assignin('base','wav',wav) 

    %assignin('base','start',start) 

     %   (datestr(start-datenum(fnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS'),'ss')) 

      %  (datestr(finish-datenum(fnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS'),'ss')) 

 

 

    %secondsdelS=str2num(datestr(start-datenum(fnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-

SS'),'ss')); 

    %secondsdelF=str2num(datestr(finish-datenum(fnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-

SS'),'ss')); 

    t=datevec(start)-datevec(datenum(fnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')); 

    secondsdelS=((t(3)*24+t(4))*60+t(5))*60+t(6); 

    t2=datevec(finish)-datevec(datenum(fnames(ind2),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')); 

    secondsdelF=((t2(3)*24+t2(4))*60+t2(5))*60+t2(6); 

    if (secondsdelS<0) || (secondsdelF <0) 

        disp('error in file time differences') 

        disp(t) 

         disp(secondsdelS) 

         disp(t2) 

         disp(secondsdelF) 

        disp(datevec(start)) 

        disp(datevec(datenum(fnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS'))) 
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    end 

 

    %if short files, they max out at 5 min in lenght so the below can 

    %limit search time as the file name must be within 5 minutes of 

    %the desired audio time. WITH AUDACITY files the are really 

    %long 45:06 min longest with CCAM1 so have to make sure audio 

    %isnt in segment and since MC files are paired down to within the hour 

    %there is no point in emplying a similar feature for CCAM1/audacity 

    %files 

    ainfo=audioinfo(strcat(location,flist(ind1).name)); 

    if secondsdelS>330 &&  secondsdelS>ainfo.Duration 

 

%         disp(flist(ind1).name) 

% 

%         ainfo.Duration 

%         disp('no audio file found for segment(no file close)') 

%         disp(secondsdelS) 

 

        return 

    end 

    %assignin('base','secondsdelF',secondsdelF) 

    [~, fs]=audioread(strcat(location,flist(ind1).name),[1,2]); 

    proxstart=round(secondsdelS*fs); 

    proxfinish=round(secondsdelF*fs); 

    if ind1==ind2 %all audio in one segment 

        try 

            [wav, 

fs]=audioread(strcat(location,flist(ind1).name),[proxstart,proxfinish]); 

        catch 

            try %if audio doesnt extend to MC finish 

                [wav, fs]=audioread(strcat(location,flist(ind1).name),[proxstart,inf]); 

            catch 

                %disp('no audio file found for segment(close audio noninclusive)') 

                return 

 

            end 

        end 

    else 

        wav=[]; 

        disp({ind1,ind2}) 

        %disp(datevec(start)) 

        %disp(datevec(finish)) 

        %%%Stitch 2 audio files together 

        for i=ind1:ind2 

            disp({proxstart,proxfinish,flist(i).name}) 

            if i==ind1 

                try 

                    [wav1, fs]=audioread(strcat(location,flist(i).name),[proxstart,inf]); 

                catch 

                    disp('error reading file from prox start to end') 

                    disp({proxstart,flist(i).name,secondsdelS}) 

                    [wav1, fs]=audioread(strcat(location,flist(i).name),[1,inf]); 
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                    disp(length(wav1)/fs) 

                end 

            elseif i==ind2 

                try 

                    [wav1, fs]=audioread(strcat(location,flist(i).name),[1,proxfinish]); 

                catch 

                    disp('proxfinish exceeds file length') 

                    disp({proxfinish,flist(i).name,secondsdelS}) 

                    [wav1, fs]=audioread(strcat(location,flist(i).name),[1,inf]); 

                    disp(length(wav1)/fs) 

                end 

            else 

                [wav1, fs]=audioread(strcat(location,flist(i).name)); 

            end 

        %[wav2, fs]=audioread(strcat(location,flist(ind2).name)); 

        %disp(length(wav1)/fs) 

        wav=[wav; wav1]; 

        %display('audio stitched') 

        end 

    end 

    %wav=wav(proxstart:proxfinish); 

    %display(size(wav)) 

     if size(wav,2)==1 

         %disp('Single channel audio...') 

     elseif size(wav,2)>1 %%multichannel 

        %LTC=wav(:,2); 

        wav=wav(:,1); 

        %wav=wav2; 

    end 

    %sptme-decode proxstart:proxfinish to matrix/cell 

    % 

    %[segdif,ind3] = min(abs(datenum(LTCcodes,'HH-MM-SS')-datenum(start))); 

    %[~,ind4] = min(abs(datenum(LTCcodes,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')-datenum(finish))); 

    NFFT=2^nextpow2(length(wav)); 

    segfft=20*log10(abs(fft(wav,NFFT))/0.00002);%/length(wav) 

 

    %assignin('base','seg',wav) 

    freqs=(fs/2)*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); 

    %disp(freqs(1)) 

    rez=freqs(2); 

    %size(freqs) 

    %size(segfft(1:NFFT/2+1)) 

        if length(wav)>fs/2 

            %[SPLdB,F0]=wav2octaves(wav,background,start,finish) 

            [spec, F0]=wav2spls(wav,fs); 

 

            %[spectrum, F]=pwelch(wav,fs/2,fs/64, welschrez,fs); 

            %spectrum=20*log10(spectrum); 

            %spec(1:5) 

 

            spectrum=spec(~isnan(spec)); 

            F0=F0(~isnan(spec)); 

             assignin('base','HaveFs',F0) 
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        end 

        set(0, 'CurrentFigure',4); 

        try 

            %spectrum(1:5) 

            %size(spectrum) 

            %size(F0) 

            semilogx(F0,spectrum); 

            axis([1000 100000 60 120]) 

        catch 

             disp(datestr(start,'HH:MM:SS.FFF')) 

            disp(datestr(finish,'HH:MM:SS.FFF')) 

            disp(length(wav)) 

            disp(range(spectrum)) 

            return 

        end 

 

%         spectrogram(wav,fs/2,fs/64, welschrez,fs); 

%         colormap bone 

        set(0, 'CurrentFigure', 3); 

        plot(freqs/1000,segfft(1:NFFT/2+1)); 

        title(strcat('Min freq/rez: ',num2str(freqs(2)),' 1/freq= ', 

num2str(1/freqs(2)))); 

        axis([0 96 40 140]) 

 

 

    if fftranges(2)<=freqs(2); 

        fftranges(2)=fftranges(2)+2*freqs(2); 

    end 

    fftranges(1)=freqs(2); 

    %assignin('base','segfft',segfft) 

    %assignin('base','freqs',freqs) 

    for i = 1:length(fftranges)-1 

        %display(fftranges(i)) 

        %display(fftranges(i+1)) 

        [maxI,maxF]=max(segfft(round(fftranges(i)/rez):round(fftranges(i+1)/rez))); 

        try 

        fftpeaks(2*i-1)=(maxF*rez+fftranges(i))/1000; 

        fftpeaks(2*i)=maxI; 

        catch 

            disp(maxF) 

            disp(rez) 

            disp(fftranges) 

            disp(fftpeaks) 

        end 

    end 

    %disp(fftpeaks) 

 

end 
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wav2spls - Get Octave Intensities 

takes wav signal, divides into 1/20th second segments, takes fft, averages fft over entire length 

of wav 

function [spec, F0]=wav2spls(wav,fs) 

    global B 

    global welschrez 

    G = 10^(3/10); 

    octavemin=20; 

    validcenterfreq=1000*(G.^((2*(-1000:1350)-59)/(2*B))); 

    overlap=fs/200; 

    fftwindow=(fs/20)-overlap; 

    %frequencies=20:20:fs/2; 

    segmentlength=fs/20; 

    NFFT2=2^nextpow2(segmentlength); 

    frequencies=(fs/2)*linspace(0,1,NFFT2/2+1); 

    F0=[octavemin/2 validcenterfreq(validcenterfreq>octavemin & 

validcenterfreq<96000)];%fs/2)];%sets the frequency ranges 

    %all lower frequencies into one bin 

    welschrez=length(F0); 

    fd = (2^(1/(2*B))); 

    fuppers = F0 .* fd; 

    fuppers(1)=octavemin; 

    flowers = F0 ./ fd; 

    flowers(1)=1; 

%     assignin('base','F010th',F0) 

%     assignin('base','Fuppers',fuppers) 

%     assignin('base','Flowers',flowers) 

    Nfc=length(F0); 

    index=1; 

    jindex=1; 

    %(floor(length(wav)/fftwindow))*fftwindow 

    for j=overlap:fftwindow:((floor(length(wav)/fftwindow))*fftwindow)-fftwindow 

        %size(wav) 

        %j+fftwindow 

        segment=wav(j+1-overlap:j+fftwindow); 

        if sum(segment~=0)==0 %audio less than 1 sec 

            break 

        end 

        NFFT2=2^nextpow2(length(segment)); 

        tempfft=20*log10(abs(fft(segment,NFFT2))/0.00002); 

        ffts(jindex,:)=tempfft(1:NFFT2/2+1); 

        jindex=jindex+1; 

    end 

    ffts=ffts(mean(ffts,2)~=0,:); 

    for k=1:Nfc 

 

        A=mean2(ffts(:, (frequencies>=flowers(k))& (frequencies<fuppers(k)) )); 

        SPLdB(index,k)=A; 

    end 

    index=index+1; 

    SPLdB=SPLdB(mean(SPLdB,2)~=0,:); 
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    %size(SPLdB) 

    spec=mean(SPLdB,1); 

%     size(spec) 

end 

findDPV - Get DPV data 

With DPV's individual particle data files(.plt) findDPV finds all particles recorded between start 

and finish times and returns averageed parameters. Also finds and plots averages by run 

number. 

function  meanDPV=findDPV(start,finish,gunparams) 

    global DPVlocation 

    global DPVfnames 

    global DPVflist 

    global DPVind 

    global DPV 

    global runnum 

    global runmeans 

    global DPVdatetimes 

    persistent DPVfile 

    persistent DPVdata 

    meanDPV=zeros(1,9); 

    start=start+693960-61; 

    finish=finish+693960-61; 

    if DPV==false 

        return 

    end 

    timesyncs=datenum([0,0,0,0,3,58; 0,0,0,0,0,12; 0,0,0,0,0,9; 0,0,0,0,0,9]).*[1; -1;-

1;-1]; 

    %%%%if syncing date(month) too, OM DPV data is 2 months behind 

    [~,~,day,~,~,~]=datevec(start); 

    timesync=timesyncs(day-15); 

 

    if start>=finish 

        disp('start>finish') 

        %disp(datevec(start)) 

        %disp(datevec(finish)) 

        return 

    end 

    %disp(size(DPVfnames)) 

    %[~,DPVfnames,~]=fileparts({DPVflist.name}); 

    %%%%%%%%%%%here is where we will add time difference to MC time 

    %get date from start 

    %if 16th 

    start=start+timesync(1); 

 

    finish=finish+timesync(1); 

  %    disp(datevec(start)) 

  %   disp(datevec(finish)) 

    %disp(DPVfnames) 

    %assignin('base','DPVfnames',DPVfnames) 
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 %   disp(datevec(datenum(DPVfnames,'mmddyyyy HHMMSS'))) 

    %disp(datevec(start)) 

    %assignin('base','DPVfnames',DPVfnames) 

    %disp(datenum(DPVfnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')) 

    %assignin('base','fnums',datenum(DPVfnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')) 

    startoffsets=(start)-datenum(DPVfnames,'mmddyyyy HHMMSS'); 

    %disp(start) 

    finishoffsets=(finish)-datenum(DPVfnames,'mmddyyyy HHMMSS'); 

    %filevecs=datevec(datenum(DPVfnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')); 

    %disp(filevecs(:,4:6)) 

%     filedifvecs=datevec(start-datenum(DPVfnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')); 

%     disp(filedifvecs(:,4:6)) 

%     startvec=datevec(start); 

%     disp(startvec(4:6)) 

    %[timedif1,ind1] = min(abs(); 

    %[timedif2,ind2] = min(abs(); 

%     [~, ~, ~, H, MN,S]=datevec(start) 

%     [~, ~, ~, H, MN,S]=datevec(finish) 

%     [~, ~, ~, H, MN,S]=datevec(datenum(DPVfnames,'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')) 

    %assignin('base','startoffsets',startoffsets) 

    try 

        ind1=find(startoffsets==min(startoffsets(startoffsets>=0))); 

        ind2=find(finishoffsets==min(finishoffsets(finishoffsets>=0))); 

    catch 

         %disp('no DPV data found for segment(before starts)') 

%         y=datevec(start); 

%         z=datevec(datenum(DPVfnames(1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS')); 

%         disp(round(y(3:6))) 

%         disp(z(3:6)) 

        return 

    end 

    if ind2~=ind1 

        disp('uuuuhhh segment extends accross DPV files') 

        disp({DPVfnames(ind1),DPVfnames(ind2)}) 

        disp(datevec(start)) 

        disp(datevec(finish)) 

        return 

    end 

    %disp(datestr(startoffsets(ind1),'ss')) 

    %disp(datestr(finishoffsets(ind2),'ss')) 

%     if datestr(startoffsets(ind1),'ss')>330%%%%%%%%%max 59sec%%%%%%%%%%%%%% put after 

audioread make sure segment is in audio 

%         disp('no audio file found for segment(this one shouldnt happen)') 

%         return 

%     end 

    %disp(DPVflist(ind1).name) 

 

    %display(start) 

    %display(fs) 

    %assignin('base','wav',wav) 

    %assignin('base','start',start) 

     %   (datestr(start-datenum(DPVfnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS'),'ss')) 

      %  (datestr(finish-datenum(DPVfnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS'),'ss')) 
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    %secondsdelS=str2num(datestr(start-datenum(DPVfnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-

SS'),'ss')); 

    %secondsdelF=str2num(datestr(finish-datenum(DPVfnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-

SS'),'ss')); 

    t=datevec(start)-datevec(datenum(DPVfnames(ind1),'mmddyyyy HHMMSS')); 

    secondsdelS=((t(3)*24+t(4))*60+t(5))*60+t(6); 

    t2=datevec(finish)-datevec(datenum(DPVfnames(ind2),'mmddyyyy HHMMSS')); 

    secondsdelF=((t2(3)*24+t2(4))*60+t2(5))*60+t2(6); 

    if (secondsdelS<0) || (secondsdelF <0) 

        disp('error in file time differences') 

        disp(t) 

         disp(secondsdelS) 

         disp(t2) 

         disp(secondsdelF) 

        disp(datevec(start)) 

        disp(datevec(datenum(DPVfnames(ind1),'yyyy-mm-dd_HH-MM-SS'))) 

 

    end 

 

    if secondsdelS>65*60 

        %disp('no audio file found for segment(no file close)') 

        return 

    end 

    %assignin('base','secondsdelF',secondsdelF) 

 

  %  disp('DPVind') 

  %  disp(DPVind) 

  %  disp(DPVlocation) 

  %  disp(DPVflist(ind1).name) 

    if ind1~=DPVind 

        disp(DPVind) 

        fileID=fopen(strcat(DPVlocation,DPVflist(ind1).name)); 

        formatSpec = '%s%s%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';%not 2014 compatible? 

        %filename = 'F:\VT Research\Audio\OM June 16-19, 2015\DPV OM 

Visit\VT_Day2_Runs125.prt'; 

        delimiter = ' '; 

        startRow = 2; 

        DPVfile = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, 'Delimiter', delimiter,... 

            'MultipleDelimsAsOne', true, 'ReturnOnError', false, ... 

            'EmptyValue' ,NaN,'HeaderLines' ,startRow-1); 

        fclose(fileID); 

        DPVdata=zeros(length(DPVfile{1}),12);% 7 columns from file +4 for 

argon,H2,current, voltage,runnum 

        DPVind=ind1; 

        DPVdatetimes=datenum(strcat(DPVfile{1},DPVfile{2}),'mm/dd/yyyyHH:MM:SS.FFF'); 

        for i=1:7 

            DPVdata(:,i)=DPVfile{i+2}; 

        end 

 

    end 

   % assignin('base','DPVdata',DPVdata) 
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       % disp(runnum) 

        avgthese=start<DPVdatetimes & DPVdatetimes<finish; 

 

            meanDPV(1:5)=mean(DPVdata(avgthese,1:5),1); 

            meanDPV(6)=length(DPVdata(avgthese,1:5)); 

            meanDPV(7:9)=std(DPVdata(avgthese,3:5),0,1); 

            meanDPV(isnan(meanDPV))=0; 

            try 

                DPVdata(avgthese,8:11)=gunparams; 

                DPVdata(avgthese,12)=runnum; 

            catch 

                for m=1:length(avgthese) 

                    if avgthese(m)==1 

                    DPVdata(m,8:11)=gunparams; 

                    DPVdata(m,12)=runnum; 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

                        set(0, 'CurrentFigure',5); 

                 %if we are on a new run try and output all particle 

            %data for that run to text file *should only fail if 

            %first run 

 

                                   %%%For spectrum output 

            numFmt=[repmat('%f,',1,11) '%f \n']; 

 

            dpvbyrun=fopen('C:\Users\tkblair\Desktop\DPVbyrunwV.csv','a'); 

            for m=1:length(avgthese) 

                if avgthese(m)==1 

            fprintf(dpvbyrun,numFmt,... 

                DPVdata(m,:)... 

                ); 

                end 

            end 

            fclose(dpvbyrun); 

%             subplot(4,1,1) 

%             axis([-1, 149, 164, inf]) 

%             axis 'auto x' 

%             hold on 

%            errorbar(runnum,meanDPV(3),meanDPV(7),'LineWidth',3) 

            if runnum>0 && max(avgthese)>0 

                if runmeans(1,runnum)==0 % ie if no data yet added for a run 

                    %disp({find(avgthese,1,'first'),find(avgthese,1,'last')}) 

                    runmeans(2,runnum)=find(avgthese,1,'first'); %set run's start point 

                    runmeans(3,runnum)=find(avgthese,1,'last'); % set run's iniital end 

point 

                    runmeans(1,runnum)=1; %have data for run 

                    

runmeans(4,runnum)=mean(DPVdata(runmeans(2,runnum):runmeans(3,runnum),3));%average temp 

                    

runmeans(5,runnum)=mean(DPVdata(runmeans(2,runnum):runmeans(3,runnum),4));%avg vel 

                    

runmeans(6,runnum)=mean(DPVdata(runmeans(2,runnum):runmeans(3,runnum),5));% avg particle 
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size 

                    runmeans(7,runnum)=runnum;% run number 

                    set(0, 'CurrentFigure', 5); 

 

                    subplot(3,1,1) 

        %             axis([-1, 149, 164, inf]) 

        %             axis 'auto x' 

        %             hold on 

        %            errorbar(runnum,meanDPV(3),meanDPV(7),'LineWidth',3) 

                    

scatter(runmeans(7,(runmeans(1,:)>0)),runmeans(4,(runmeans(1,:)>0)),'filled', 

'LineWidth',3); 

        % 

        %            hold on 

        %            plot(DPVdatetimes(avgthese),DPVdata(avgthese,3)) 

                   subplot(3,1,2) 

                   

scatter(runmeans(7,(runmeans(1,:)>0)),runmeans(5,(runmeans(1,:)>0)),'filled', 

'LineWidth',3); 

        %            hold on 

        %            plot(DPVdatetimes(avgthese),DPVdata(avgthese,1)) 

                    subplot(3,1,3) 

                    axis([-1, 149, 1750, 2400]) 

                    axis 'auto x' 

                    

scatter(runmeans(7,(runmeans(1,:)>0)),runmeans(6,(runmeans(1,:)>0)),'filled', 

'LineWidth',3); 

 

                else %already have start point for a run 

                    runmeans(3,runnum)=find(avgthese,1,'last');%append new end of run's 

data 

                    

runmeans(4,runnum)=mean(DPVdata(runmeans(2,runnum):runmeans(3,runnum),3));%update mean 

T,V,d 

                    

runmeans(5,runnum)=mean(DPVdata(runmeans(2,runnum):runmeans(3,runnum),4)); 

                    

runmeans(6,runnum)=mean(DPVdata(runmeans(2,runnum):runmeans(3,runnum),5)); 

                end 

                assignin('base','runmeans',runmeans); 

                %disp(runmeans) 

 

            end 

 

end 
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APPENDIX C 

HVOFSTARTMONITOR 
Python Code 

Developed by Taylor Blair (tkblair@vt.edu) Nov 2013 -July 2014  

Version 1.0 

Live HVOF monitoring for poor gun ignitions 

Code formatted for publishing at www.planetb.ca/syntax-highlight-word 

1. # -*- coding: utf-8 -*-   
2. """  
3. Created on Tue May 26 16:27:03 2015  
4.   
5. @author: tkblair  
6. Developed and Run in Spyder IDE with 32-bit winPython 3.3.3  
7.   
8. Functions:  
9. Graphical User Interface for real-time data plotting  
10. Continuous Audio recording with automatic file naming  
11. Acoustic detection of HVOF Gun ignitions and frequency test for quality thereof  
12.     with real-time output and logging of test results  
13. COntains several commented out sections for running on prerecorded gun starts   
14.     in WAV format  
15.   
16. """   
17.    
18. from pyaudio import PyAudio, paFloat32, paInt32, paContinue   
19. import numpy   
20. #from pysoundfile import SoundFile   
21. #from pysoundcard import *   
22. #import sys   
23. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
24. import matplotlib.gridspec as gridspec   
25. from matplotlib.backends.backend_tkagg import FigureCanvasTkAgg, NavigationToolb

ar2TkAgg 
26. from scipy import fftpack, log10, linspace   
27. from scipy.io import wavfile   
28. #from pyaudio import *   
29. import wave   
30. import struct   
31. import os   
32. from tkinter import *   
33. import tkinter.ttk as ttk   
34. from tkinter.simpledialog import askinteger   
35. from threading import Timer   
36. from datetime import datetime   
37. import time   
38. import queue   
39. import random   
40. from tkinter.filedialog import askopenfilename, askdirectory   
41. import glob   
42. global t1,t2,t3, adata, s, strm, running, testTYPE,AUDIOdevin, AUDIOdevout    
43. global start, initialize,avgindex, runningindex, HVOFstvs, fsize, recording   
44. global filename1, timerindex, fileindex, files, fftfactor, wfft, filelength   
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45. global startsegment, check   
46. global savepath   
47. """For running on folder of .wav files  
48. os.chdir("C:/Users/tkblair/Documents/Developing")  
49. directory= askdirectory(initialdir="G:/VT Research/Audio/TST HVOF Recordings Nov

 2013/test")  
50. files = glob.glob(directory+"/*.wav")  
51. fileindex=0  
52. """   
53.    
54. s=0   
55. t1=time.time()   
56. t2=time.time()   
57. t3=time.time()   
58. testTYPE = 1   
59. adata=numpy.array([])   
60. t0 = time.time()   
61. initialize = True   
62. avgindex = 0   
63. runningindex = 0   
64. fsize = 0   
65. recording = True   
66. filename1=datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S.wav")#"testfile.wav"#   
67. #savepath = r"C:\Users\tkblair\Documents\Developing\OM visit 1"   
68. savepath = r"F:\VT Research\Audio\CCAM Dec 16, 2015"   
69. if not os.path.exists(savepath):   
70.     os.makedirs(savepath)   
71. fullpath = os.path.join(savepath, filename1)   
72. FORMAT=paInt32 #pyaudio.paInt16 #   
73. sp= .5 #set period in seconds   
74. sampleRate=192000#44100,192000 48k supported   
75. """For running on folder of .wav files  
76. fftwindow=int(2048)#16384 2048 4096 8192  96000 1024"""   
77. chans=2   
78. block = 16   
79. recordTime=9*60 #seconds   
80. avglength=10   
81. step = int(sp*sampleRate)#used as frames per buffer 1024   
82. peakFrange=[750, 22000]   
83. """For running on folder of .wav files  
84. startsegment=numpy.zeros(3*sampleRate)  
85. check=numpy.array((1,2,3,4,5))"""   
86. filepath = os.path.join('c:/your/full/path', 'filename')   
87.    
88. """  
89. ##########HVOF Values/Settings##############  
90. """   
91. length = recordTime*sampleRate   
92. steps = int(length/(sp*sampleRate))   
93. maxwin = int(length/(sp*sampleRate))   
94.    
95. freqrang=numpy.array([[2000,4000],   
96.                      [4000,6000],   
97.                     [6000,8000],   
98.                     [8000,12000],   
99.                     [12000,20000],   
100.                     [20000,40000],   
101.                     [40000,60000],   
102.                     [60000,96000]])   
103. thresholds=[[90,'Wave'],[90,'StdDev'],   
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104.             [1.500,'Frequency'],[8,'Intensity'],   
105.             [1.000,'Frequency'],[8,'Intensity'],   
106.             [1.000,'Frequency'],[8,'Intensity'],   
107.             [2.000,'Frequency'],[8,'Intensity'],   
108.             [2.000,'Frequency'],[8,'Intensity'],   
109.             [10.000,'Frequency'],[8,'Intensity'],   
110.             [15.000,'Frequency'],[8,'Intensity'],   
111.             [15.000,'Frequency'],[8,'Intensity']]   
112. #timeframe=numpy.linspace(0, len(wavf)/sampleRate, num=len(wavf))   
113.    
114.    
115. maxs=numpy.zeros([(len(freqrang)+1)*2,1])   
116. lastmaxs=numpy.zeros([(len(freqrang)+1)*2,1])   
117.    
118. movingavg=numpy.zeros(((len(freqrang)+1)*2,avglength))   
119. values=numpy.zeros([(len(freqrang)+1)*2,steps])   
120. values=[]   
121.    
122. triggers=numpy.zeros([(len(freqrang)+1)*2,steps])   
123. triggercount=numpy.zeros([1,steps])   
124. triggers=[]   
125. triggercount=[]   
126.    
127. HVOFstvs=numpy.zeros([2,3/sp])   
128.    
129. start=True   
130. avgindex=0   
131. ##########################################   
132. """  
133. ### UI for selecting audio device for recording  
134. """   
135. root = Tk()   
136. AUDIOdevin = 0           # Audio device for input. None = Windows default   
137. AUDIOdevout = 0          # Audio device for output. None = Windows default   
138. def SELECTaudiodevice():        # Select an audio device   
139.     global AUDIOdevin   
140.     global AUDIOdevout   
141.    
142.     PA = PyAudio()   
143.     ndev = PA.get_device_count()   
144.    
145.     n = 0   
146.     ai = ""   
147.     ao = ""   
148.     while n < ndev:   
149.         s = PA.get_device_info_by_index(n)   
150.         # print n, s   
151.         if s['maxInputChannels'] > 0:   
152.             ai = ai + str(s['index']) + ": " + s['name'] + "\n"   
153.         if s['maxOutputChannels'] > 0:   
154.             ao = ao + str(s['index']) + ": " + s['name'] + "\n"   
155.         n = n + 1   
156.     PA.terminate()   
157.    
158.     AUDIOdevin = 0   
159.        
160.     s = askinteger("Input Device",   
161.         "Select audio INPUT device:\nPress Cancel for Windows Default\n\n" +   
162.         ai + "\n\nNumber: ")   
163.     if (s != 0):         # If Cancel pressed, then None   
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164.         try:   # Error if for example no numeric characters or OK pressed withou
t input (s = "")   

165.             v = int(s)   
166.         except:   
167.             s = "error"   
168.    
169.         if s != "error":   
170.             if v < 0 or v > ndev:   
171.                 v = 0   
172.             AUDIOdevin = v   
173.           
174.            
175. SELECTaudiodevice()   
176. """    
177. edit out above for testing when specific devie not needed  
178. """   
179. """  
180. ### UI for selecting an audio test type *only one implemented  
181. """   
182. def SELECTaudiotest():   
183.     global testTYPE   
184.     testTYPE = 4    
185.     """default to TEST INTERFACE"""   
186.        
187.     s = askinteger("Acoustic Test",   
188.     "Select audio test to run:\n 2:HVOF Ignition \n 4:Interface Plotting Test\n"

 "\n\nNumber: ")   
189.     if (s != 0):   # If Cancel pressed, then None   
190.         try:       # Error if for example no numeric characters or OK pressed wi

thout input (s = "")   
191.             v = int(s)   
192.         except:   
193.             s = "error"   
194.    
195.         if s != "error":   
196.             if v == 2:   
197.                 v = 2   
198.             else:   
199.                 v=4   
200.             testTYPE = v   
201. """  
202. SELECTaudiotest()  
203.   
204. set programatically at initialization  
205. """   
206. """  
207. ### File operations includes labeling files by record start time   
208. """   
209. def fileOPs(op):   
210.     global w, fsize, filename1, savepath   
211.     if op == 'open':   
212. """For running on folder of .wav files  
213.         #objgraph.show_growth()          
214.         filename1=files[fileindex]  
215.         file = wave.open(filename1)  
216.         length = file.getnframes()  
217.         fs = file.getframerate()  
218.         filelength=length/fs  
219.   
220.         file.close()  
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221.         print(files[fileindex])  
222.         w = wave.open(files[fileindex],'rb')  
223. """   
224. """Comment out for running on folder of .wav files"""   
225.         filename1=datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-

%S.wav")#"testfile.wav"#   
226.         fullpath = os.path.join(savepath, filename1)           
227.         w = wave.open(fullpath,'w')   
228.            
229.         w.setparams((chans,p.get_sample_size(FORMAT),sampleRate,0,   
230.                      'NONE','not compressed'))   
231.            
232.     elif op == 'close':   
233.         time.sleep(3)            
234.         w.close()   
235.         fsize = 0   
236.     elif op== 'new':   
237.         w.close()   
238.         fsize = 0   
239.         filename1=datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-

%S.wav")#"testfile2.wav"#   
240.         fullpath = os.path.join(savepath, filename1)    
241.         w = wave.open(fullpath,'w')   
242.         w.setparams((chans,p.get_sample_size(FORMAT),sampleRate,0,   
243.                      'NONE','not compressed'))   
244. """For running on folder of .wav files        
245.         timerindex = 0  
246.         files = glob.glob(directory+"/*.wav")  
247.         filename1=files[fileindex]  
248.         fileindex += 1  
249.         print(files[fileindex])  
250.         w = wave.open(files[fileindex],'rb')  
251. def newFile():  
252.     global w, fsize, filename1, fileindex, files, timerindex, filelength     
253.     w.close()  
254.     fsize = 0  
255.     timerindex = 0  
256.     files = glob.glob(directory+"/*.wav")  
257.     fileindex += 1  
258.     filename1=files[fileindex]  
259.     file = wave.open(filename1)  
260.     length = file.getnframes()  
261.     fs = file.getframerate()  
262.     filelength=length/fs  
263.     file.close()  
264.     print(files[fileindex])  
265.     w = wave.open(files[fileindex],'rb')  
266.         #w.setparams((1,p.get_sample_size(FORMAT),sampleRate,0,'NONE','not compr

essed'))  
267. """   
268.            
269.         w = wave.open(fullpath,'w')   
270.         w.setparams((chans,p.get_sample_size(FORMAT),sampleRate,0,   
271.                      'NONE','not compressed'))   
272.            
273.    
274. """  
275. ### Checks format aginast recording device for compatability and opens initial   
276. ### file  
277. """   
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278. p = PyAudio()   
279. if p.is_format_supported(int(sampleRate),input_format=FORMAT,   
280.                          input_device=AUDIOdevin,input_channels=chans):#   
281.     print("Recording Rate and Input Device Supported")   
282.    
283. fileOPs('open')   
284. """  
285. ### Audio recording cycle - sets max file size and   
286. ### detects unrecorded audio* due to slow processing  
287. """   
288. def audioCallback(in_data,frame_count,time_info,status):   
289.     global adata, fsize, w   
290.     global t1,t2, t3, timerindex, startsegment,ary32b, test, check   
291.     t1=time.time()   
292.     """For running on folder of .wav files  
293.     data = w.readframes(frame_count)    
294.     timerindex += sp  
295.   
296.     adata = struct.unpack("%dh" %(len(data)/2),data)  
297.     ary32b=numpy.asarray(adata)/32767 #2147483647  
298.     freqCheck(ary32b)#need numpy array set for 32bit float  
299.   
300.     t3=time.time()  
301.   
302.     return (ary32b, paContinue)  
303.     """   
304.     """Comment out rest of audioCallback for running on folder of .wav files""" 

  
305.    
306.     if strm.is_active():       
307.    
308.         adata = struct.unpack("%di" %(len(in_data)/4),in_data)   
309.            
310.    
311.         if recording:   
312.             if fsize > 500 *(10**6): #APPROXIMATE MAX FILE SIZE IN MB   
313.                 w.writeframes(in_data)               
314.                 fileOPs('new')   
315.             else:   
316.                 w.writeframes(in_data)   
317.             fsize += len(in_data)   
318.    
319.         ary32b=numpy.asarray(adata)/2147483647   
320.         freqCheck(ary32b)#need numpy array set for 32bit float   
321.         t3=time.time()   
322.         if((t3-t1-sp)>0):   
323.             print("{0:.3f} seconds missed".format((t3-t1-sp))+" at: "+   
324.                 datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S"))   
325.                
326.        # print(["AudioTime:",t3-t1,"t2-t3:",t3-t2])   
327.         return (ary32b, paContinue)   
328.            
329.     else:   
330.         print("test2")   
331.    
332. """  
333. ### Recording initialization  
334. """      
335. running=False   
336.    
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337. strm = p.open(format=FORMAT,channels=chans,rate=sampleRate,input=True,   
338.               input_device_index=AUDIOdevin, frames_per_buffer=step,   
339.               stream_callback=audioCallback)   
340. print("Listening Started"+" at: "+datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S"))   
341. """For running on folder of .wav files  
342. s = 0  
343. running=True  
344.     #strm = p.open(format=FORMAT,channels=1,rate=sampleRate,  
345.         input=True,input_device_index=1, frames_per_buffer=step,  
346.         stream_callback=audioCallback)  
347. strm.start_stream()  
348. print("Calculations and Plotting Started")  
349. """   
350. """  
351. ### Recording/button controls  
352. """   
353. def pauseit():   
354.     global s,running   
355.     s = 1   
356.     running=False   
357.    
358.     print("Calculations and Plotting Paused")   
359.    
360. def startit():   
361.     global s,running   
362.     #global strm   
363.        
364.     s = 0   
365.     running=True   
366.     #strm = p.open(format=FORMAT,channels=1,rate=sampleRate,input=True,   
367.     #input_device_index=1, frames_per_buffer=step,stream_callback=audioCallback)

   
368.     strm.start_stream()   
369.     print("Calculations and Plotting Started")   
370.    
371. def stopProg():   
372.     #print(strm.is_active())   
373.     global running   
374.     running=False   
375.     if strm.is_active():   
376.         strm.stop_stream()   
377.     try:   
378.         strm.close()   
379.     except:   
380.         pass   
381.     root.destroy()   
382.        
383. def sel():   
384.     global testTYPE   
385.     testTYPE = var.get()   
386.     selTEST = "Results to be displayed for test #" + str(testTYPE)    
387. #    label.config(text = selTEST)   
388.     print(testTYPE)   
389.     ####Code to flow metered gas if nozzle test   
390.        
391.        
392.    
393. """  
394. ### Frequency test for HVOF start diagnositics  
395. """   
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396. def freqCheck(segment):   
397.     global initialize,avgindex, runningindex,HVOFstvsglobal initialize,avgindex 

   
398.     global start,runningindex,HVOFstvs, timerindex, fftwindow, wfft, startsegmen

t   
399.     if running:   
400.         Vmax = numpy.amax(abs(segment))   
401.            
402.         #audioLevel = numpy.mean(segment)   
403.         #print(Vmax)   
404.         wfft = abs(fftpack.fft(segment, n=fftwindow))   
405.         fftdb = 20*log10(wfft)[:len(wfft)/2]   
406.         #f = linspace(0, sampleRate/2000,num=sampleRate/2, endpoint=False)    
407.         ##frequecnies are not changed so resending not necessary   
408.         #frequencies = numpy.fft.fftfreq(len(segment),1/sampleRate)   
409.     #    plt.figure()   
410.     #    plt.title('FFT Signal')   
411. """Comment out for running on folder of .wav files"""   
412.         plotit( fftdb, Vmax)#f, add if changing x values for plotting or calcs   
413.            
414.         #print("test")   
415.         maxf = (numpy.argmax(fftdb[peakFrange[0]*   
416.             (fftwindow/sampleRate):peakFrange[1]*(fftwindow/sampleRate)])+   
417.             peakFrange[0]*(fftwindow/sampleRate))   
418.         maxI = max(fftdb[peakFrange[0]*(fftwindow/sampleRate):peakFrange[1]*   
419.             (fftwindow/sampleRate)])   
420.         s= ''   
421.         #Max frequency is {} Hz at {} dB\n'.format(maxf,maxI)       
422.         print("{0:.2f}".format(timerindex))   
423.         #   print(maxf,maxI)   
424.         
425.         stattex.tag_config('tag-center', justify='center')   
426.         resultTxt="Error Mode"   
427.    
428.         if testTYPE == 1:#HVOF   
429.             """#####  HVOF Test- 

actual test can do wave read for last 3 seconds needed  
430.             """   
431.             #### Max values assigned to column:maxs   
432.             maxs[0] = numpy.mean(abs(segment))   
433.             maxs[1] = numpy.std(segment)       
434.             for f in range(0,len(freqrang),1):   
435.                 maxs[(f*2)+2] = ((numpy.argmax(fftdb[freqrang[f,0]*   
436.                     (fftwindow/sampleRate):freqrang[f,1]*   
437.                     (fftwindow/sampleRate)]))+freqrang[f,0]*   
438.                     (fftwindow/sampleRate))/1000   
439.                 maxs[(f*2)+3] = max(fftdb[freqrang[f,0]*   
440.                     (fftwindow/sampleRate):freqrang[f,1]*(fftwindow/sampleRate)]

)   
441.             #### If first test, no last value, current assigned to last   
442.             if initialize==True:   
443.                 lastmaxs[:,0] = maxs[:,0]   
444.                 movingavg[:,:]=numpy.tile(maxs,avglength)   
445.                 initialize = False   
446.    
447.             else: #### compare maxs to last maxs see if differecne exceeds thres

holds   
448.                 triggers.append(numpy.zeros([len(maxs),1]))   
449.                 triggercount.append(0)   
450.                 for m in range(0,len(maxs),1):   
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451.                     #triggers[int(i/step)=numpy.append(triggers, numpy.zeros([le
n(maxs),1]),axis=1)               

452.                        
453.                     if abs(maxs[m,0]-lastmaxs[m,0]) > thresholds[m][0]:   
454.                         triggers[-1][m]=(maxs[m])   
455.                         triggercount[-1]+=1   
456.                 #### update last maxs and moving averages      
457.                 lastmaxs[:,0],movingavg[:,avgindex]=maxs[:,0],maxs[:,0]         

  
458.                 HVOFstvs[0,runningindex] = (((numpy.argmax(fftdb[3800:4500]))+   
459.                     3.800)/1000)   
460.                 HVOFstvs[1,runningindex] = max(fftdb[3800:4500])   
461.                 s= ""                   
462.    
463.                 if triggercount[-1]>=triggerthresh and start and    
464.                     (time.time()-t0)>3.5 and timerindex>3:   
465.                     print("Start Detected at:",timerindex,"s at: " +    
466.                         datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S"))   
467.                     s=(s+"Start Detected at "+"{0:.2f}".format(timerindex)+   
468.                         "s at: " + datetime.now().strftime("%H:%M:%S") + "\n")   
469.                     tval=numpy.mean(HVOFstvs[0,:])   
470.                     tIval=numpy.mean(HVOFstvs[1,:])   
471.    
472.                     print("    ")   
473.                     print("    ")   
474.                     print("Test Values:",tval,"kHz,", tIval,"dB")   
475.                     #s=s+"Test Values: "+str(tval)+ " kHz, " +str(tIval)+ " dB \

n "   
476.                     if tIval > 15:   
477.                         print("Shut Down?")   
478.                         s=s+"Shut Down?\n"   
479.                     else:   
480.                         print("start")   
481.                     if 3.9<tval<4.05:   
482.                         print("Good Start")   
483.                         s=s+"Good Start\n \n \n"   
484.                         stattex.config(background='green')   
485.                         stattex.replace(1.0,END,"\n Good",'tag-center')   
486.                     elif tval<=3.9:   
487.                         print("Wrong Nozzle Suspected")   
488.                         s=s+"Wrong Nozzle Suspected\n \n \n"   
489.                         stattex.config(background='red')   
490.                         stattex.replace(1.0,END,   
491.                                         "\n Error - Wrong Nozzle Suspected",   
492.                                         'tag-center')   
493.                     elif tval>=4.05:   
494.                         print("Bad Start Suspected")   
495.                         s=s+"Bad Start Suspected\n \n \n"   
496.                         stattex.config(background='red')   
497.                         stattex.replace(1.0,END,"\n Error - Bad Start Suspected"

,   
498.                                         'tag-center')   
499.                     """write start info to text file - need to format test value

s  
500.                     """   
501.                     with open("HVOFstarts.txt", "a") as f:   
502.                         f.write(datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")+   
503.                             ", "+"{0:.3f}".format(tval)+ ", " + "{0:.2f}".format

(tIval)+ 
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504.                             ", "+ "{0:.2f}".format(timerindex)+"s, "+filename1+ 
  

505.                             " , "+ str(triggercount[-
1]) + ", "+str(fftwindow)+"\n")   

506.                     print("    ")   
507.                     print("    ")   
508.                                  
509.                 triggercount.append(0)   
510.             values.append(maxs[:,0])   
511.    
512.             runningindex += 1   
513.             if runningindex==3/sp:   
514.                 runningindex=0   
515.             avgindex += 1   
516.             if avgindex==avglength:   
517.                 avgindex=0   
518.             resultTxt="Good"   
519.         elif testTYPE == 3:#####   
520.             resultTxt="Good"   
521.         else:#####   
522.             if maxf>1050:   
523.                 ("Test Value: Frequency is {0[0]:{1}f} kHz at {0[1]:{2}f} dB\n" 

  
524.                     .format(HVOFstvs[:,runningindex],.3,.5) )   
525.                 s= 'Max frequency is {0:.3f} Hz at {1:.4f} dB\n'.format(maxf,max

I)  
526.                 stattex.insert(END,s)   
527.                 stattex.config(background='green')   
528.                 stattex.replace(1.0,END,"\n Good"+ " - Test Result Message",   
529.                                 'tag-center')   
530.             else:   
531.                 stattex.config(background='red')   
532.                 stattex.replace(1.0,END,"\n Error"+ " - "+resultTxt,'tag-

center')   
533.         tex.insert(END,s)   
534.         tex.see(END)   
535.         """For running on folder of .wav files  
536.         if timerindex>filelength-10:  
537.             newFile()  
538.             """   
539.    
540. """  
541. ### Plots Intensity and FFT calculated from audio signal  
542. """   
543. def plotit(y, Vmax):#x, add if changing x values for plotting or calcs   
544.        
545.     #plt.figure(num="intensity")   
546.     plt.figure("intensity")   
547.     plt.cla()   
548.     #plt.cla()   
549.     plt.Figure()   
550.     plt.title('Mono')   
551.     plt.ylabel('Sound Input Level')   
552.     plt.ylim(0, 1.05)   
553.     plt.xticks([])       
554.        
555.     ax.bar(0,Vmax,0.2,color='b')   
556.        
557.     #print(Vmax)   
558.     canvas1.draw()   
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559.        
560.     #plt.plot(Vmax)   
561.     plt.figure("fft")   
562.        
563.     #plt.cla()   
564.     line0.set_ydata(y)   
565.     #line1,=plt.plot(x,y)   
566.     plt.xlim((0,96))   
567.     plt.xlabel('Frequency (kHz)')   
568.       
569.     plt.ylabel('Intensity (dB)')   
570.     plt.ylim((-20,80))   
571.     # just plt.draw() won't do it here, strangely   
572.        
573.     #ax.plot(0.05,Vmax,color='r')   
574.        
575.     #ax.bar(0.05,Vmax,width,color='r')   
576.        
577.     canvas2.draw()   
578.        
579.     global t1,t2   
580.     t2=time.time()   
581.     #print(["total:",t1-t0,"iteration:",t2-t1])   
582.    
583. # just to see the plot change   
584.    
585. def main():   
586.     plotShift = 0   
587.     print("main() executed")   
588.        
589. def combine_funcs(func1,*arg1s):   
590.     print(arg1s,arg1s[0][0],arg1s[0][1])   
591. #    arg1 =""       
592. #    for a in arg1s:   
593. #        arg1 += arg1s(a)       
594.     func1(arg1s[0][0],arg1s[0][1])   
595.        
596. #    def combined_func(*args):   
597. #        for f in funcs:   
598. #            f(*args)   
599. #    return combined_func     
600. """  
601. ### Change button name based on recording status  
602. """   
603. def setBname():   
604.     textvar1 = var.get()   
605.     if textvar1:   
606.         v.set("Recording")   
607.         fileOPs("open")   
608.     else:   
609.         v.set("Start Recording")   
610.         fileOPs("close")   
611. #    print("setfunc text: ",textvar,textvar1,setto)       
612. #    v.set(setto)   
613.        
614.        
615. """  
616. ### GUI for controls and info display  
617. Plots sound intensity and FFT outputs status and test results  
618. Buttons for controlling recording and testing  
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619. #NOT ALL FUNCTIONAL  
620. """   
621. ###################   
622. root.title("Interface")   
623. """  
624. #Create 2 subframes vertically  
625. """   
626. topframe=Frame(root)   
627. topframe.pack(fill=X)   
628. bottomframe=Frame(root)   
629. bottomframe.pack()   
630. """#Fill Top frame with sideways subframes """   
631. dispTleft=Frame(master=topframe)   
632. dispTleft.pack(side=LEFT, fill=X)   
633. dispTrite=Frame(master=topframe)   
634. dispTrite.pack(side=RIGHT, fill=X)   
635. """#Fill top left frame horizontally with control buttons"""   
636. s= Button(dispTleft,text="Start Testing", command=startit)   
637. s.pack(side=LEFT,fill=X)#,fill=X   
638. b = Button(dispTleft,text="Pause Testing", command=pauseit)   
639. b.pack(side=LEFT)   
640. e = Button(dispTleft,text="Exit", command=stopProg)   
641. e.pack(side=LEFT)   
642.    
643. v = StringVar()   
644. v.set("Recording")   
645. rec= Radiobutton(dispTleft,text="Recording",   
646.                  variable=recording,value=True,   
647.                  command=setBname,   
648.                 indicatoron=0,textvariable=v)   
649. rec.pack(side=LEFT,fill=X)#,fill=X   
650. rec.select()   
651. stoprec = Radiobutton(dispTleft,text="Stop Recording",   
652.                       variable=recording,value=False,   
653.                       command=setBname,   
654.                     indicatoron=0)   
655. stoprec.pack(side=LEFT)   
656. """##################################################"""   
657. var = IntVar()   
658. #label = Label(dispTrite)   
659. #label.pack(side=TOP)   
660. rdo1=Radiobutton(master=dispTrite,text="Parameters 1",   
661.                  variable=var,value=1,command=sel,indicatoron=0)   
662. rdo1.pack(side=LEFT,fill=X)   
663. rdo2=Radiobutton(master=dispTrite,text="Parameters 2",   
664.                  variable=var,value=2,command=sel,indicatoron=0)   
665. rdo2.pack(side=LEFT)   
666. rdo3=Radiobutton(master=dispTrite,text="Parameters 3",   
667.                  variable=var,value=3,command=sel,indicatoron=0)   
668. rdo3.pack(side=LEFT)   
669. rdo4=Radiobutton(master=dispTrite,text="Parameters 4",   
670.                  variable=var,value=41,command=sel,indicatoron=0)   
671. rdo4.pack(side=LEFT)   
672.    
673. """#Fill bottom frame with sideways subframes """   
674. displeft=Frame(master=bottomframe)   
675. displeft.pack(side=LEFT)   
676. disprite=Frame(master=bottomframe)   
677. disprite.pack(side=LEFT)   
678.    
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679. """#Sound intensity level Figure prep, placed on left in left bottom frame  
680. ###################################"""   
681. fig1 = plt.figure(num="intensity",figsize=(1.125,2))#figsize=(1.125,6))   
682. #gs = gridspec.GridSpec(1,1)   
683. ax = fig1.add_subplot(111)   
684. #inBar = ttk.ProgressBar(fig1, orient = VERTICAL, length=300, mode = "determinat

e")   
685.    
686. systems=['Mono']   
687. N=len(systems)   
688. ind=numpy.arange(N)   
689. #width=0.25   
690. list_a=(.1)   
691. plt.bar(left=(0.0,0.2),height=(0.01,0.75),width=0.2,color='b')   
692. ax.set_xlim(0,0.2)#if displaying stereo uper bound=0.4   
693. ax.set_title('Mono')   
694. ax.set_ylabel('Sound Input Level')   
695. ax.set_ylim(0, 1.05)   
696. #ax.set_xlim(0, 0.25)   
697. ax.set_xticks([])      
698. #ax.set_yticklabels(systems)   
699.    
700. #rects2=ax.plot(x,list_a,color='r')   
701. ax.grid(True)   
702. plt.tight_layout()   
703.    
704. #bar1= ax1.bar(1,1,(5,4))   
705. canvas1 = FigureCanvasTkAgg(fig1, master=displeft)   
706. #canvas1.create_rectangle(0,0,1,1,fill="blue")   
707. #canvas1.show()   
708. canvas1.draw()   
709. canvas1.get_tk_widget().pack(side=LEFT)   
710.    
711.    
712. """#FFT Figure prep, placed in left bottom frame  
713. ##########################"""   
714. fig2 = plt.figure(num="fft")   
715. ax2 = fig2.add_subplot(111)   
716. f = linspace(0, sampleRate/2000,num=sampleRate/2, endpoint=False)   
717. y = numpy.zeros(len(f))   
718. line0,=plt.plot(f,y,'b')   
719. plt.title("Current Signal FFT")   
720. canvas2 = FigureCanvasTkAgg(fig2, master=displeft)   
721. toolbar = NavigationToolbar2TkAgg(canvas2, displeft)   
722. canvas2.show()   
723. canvas2.get_tk_widget().pack(side=LEFT)   
724. toolbar.pack(side=BOTTOM)   
725. """  
726. #Text output and status image stacked vertically in bottom right frame"""   
727. tex=Text(master=disprite, width =10, height = 12)# width =60, height = 24)   
728. tex.pack()   
729. stattex=Text(master=disprite,bg="gray", width = 12, height = 5)   
730. #width = 57, height = 5)   
731. stattex.pack()   
732.    
733. menu = Menu(root)# create a menu   
734. root.config(menu=menu)   
735. filemenu = Menu(menu)   
736. menu.add_cascade(label="File", menu=filemenu)   
737. filemenu.add_command(label="New", command=startit)   
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738. filemenu.add_command(label="Open...", command=startit)   
739. filemenu.add_separator()   
740. filemenu.add_command(label="Exit", command=stopProg)   
741. helpmenu = Menu(menu)   
742. menu.add_cascade(label="Help", menu=helpmenu)   
743. helpmenu.add_command(label="About...", command=pauseit)   
744. """  
745.   
746. """   
747. """  
748. ### Main loop and close sequence  
749. """   
750. root.mainloop()   
751.    
752. strm.stop_stream()   
753. strm.close()   
754. p.terminate()   
755. w.close()   

 


